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NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This study consists of the construction and Talidation of a non-
verbal scale aimed to aid in the identification of the pre-delinquent 1, 
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adolescent boy. In addition, the relationship between the KD Prone-
ness Scale (verbal form) and the constructed non-verbal form will be 
determined. 
~ustitieation 
The justification tor the construction of such a non-verbal •oale 
hinges on several factors: {1) delinquency has always been a serious 
problem in the United States, (2) prevention is the chief problem of 
delinquency and early identification of the pre-delinquent is essential 
to prevention, (3) there are considerable data indicating that delin-
quents and non-delinquents differ in a number of aspeets,and (4) objec-
tive methods have been used to differentiate the two groups, but aost 
ot the instruments have been constructed tor other purposes and have 
many limitations when used tor prediction, and even those that were 
constructed tor the purpose have one or more •hortcomings. 
Delinquency - a Serious Problem 
It is generally accepted that delinquency has been a problem 
down through the ages. From earliest times some youth have failed to 
abide by the mores of the society in which they lived and have become 
lj 
; the delinquents of their day. Evidence that this problem existed in 
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ear~ America is revealed by the pages of history. Records can be 
found of cruel laws governing the actions of children passed by the 
colonies and the new-born states. These pages of history also tell 
of the incarceration of delinquents with adult prisoners and abusive 
punishment meted out to these youth. Gradually it was recognized that 
such puirltive methods failed to eradica:te or control delinquency and 
so the philosophy began to shift to the idea of reform. As a result, 
the nineteenth century saw the growth of many training schools for 
delinquents. 
I. 
Despite this gradual change in philosophy and new attack on 
delinquency, the problem still remains with us. Evidence of this is 
manifested through the exploits of delinquents reported in the news-
papers throughout the nation. The seriousness of the problem is 
revealed by statistics gathered by local and federal agencies. These 
sources state that before World War II, two million of America's 
43,000,000 boys and girls under lS years of age came to the attention 
of the police everY year. 1 At that time 35 per cent of all 
institutionalized delinquents in New York State were between the ages 
of 16 and 21. 2 In 1942 Massachusetts alone had 4,291 boys and 617 
girls (about 35 in 10,000) who appeared before the juvenile courts.3 
1. 
2. 
John R. Ellingston, Protecting Our Children from Criminal 
Careers, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 194S p. 10 
Ellingston, op ; cit., p. 11 
United states Children's Bureau, Social Statistics, United 
~ state$ Government Printing Office, Washington, 1943, p. 42 
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1 The United States Children's Bureau, which has compiled statistics in 
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delinquency since 1926, reports that 374 juvenile courts throughout 
the country had in 1945 disposed ot the cases ot 101,240 boys and 
26,611 girls.1 This Bureau also states that 389 juvenile courts ot 
lj 17 states in 1946 had handled 94,236 children, of which two-thirds 
l1 were delinquent. 2 
II 
In one decade (1938-1947) over 275 1000 children 
under 16 were involved in juvenile delinquency.3 Statistics indicate 
turther that in 1947, 40 to 60 per cent ot the inmates in Federal and 
state prisons were under 25 years ot age. 4 In 1951, 995 youth were 
admitted to the training schools in Massachusetts and many times that 
number appeared in juvenile court.5 In the tirst quarter ot 1952, 
the Citizenship Training School of Boston Juvenile Court handled 408 
boys, an increase ot 202 over the same period the previous year. 6 It 
is quite evident that no panecea ot delinquency has been discovered 
and the problem still exists. 
1. 
5· 
6. 
United States Children's Bureau, Juvenile Court Statistics, 
1944-45, United States Government Printing O:rtice, 1946, p. 11 
Negley L Teeters and John o. ReinemaDll, The Challenge ot Democracy, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1950, P• lB 
H. A. Phelps, ContemUl"!U7 Social Problems, Prentio ... Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1947, P• 3 4 
From the tiles ot the llassachuaetts Youth Service Board 
Boston Evening Globe, April 27, 1952 
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The aforementioned figures lend force to the statement that 
delinquency is a serious problem and yet these data account tor only 
a portion ot the actual delinquencies. The reported statistics have 
been gathered in main by such Federal agencies as the Federal Bureau 
ot Investigation, the United States Children's Bureau, and the Federal 
Bureau ot Prisons, with the cooperation ot state and local agencies. 
However, many state and local agencies tail to cooperate and so 
numerous oases remain unreported. In addition, some delinquencies 
are handled by agencies other than the juvenile court;s and their 
cases never become part ot official court records. Thus, were records 
ot all known delinquencies aTailable, the reported figures on the 
extent of delinquency would be considerably larger than those indicated 
above. 
Further evidence ot the seriousness of the problea is revealed 
by the vast sums spent yearly in the atteapt to control delinquency. 
Considerable expense is involved, particularly in manpower, in 
bringing a child before the court. Those adjudged delinquent and 
sent to training schools add to this cost. In 194.5 , the expenses 
per capita for these youth were from $300 to . 13,000, varying in the 
individual states. At that time the per capita cost in the Boys 
School, ~amesburg, New 1ersey, was $746.09, while in the Lyman School, 
1 Westboro, it was $1,001.40. With some 23,000 youth in training schools 
1. Teeters and Reinemann, op. cit., p. 462 
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throughout the country, the total expenditure f;~r care and supervision 
was large. 1 At that time the State of Michigan was expending a total 
of $1,250,000 on all phases of delinquency.2 The value of the dollar 
has declined considerably since 1945; thus it is safe to assume that 
states currently rendering services equivalent to or better than they 
did in 1945 are expending funds in excess of the figures reported 
above. Exemplification of this is the fact the Massachusetts Legislature 
recently considered an appropriation of over $3,000,000 to the Youth 
Service Board for operation expenses.3 
The numerous data on delinquency published in the past century 
evidence the grave concern for the problem by the students in this 
field . During the first half of this century, hundreds of studies 
have been reported in books and periodicals. These include such 
long range experiments as the Cambridge~Somerville Study"4 and the 
recent work of Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck5 which both give evidence 
that considerable attention is being given, and must be given to 
juvenile delinquency. 
1. Schwartz, loc. cit. 
2. Phelps, op. cit ., p. 365 
3. Preliminary report from the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
4. Edwin Powers and Helen Witmer, An Experiment in the Prevention 
of Delinquency, Columbia University Press, New York, l~5i, 64e pp 
5. Sheldon and Ele~~or Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, 
The Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1950, 3~~ pp 
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There are many other indications that those working ·with and on 
behalf of children are greatly disturbed by this problem. In November, 
1946, 800 child welfare specialists met at a national convention in 
Washington, D.C., in response to a call by Attorney General Clark and 
considered Tarious aspects of the problem. Local groups had previously 
shown a decided interest and there had been some definite constructive 
work done by states who believed "there is a place for delinquency 
planning in state government. nl Capes2 reports that throughout the 
nation some 35 states had established commissions or committees on 
youth. .AJ.though most or these were of a temporary nature with very 
lilllited or no powers, several states had initiated rather compre-
hensi ve programs. California pioneered in this movement with the 
establishment of the Youth Authority in 1941. This authority is 
charged with the responsibility for aiding communities to improve 
their law enforcement service•, to prevent delinquencies, and to 
strengthen educational, health, weltare and recreational facilities 
for all youth. Minnesota and Wisconsin soon atter established 
commissions with somewhat different aims, and in 1947 Massachusetts 
followed suit.3 
1. Lee c. Dowling, "New York Progress in Delinquency," 1.!!!, 
Journal of Educatio:Dal Sociology (September 1'50) 24:10-12 
2. Robel;"t;. P. Capes, "Partnership in Youth," The Journal of 
Educational Sociology (September 1950) 24:13-17 
3. Ellingston, op. cit., p. 50 
Many attempts have been made to solve the problem, 
but the high incidence of recidivism revealed by follow-up studies is 
evidence that present day methods are not too effective. Even 
incomplete official statistics show that high percentages of prisoners 
(often from one-half to two-thirds) are recidivists. Studies show 
that recidivism has run as high as 11 times in court and, in some 
instances, an equal number of times in detention homes. Thus the 
problem remains unsolved awaiting further consideration. 
Early Identification - An Aid in Prevention 
Prevention is the chief problem of delinquency. Many working 
directly with the delinquent feel prevention as important a function 
as treatment.1 1Nhere could an ounce of prevention be worth more? 
Certainly there can be but universal agreement that worthwhile 
emphasis on prevention is necessary. Such groups as the National Society 
I for the Study of Education 2and the 1Thite House Conference3 have devoted 
Ill a considerable amount of time in the compilation of information 
1
1 relating to the prevention of delinquency. 
1. John M. Zuck, "The Probation Officers Participates in 
Delinquency Prevention, 11 Bulkwards Against Crime, )[ational 
Probation and Parole Association, 1948 Yearbook, pp. 280-295 
2. Forty-Seventp Yearbook of the National Society for the Stugy 
of Education, Part I "Juvenile Delinquency and the School" 
The University of Chicago, Chicago, 1948 
3. Final Report on White House Conference on Child Health Protection, 
Part IV. Socially Handicapped and Delinquent Child, United States 
Government Printing Office, 1947 
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In order to prevent we must find some way of' detecting the 
arrival of' the first symptoms. Many believe that, with an ef'f'eeti ve 
means of' recognizing first signs of' juvenile delinquency, crime could 
be stifled at its source, f'or most criminals could be recognized at 
an early age. Therefore, as the seeds are sown tar back in early 
childhood, incipient delinquency could be discovered in early 
adolescence. If' these deviates are discovered in the early stages, 
then the way is open to apply . effective remedial measures, as Davidoff' 
and Moetzell state: 
"••••• they can be helped by a sympathetic understanding 
and objective attitude, also by individualization of' the child 
by changing the environmental factors, by means of' re-education, 
increasing recreational facilities, stimulation of' specific 
adaptabilities, socialization of' the protest reaction, sex 
education and by means of' cooperation of' teachers, parents, 
social workers and physicians." 
Thus early diagnosis could prove a decisive help in preventing 
juvenile delinquency. The problem is to reach the child before he 
commits an offense, when his tendencies to asocial acts are still in 
an incipient state; to deal with him after he is in trouble may be 
too late, as his habits may be formed, and the task of' rehabilitation 
2 
may then be hopeless. 
1. 
2. 
Eugene Davidoff' and Elinor s. Koetzel, The Child Guidance 
Approach to juvenile Delinquencz, Child Care Publications, New York, 
19.51, p. 3 
Robert P. Daniel, "A Psychological Study of' Delinquent and Non-
Delinquent Negro Boys," Contribution to Education No • .546 
Bureau of' Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
193.5, 121 pp. 
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Differentiating the Delinquent from the Non-Delinquent. 
A review of the research literature reveals that many studies 
have located areas in Which delinquents as a group ditfer from 
non-delinquents. Some of these studies report differences in 
emotional stability, while others have found differences in interests 
and attitudes. These located differences will be noted briefly in 
this section, but will be treated in detail in the next chapter. 
A number of experiments have shown that delinquents are less 
stable eaotional.ly than other children. Some investigators report 
that the two criterion groups differ rather generally in character-
!sties as to things considered wrong, worries, fears, and anxieties, 
as well as to likes and interests and kinds of people liked or 
admired. Other research data indicate delinquents have more abnormal 
fears and conflicts aDd that they have a greater tendency toward 
cruelty. These deviates have also been discovered to have more 
superstitions than normal boys. 
Other differences between the criterion groups include the fact 
that delinquents have a poorer attitude toward certain ideas such as 
boys' clubs, thritt, and smoking. Jlan7 behavior problem boys consider 
the y.Y.C.A., the Boy Scouts, and similar organizations •siseie" and 
are less apt to be members of such youth service organizations. These 
offending youngsters also have a less favorable attitude toward school. 
Delinquents are also more prone than other boys to participate 
in unwholesome activities. Soae studies report that delinquent boys 
I -
.1 . 
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prefer commercial recreation to other forms. Many authorities found 
that offenders attend movies more frequently than normal boys. Other 
investigators discovered that more of this group evidence a preference 
to play in the street and to participate in unsupervised activities. 
Boys in trouble appear to ditter from other boys in vocational 
plans. One investigation disclosed that these boys had vocational 
ambitions.somewhat lower than non-delinquents, but their vocational 
expectations were considerably lower. Another reports that more 
delinquents than non-delinquents had vague, childish or superficial 
notions about what they wanted to do. 
These data indicate that the criterion groups ditter in a number 
or areas. These and other located differences will be treated at 
greater length in the next chapter. 
Standardized Testa Used in Differentiating. 
A review or the literature on delinquency reveals many attempts 
to differentiate the delinquent from the non-delinquent by objective 
means. Soae ot the instruaents used in these attempts were constructed 
specifically for this purpose, while others, constructed 'for varying 
reasons, were used in original or revised form. These studies are 
reviewed in detail in the next chapter. 
Some of the experimenters report measures that tail to ditferen-
tiate, but many have used instruments that have located significant 
statistical differences. Symonds, in reviewing some or these studies, 
- ~~-= - =-'=--"---==--'= ==="'-=='-
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--t~tates: 11In attempting to diagnose incipient tendencies toward crime, 
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the use of ratings, questionnaires, performance tests, and measures of 
the environment appear to be the more useful devices now available.n1 
Although many instruments reported do differentiate, they appear 
1 to have one or more shortcomings. A number lack sufficient reliability 
I 
I 
or validity data, while the data on others are quite conflicting. Many 
are too time-consuming in administration and scoring, and some require 
specialists to administer and interpret. 
is a verbal scale and has low coefficients of reliability. 
These attempts to locate the pre-delinquent by objective means 
emphasize the need for such a measure. All agencies interested in 
child welfare have need for a scale that will aid in the identification 
of the pre-delinquent. Although the school is but one of these agencies, 
it is the school that meets most of these youth and thus it should be 
1. Percival M. Symonds, Psychological Diagnosis in Social Adjustment, 
:American Book Company, New York, 1934, p. 15 
2. Ralph M. Stogdill, Behavior Cards, P~chological Corporation, 
New York, 1940 
3. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., p. 259 
I 
;I 4. William C. Kvaraceus, KD Proneness Scale and Check List, World Book 
li Company, Yonkers, New York, 1950 
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able to identify them. Kvaraceus1 suggests that teachers can be 
alerted to pick out a greater number of these cases as symptoms are 
revealed, and Neumeyer2 appears to agree when he states: "school 
teachers and officials can discern deviant behavior in the classroom 
and on the playgrO\md." other authorities suggest that the alert 
teacher is always observing behavior which underlies problems in 
learning and adjustment. 
Many children with special problems in learning and adjustment 
identify themselves - the extremely bright, the showotts, and the 
day dreamers, the troublemakers, the impudent and rebellious, and the 
emotionally disturbed, and those who seal themselves ott from all 
communication.J Teachers can locate many potentially delinquent boys 
among these groups. However, caution must be exercised, for, as 
teachers otten over-evaluate the significance of noisy, aggressive and 
insubordinate behavior that upsets their routine, they are apt to attach 
the label "potentially delinquent" to children merely passing through 
a temporary phase of adjustment. 
There is another group of children who escape detection by 
conforming and causing no trouble. The average teacher would have 
much difficulty locating members of this group from among normal 
1. 
2. 
I 3. 
___ l_ -----
William c. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School, World 
Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1945, P• 287 
Morten H. Neumeyer, Juvenile Delinquency in llodern Society, 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1949 , P• 232 
Ellingston, op. cit. p. 282 
________ -_- --=~= 
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children with similar behavior. This denotes further the value of a 
device that will aid in the identification of the pre-delinquent. Such 
an instrument would assist the teacher in locating the deviates of this 
.. 
group as well as those of the groups mentioned above. That is the 
purpose for which the KD Proneness Scale was constructed. This 
scale is of value to all teachers tor it requires no additional test-
ing skill or knowledge for interpretation than that needed tor the 
ordinary test ot achievement. However, some delinquents are 
academically retarded, so a test involving reading would be of limited 
value for a large number of this group. A non-verbal form o~ the 
Proneness Scale should serve these children with educational handicaps. 
TO summarize, it may be difficult to ascertain the intensity of 
delinquency as a problem from police, court or clinical records, but 
there are definite indications that the problem of delinquency is a 
vital issue today. Some of the recent long-range studies of private 
agencies suggest the need tor concern. In addition. actions of state 
legislatures in establiShing youth commissions or committees on youth 
give further evidence of the gravity of the problem. 
Most writers in the field of delinquency agree that early diagnosis 
is essential to prevention. Discovering delinquency in its incipient 
stages permits action for rehabilitation before habits become fixed. 
To depend upon the average teacher to discover these pre-
delinquents by subjective means is questionable. However, as 
delinquents do differ from non-delinquents in some aspects. and as 
==ll======c...=c-====-====---.::-- ---- =- --o- ==-=-=----== ==============~==~~==~----
same of these factors have been measured by objective means, a teacher, 
\I aided by the proper device, could identity many of the deviates. As 
II 
1' the instruments used in the past have shortcomings which make them 
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highly impractical for the average teacher to use, coupled with the 
tact that many require a large amount of reading and some delinquents 
are retarded in reading, an instrument to be ot value to all must be 
non-verbal, devoid ot the reported limitations of th~ other measures. 
With such an instrument available, the mandates of article eleven 
of the Children's Bill of Rights could be tul.filled more completely: 
"For each child, regardless ot race, color or creed -
the right to an early diagnosis and treatment ot physical 
handicaps and mental or social maladjustments, at public 
expense, whenever necessary."! 
Definitions 
To discus• the delinquent and the non-delinquent, a clear concept 
of the meaning of these terms as well as the meaning ot "delinquency" 
is desirable. These terms are not readily defined because ot the babel 
of definitions, every ,state, city and community making their own 
interpretation. 
1. New York State Youth Commission, "Children's Bill of Rights," 
The Journal of Educational Sociology (September 1~.50) 24:1 
'I 
I 
Juvenile Delinquency and the Delinquent. 
There is no universal agreement as the meaning of "juvenile 
delinquency," thus there can be no catholic definition. According 
to Deutsch1 it is a vague ter.m that defiea a generally acceptable 
definition. Some authorities indicate there is a psychiatric or 
psychological, a social and a legal definition. It would be difficult 
to determine just what would be an accepted psychiatric definition, 
for same psychiatrists tend to classify subjects who show no symptoms 
except delinquency as "normal", while others make a diagnosis of 
"abnormality" or psychopathic-personality. 
Rubin2 suggests that delinquency is not a psychological concept 
but a legal and sociological one. He states psychologists use the 
term in a legal sense or more loosely as a sociological concept. 
According to the Encyclopedia of Criminology3 juvenile delinquency is 
not a social science concept, but essentially a legal one. 
1. Albert Deutsch, Our Rejected Children, Little, Brown and Company, 
Boston, 1950, p. 4 
2. Juvenile Delinquency" 
of Poli~ical and Social 
3. Encyclopedia of Criminology, V. Branham, S. B. Kutash, 
(Editora) Philisophical Library, New York (1949) p. 213 
,I 
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Despite di~~erences o~ opinion, in general a legal concept is 
pre~er.red and "juvenile delinquency is technically the violation of 
laws or ordinances by children younger than a statutory age limit, 
which in most states lies between sixteen and twenty years of age."l 
In Massachusetts the statutory age limit is between seven and 
seventeen years of age. Thus, for the purpose of this study, a 
juvenile delinquent is as defined by Section 52, Chapter 119 of the 
General Laws, "A child between seven and seventeen who violates any 
city ordinance or town by-law or commits an offense not punishable 
by imprisonment for life" and has been adjudged delinquent by a 
court of law. 
Non-Delinquent. 
In the light of the above de~inition of a delinquent, a non-
delinquent is a child under statutory age who has never been adjudged 
a delinquent. As indicated in the preceding definitions, he may have 
committed a deed that was a violation of the juvenile delinquency act 
of his state and may have been apprehended, but if he was not so 
adjudged, in this study he is not classified a juvenile delinquent. 
Scope of the Problem. 
Construction of the instrument-- Differences between delinquents 
and non-delinquents were ascertained through a review of the research 
literature. From these located differences, areas Which could be 
1. c. M. Louttii;., Clinical Psychology, Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 
·New York, 1947, P• 399 
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portrayed pictorially were chosen as test items. These items were 
grouped in series of four so that each contained at least one picture 
that would aid in differentiating between the criterion groups. Each 
of these picture groups was placed in a circle. The subject is 
requested to indicate on an answer sheet prepared for the purpose 
which item in each circle he likes the most and whiCh he likes the 
least. 
Procedures. 
The constructed scale, the K.D. Proneness Scale (the verbal 
form of this test), and the otis Quick Scoring Mental Test, Beta Test 
(Fonn OM) were administered to two criterion groups. One group 
consisted of about 400 adolescent boys adjudged delinquent by 
Massachusetts• ~uvenile courts. This group included: (1) the entire 
population of the two Massachusetts training schools at the tiae of 
testing; (2) the entire population of the reception center of these 
schools; (;) the entire population of a privately-endowed training 
school and (4) the available enrollment of the Citizenship Training 
Department of the Boston Juvenile Court. The non-delinquent popu-
lation consisted of 400 adolescent boys from a MassaChusetts industrial 
town adjacent to Boston. This group waa comprised of: (1) the entire 
;j enrollment of boys in a junior high school; ( 2) the entire sixth grade 
iJ of an adjacent elementary school; and (3) a random sampling of some 
II titty senior high school boys (the number approxi-tely that of the 
11 elementary sChool group). 
~=--==-·~ ---=----- . ------=- ==== 
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CHAPrER II 
REVIEW OF Rl!SEARCH 
Before preliminary plans for designing Elld constructing a non-
verbal form of the K.D. Proneness Seale could be initiated, certain 
premises had to be adduced. These premises were: (1) delinquency is a 
serious ].Jt"Oblem; ( 2) prevention is a major concern 1n regard to 
delinquency, thus early identification 1e essential; (3) delinquents 
as a group differ from non-delinquents in a number of areas; ( 4) 
objective mea.ures have been used to identify some of these areas; 
(5) enough of tnese differences can be portrayed pictorially to warrant 
the coMtruction of a non-verbal instrument. 
The first two premises have been amply treated in Chapter I; the 
third and fourth will be discussed at length in this chapter; cmd the 
fifth 1n Chapter III. 
Areas in Which Differences Were Noted 
Even a curaory review of the bibliogrSJ>hies of the literature in 
the f1eld reveal that a number of authorities have investigated 
differences between delinquents and other children. Evidence that as 
a group the delinquents do differ significantly from the non-delinquents 
may be found in .1119.l1Y of these studies. These located differences are 
in such areas as emotional stability, emotional adjustment, personal 
attitudes, family relationships, social am economic status, interests, 
etc. 
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Some of the reported differences haTe been discerned by tests, 
scales, questionnaires, and other objective techniques - While others 
have been discovered through interviews w1 th the delinquents or by 
observation. Experimenters who have noted differences through objective 
measures have in same oases used final test scores, while others have 
ascertained these Tarlations through an analysis or the individual 
i tema in the instrument. Some investigators employi:ag d1 f'f'erent 
methods have often utilized the services of professional workers aa 
psychiatrists, psychologists or social workers tor interviewing the 
delinquent and/or friends and relatives of' the delinquents. In solll8 
studies a combination of' these methods was used. 
Leisure Time Pursuits 
Unwholesome activities.-- A number of studies have reported diff'e~ 
ences between the delinquents and the non-delinquents in the use of' 
leisure time. Failure to use leisure time wisely or wholesomely is 
evidently a tar more CODIIlOn fault with the tbrmer than the latter. 
Several of the more recent studies indicate the majority of' the 
delinquents misuse their tree hours. Sheldon and Eleanor Gluee~ found 
that nine out of ten of these boys spent their "off-duty" periods 
unwisely; their recent study2 substantiated this earl:ier report with 
the discovery that 9} per cent of' tbe .500 delinquents studied spend 
their time this way. 
1. 
2. 
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand JUvenile Delinquents. 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 19}9, P• 108 
Sheldon end J!:leanor Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, 
The Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1950, P• 256 
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+ Ohinn1 indicates that the misuse of tree time was a contributing 
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factor in many delinquencies and a number of offenses have been 
committed because of the opportunity afforded by leisure time. 
According to Fry et al2 it is a lack of somethi~ to do or places to 
go during these tree hours that cause some to go astray. 
Do the delinquent• have a greater lack of tb. ings to do and places 
to go than the non-deli!quent, or are their interests, wishes, etc., 
different so they choose to do the acts censored by our society? 
We are told by Neumeyer3 that" ••• •; children experience little difficulty 
in their conduct if their wishes, interests, attitudes and habits are 
socially desirable." 
Undoubtedly mny "delinquent areaa" have fewer recreational 
facilities than some locales, yet there are many boys living in 
these areas who manage to use their leisure time without getting into 
trouble. In addition, there are sections where recreational advant-
ages are ample and available to all and yet it has been discovered 
many delinquents living in such places tail to take advantage of these 
1. w. L. Ohinn, "A Brief Survey of Nearly One Thousand Juvenile 
Delinquents," British Journal ot Educational Psychology 
(February 1938) B:7B-85 
2. Margery Fry, M. Grunhut, Heman Ma.nnheim, Wanda Grabinska and 
o. D. Rachhom, Lawless Youth, George Allen and Univin, Ltd., 
London, 1947, p. 129 
Martin H. Neumeyer, Juvenile Delinquency in Modern Society, 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. • New Yorlt, 1949, P• 88 
I-
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Kvaraceus1 found in the Passaic study that the delinquent 
j; 
facilities. 
played on the street more and on the playground less than did the non-
delinquent even when places for play were ample and easily accessible. 
In the Cambr idge-Somerville Youth Study2 it was noted that the deviates 
who reported they were just "hanging around" because there was nothing 
else to do often did not care to utilize the facilities when organized 
recreation was available. Thus, despite the fact there may be those 
who turn to unwholesome pleasures due to the lack of opportunities for 
other types, there are also many who turn to such activities when they 
could avail themselves of more acceptable pursuits. Evidently 
pernicious acts give them the satisfaction they seek and, perhaps, 
as some authorities suggest, in some areas harmful recreation such 
as stripping cars or stealing from the Five and Ten is to these boys 
as much a neighborhood game as baseball and kiteflying are to others. 
The delinquent not only fails to avail himself of opportunities 
for outside recreation but also fails to participate in organized 
activities in general. Neumeyer3 suggests this type of boy has a 
considerably lower participation record than the non-delinquent as:.far 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 111 
2. Powers and Witmer, op. cit., p. 245 
3. Heumeyer, op. cit., p. 157 
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as any type of recreational agencies are co~cerned. One might assume 
that, as reported of the Somerville-Cambridge youth, delinquent boys 
cannot "··· tolerate a recreational organization where rules are 
enforced. They evidently have not been well-conditioned to obedience, 
to foregoing immediate pleasures for the greater good of all. 111 
Clubs and other organizations.-- Further exemplification of the 
delinquent 's lack of desire ~o participate in organized or supervised 
activities is indicated b,y studies that report these boys fail to 
become active members of youth service organizations. Some authorities 
find that although many of these youth join such groups, they do not 
remain members for long and are not very active. Twice as ~any of the 
delinquents as the controls in Healy and Bronner 1 s2 study belonged to 
supervised organizations, but on further investigation, they too 
report that in many cases the clubs had not represented a long-continued 
interest and that attendance was irregular and these organizations 
soon ceased to be attractive. It is not surprising to note the 
problem boy soon loses interest when many well- wishing people, who 
feel he could profit by membership, "encourage" him to join such 
groups, even against his will. 
l . Powers and 1\fitmer, lac. cit. 
2. William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light on Delin6uency and 
Its Treatment, Yale University Press, New Haven, 193 , p. 71 
I 
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This is revealed in Doniger•s1 statement: 
"Time and again we actually have taken these delinquents 
by the hand and brought them to all sorts or clubs ct.nd group 
activities, only 1x> :Und either that they dropped out or their 
own accord or that the attitude or the rest or the group forced 
them to discontinue what might otherwise have been a valuable 
and healthful social activity." 
In a study by Casselbe~2 the•• youth showed a poor attitude 
toward clubs. This is reflected in the findings or Kvaraceus3 that 
the Passaic delinquents 'felt SlCh organizaticns a• the Scouts or the 
Y.M.C.A. are tor "sissiea." Several other autnorities have reported 
finding this same !:l.ttituie among delinquents in their studies. These 
discoveries would help to explain the statement or Reckless and Smith4 
that" ••• ''the ~tore adventurous, daring and underprivileged, slum types 
of boys are likely to look upon a Boy Scout with derision." 
With such attitude• toward supervised groups, it is not to be 
wondered that the Gluecks; round that 8; per cent of their problem 
boys had never been members of well-supervised recreational activities. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
Simon Doniger, "Some Basic Factors in The Treatm.nt of Juvenile 
Delinquency," Federal Probation (July-September 1944) p. 7 
Williams. Casselberry, "Analysis and Prediction of Delinquency," 
The Journal of Juvenile Research (January 1932) 16:1-31 
Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 108 
Walter c. Reckless and Mapheus Smith, Juvenile Delinquency, 
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., New Yo:rk, 1932, p. 311 
Glueck and Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents, 
op. cit •• p. 108 
Kvaraceusl reported that but 7.9 per cent of the Passaic delinquents 
were members of youth serving groups, whereas 40 per cent of the 
eligible young people of Passaic were members. Further evidence that 
deli nquents in general have such attitudes is the fact the problem 
youth of the Cambridge-Samerville2 study preferred the street or their 
own clubs to the supervised organizations. vVhen they were members of 
nei ghborhood houses they were considered nuisances by the :. leaders and 
other members. Not one of these boys was a member of goo'd standing at 
II any of these organizations. An earlier study further indicated these 
II 
li 
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youth did not care to be members of supervised groups. In this study 
Rheinhardt and Harper3 compared 40 unselected public school children 
with 40 delinquents. The majority of the unselected boys belonged to 
some club or clubs such as the Boy Scouts, airplane club, glee cl ub, 
etc., whereas but two of the delinquents belonged to any club. These 
two were members of a newsboys club, a rather loosely-run group. 
Sports.-- As stated earlier, more delinquents than non-delinquents 
tend to shun highly-organized and supervised activities. The Gluecks4 
found twice as many of the former as the latter expressing 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 107 
2. Powers and Witmer, loc. cit. 
3. James M.Rheinhardt and Fowler V. Harper, "A Comparison of 
Environmental Factors ef Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys," 
Journal of Juvenile Research (October 1931) 15:271-77 
4. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Belinguency, op. cit., 
p· 166 
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a dislike or contempt for supervised recreaticn. Studies have also 
indicated that the delinquent is very adventurous and craves excite-
ment. Hem these factors carry over into the choice of' sports is not 
too easily ascertained. 
1 Healy and Bronner report more delinquents than ccn trols engage 
in active sports such as swimming and skating or f'o otball and baseball. 
However, no mention is made aa to the amount of' supervision iihat would 
be tolerated by the problem boys in these activities, or how well 
organized were the teams. In her analysis Of case records at the 
Judge Baker Foundation, Beard2 found that 119 boys had participated 
in non-team sports whereas 75 belonged to football, baseball or 
basketball teams. Some of' these teams were supervised by adults 
while bthers were self'•organized w1 th no su~ rvision. Although not 
indicated whether f'rom a participant or a spectator point of view, 
Wattenberg} f'ound baseball 1n be a favorite with first offenders, 
but not w1 th :Npeaters. 
According to Neumeyer4 the delinquents he observed were particul-
arly interested in game room or active, competitive sports. And yet 
1. Healy and Bronner, op. cit., p. 72 
2. Belle B. Beard, Juvenile Probation, The American Book Company, 
New York, 19}4 
}. William w. Wattenberg, "Boy Repeaters" Unpublished Data, Crime 
Prevention Bureau, Detroit Police Department, Detroit, Michigan, 
1947 
4. Neumeyer, loc. cit. 
1: 
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the Gluecks1 report fewer of these youth than the non-delinquents 
chose competitive sports or games. The latter writers also indicated 
that a slightly lower percentage of the delinquents than the · controls 
of their study preferred active sports, free of competition • . The 
findings of this report appear to be in conflict with those of 
Neumeyer. Further analysis of the Glueck's data indicates that this 
is not necessarily so. In classifying the stated preferences of the 
delinquent, the Gluecks used the following headings: "adventurous" 
(involving risk, etc.), "competitive" (sports or games), "active, 
non-competitive" (hiking, swimming, etc.) and "non-active" (quiet 
amusements). Were the choices of these boys confined to sports, 
the large number wbo chose adventurous recreation, might have chosen 
the "competitive" or "active, non-competitive" category. 
From these data one might assume that the delinquents, given a 
choice of sports, would choose highly active and adventurous types. 
These might contain the element of competition but are tar less 
likely to be types involving team play that is highly organized or 
supervised. And yet, according to Cole and Morgan, among the favorite 
activities of early and middle adolescence ••• "are highly organized 
group games with established rules."2 
1. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling JUVenile Delinquency, op. cit., 
p. 160 
2. Luella Cole and JOhn B. Morgan, Psychology of Childhood and 
Adolescence, Rinehart and Company, Inc., New York, 1947, p. 256 
................................................ 
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lloTies.- High on the list of leisure ti.a activities enjoyed 
by adolescent boys may be food moving pictures. How mueh ·pernicious 
influence these pictures haTe on children baa been the subject of 
many stttlies. Neum.eyer1 reports a number of these studies and suggests 
the conclusions of these investigations have bem quite conflicting. 
So• give full support to the cr.v that evies are- very ha:rmt'ul while 
others indicate tha reverse is true. It would be presumptuous to 
suggest all pictures are harmful or to suggest tbat even pictures 
depicting anti-social conduct, crime, murder, etc. , have the same 
innuence on all. As Neumeyer states, many who partic:l.pate in 
relatiTely harmful amusement do not become delinquent. It must also 
be remembered that people select their amusement before these f'or.ma 
of recreation affect them. For instance, those who l:l.l'e criminally 
inclined or who have engaged in intensively delinquent behavior My 
select crime pictures. Such pictures may give added stimuli; but the 
chief causal factor in their delinquency has already affected them. 
Why do cil.ildren, :rartioularly the delinquents, attend moving 
pictures? Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck suggested that the • .... .. vicarious 
excite~nt of' motion picture thrillers was a way of' satisfying the 
the stronger craTing tor adTenture which characterized the delinquents."} 
1. Neumeyer., op. cit., pp. 166-7 
2 • Neumeyer, loe. al. t • 
3. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Deliffiumoy, op. cit., 
p. 161 
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lt could be these children are escaping from unpleasant situations of 
home or neighborhood or per haps substituting movies for more socially 
desirable but less attractive activities. 
Although it is difficult to find agreement as to why th,e delin-
quents attend moving pictures and how much harmful influence they exert, 
there is agreement in many studies that these youth do attend much 
more frequently than the non-delinquents. Healy and Bronner1 indicated 
regular attendance of once or twice a week was far more common - among 
the delinquents than among the controls in their study. Many other 
authorities noted this same regularity of attendance. Further support 
of this finding is given by Owens' 2 report that movies are one of the 
major interests of delinquents. 
What types of moving pictures do these youth prefer? Bartlett 
and Harri~ found that the delinquents enjoyed most Westerns:. Perhaps 
with the television screen crowded with Ranger Joe, The Lone Ranger, 
Hoppalong Cassidy and other such characters, these findings may no 
longer be valid. However, as indicated by the Gluecks and others, 
1. Healy and Bronner, loc. cit. 
2. A. A. Owens~ The Behavior Problem Bo;y~ University of Pennsylvania 
Press, Philadelphia, 1929, P• 31 
Edward R. Bartlett and Dale B. Harris, "Personality Factors in 
Delinquency, " School and Society (May 1936) 43: 653-56 
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the delinquent does prefer adventure and excite.ent not only in II ••• 
real life, but also in make-believe, for they have a stronger urge 
than non-delinquent boys for exciting outlets. n1 Casselberry2 has 
reported that in general the sense of humor of the delinquent is 
inferior to that of the non-delinquent. Thus one might surmise the 
delinquent would probably prefer an exciting, adventurous picture to 
a comedy. 
,I Reading.- Does the delinquent differ from the non-delinquent 
ll in reading habits? Healy ahd Bronner3 found the delinquents reading 
!,j' more than the non-delinquents and there was little difference in the 
I 
1 choice of reading matter. This is surprising in the light of other 
! 
I, 
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findings. Fenton4 reports that his study indicated but few of the 
former type of boys visited the library while a check by Thomas5 
revealed the non-delinquent borrowed more books from the library than 
did the delinquent. In addition, a number of other studies have shown 
that many delinquents are educationally retarded, especially in read~. 
I 
I 
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1. Glueck and Glueck, Unn.velling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., p. 161 
2. Casselberry, lee. cit. 
Norman Fenton, 11Reading Interests of Delinquent Boys, 11 . Journal 
of Juvenile Research (January 1931) 15:28-32 
Coronal Thonas, "Comparison of Interests of Delinquent and Non-
Delinquent Boys," Juurnal of Juvenile Research (October 1932) 
16:310-318 
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Furthermore, recent investigation~ of delinquency and intelligence 
indicate that the larger ptrcentage of delinquents fall in the dull 
normal group. Presumably the reading interests of a dull normal group 
1
1 would differ from those with normal or better intelligence. 
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Reading admittedly is a popular past time with adolescent boys, 
but from the above data, one could assume the delinquent is less apt 
to choose reading over some other leisure time pursuit. Being aotiTe 
as well as adventurous it is suspected that the delinquent would not 
be willing to accept vicarious experience as a substitute for real 
action. In addition, his retardation in reading would probably keep 
him from the library. This is due to his difficulty in finding 
reading material at his level, coupled with the embarrassment of 
having to go to the section containing books for younger children, 
Music.-- AsBWiing most adolescent boys like music of some fonn, 
the question arises whether or not delinquent boys differ from non-
delinquent boys in types of music or kinds of instrwunts preferred. 
Certainly modern music and the inBtrume•ts of the modem danceband 
would be found popular 1IL th all adolescents, but do more non-delinq-
uemts than delinquents show a preference for other typss of music or 
musical instruments? Lentz1 :found that 42 per cent of the 29 delinq-
uent e compared to 89 pt r cent of the 42 non-delinquents in his study 
reported their homes contained one or more musical instl"Ull8nts. Some 
1. Theodore F. Lentz, J"r., An Experimental Method for the Discovery 
and Development of Tests of Character, Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, Contribution to Education Number 180, 1925 
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years later a study of 40 unselected delinquets and 40 unselected 
public high school boys by Rheinhardt and Harperl reTealed that the 
homes of the :fb nn.er contained more stri~ instruments and fewer 
pianos or organs than those of the non-delinquents. How much economic 
status affects this situation is not known although it is surmised 
some type of piano or other instrument could be purchased if the urge 
in the home of the delinquent waa strong enough. Certainly the television! 
sets of today are not all owned by those of moderate or better circum-
stances. How much the change of times, with better recordings of 
music, more radios, and now television affects the situation is not 
known. 
Employm!nt.-- Many delinquent adolescents are employed. This 
may be daily, outside of school hours, or week-ends. The Gluecks2 
found that the delinquents and non-delinquents mrked with equal 
regularity and for similar reasons. Almost 60 per cent of the 
deviates in this study were engaged in street trades such as peddling, 
bootblacking and selling papers, while but a little more than a third 
of the controls were so employed. Elliot and Merr1113 report 62 per 
cent of the boys committed to a California school for recidivists 
had sold or delivered newspapers, magazines or circulars. 
1. 
2. 
;. 
Rheinhardt and Harper, loe. cit. 
Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., 
p. 158 
Mabel A. Elliot and Francis E. Merrill, Social Disorganization, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1941, p. 414 
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1 According to Kvaraceus this employment in street trades can be 
and frequently is harmful to children. In Passaic great difficulty 
was experienced with shoe shine boys. Further evidence of the dangers 
of the street trades is given in the statement of the Gluecks2 that: 
••• the hazard of street trades and of unskilled boys' jobs 
during puberty and adolescence are well known. The uncontrolled 
street life, the early contact •~th undesirables and even 
dangerous companions which such work often entails, are bound to 
take their toll in the development of anti-social attitudes and 
of petty forms of misconduct that often lead to more serious 
offenses. 
A study by Sullenger3 indicates similarly the dangers encountered by 
newsboys in Omaha, suggesting that 11 ••• newspaper selling by children 
on the downtown streets furnishes a powerful determinant · in juvenile 
delinquency. II These findings are in agreement with Carr' s4 ideas 
that the average newsboy never does become a buSinessman and actually 
runs afoul of the law more frequently than the non-working child • . 
He suggests further that from three to ten times as many of the 
l 
children in the street trades and domestic services as among non-working 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. llS 
2. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile Delinguents Grown Up, The 
Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1940, p. 11 
T. Earl Sullenger, 11 The Newsboy As a Juvenile Delinquent, 11 
Journal of Juvenile Research (June 1931) 15:215-19 
Lowell J. Carr, Delinquency Control, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1941, p. 115 
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children beoome delinqutmt every year. Aeoording to Neum.eyer1 the 
employmClt of boys as "pin boys" bad caused much difti culty, partly 
becaun of the late hours and partly because of the environmeat in 
which these boya work. 
Evidently more delinquents than non-delinquents are engaged in 
atreet trades. Althougn it may be true that this type of employment j 
18 but one factor in the lllltrix of delinquency, it is also true that .1 · 
many boys who become delirquent chose this type of employm~nt of their 
own volition, and thua one might assume that boys 'iho get into trouble 
more often tba n other boys prefer the street trades for employment. 
Other fo:rms ot leisure pursuits.-- Aa indicated earlier in this 
chapter, delinquents otten misuse leiaure time Mnd aeek pleasure in 
pursuits considered unwholesome and/or unlawful. Unravelling Juvenile 
Delinguency1 report• that 91.4 per cent of the delinquents compared 
to 23.8 ~r cent of the cnntrols stole ridea or hoppd trucks; 61.8 
~r cent of the former compared to 3.8 per cent of the latter made a 
pra.cti ce of sneaking into the movies, and .53 per cent and 9 per cent, 
respectively, gambled. 
Bartlett and Ha.rris2 made similar discoveriea through the uae of 
a "Play Question:aaire" discussed later in the chapter. This instrument 
revealed 3.5 per cent mare delinquents than non-delinquents engaged 
frequently in hopping freights, 30 per cent more were playing slot 
1. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. eit.,p. 161 
2. Bartlett cm.d Harris, loc. cit. 
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machines, 22 per cent mare were engaged in fighting, and 21 per cent 
more were frequently "bumming around." 
In addition to participation in the activities noted above, the 
1 Gluecks discovered the deviate youth often sought their pleasures in 
locales not a lwaya conducive to wholesome deTelopmen t. For example, 
many more delinquents than controls hung around street corners ~d a 
greater percentage sought recreation in neighborhoods away from hom.. 
About 47 per cent of the former compared to 27 per cent of the non-
delinquents played in vacant lots; 30.4 per cent versus 15.8 per cent 
of the non-delinquent• on the waterfront and 20.4 per cent of the 
former compared to 1 per cent of the latter in railroad yards. In 
addition, some 15 per cent compared to 8 per cent frequented poolrooms, 
cheap dance halls, penny arcades and similar places of commercial 
recreation. 
Church Attendance 
Frequency of attendance.-- It is difficult to determine if the 
delinquent attends church more regularly or frequently than the non-
delinquent. In some religions the act of going to church or temple 
ia not in itself too significant, for although the members of these 
organizations may believe in public mrship, they often feel the needed 
spiritual gratification may be obtained at home through means of 
private prayer. And yet other religions demand periodical attendance 
1. Glueck ~d Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., 
P• 162 
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to be weekly but Kvaraceus2 suggests a regular attendant is one who 
attends church each Sunday or goes to Smday school }labitually and 
fulfills 11 ••• the obligations laid down in the rubrics of the 
denominational group of his affiliation." 
Healy and Bronner3 report that 46 of the delinquents compared to 
64 of the controls in their study were regular church or Sunday school 
attendants. Wattenberg4 found that among Detroit delinquents those 
who were recidivists had attended church less regular~ than boys who 
had committed but one offense. However the findings of Kvaraceus5 
suggest there is no difference between the criterion groups in church 
attendance. This apparent lack of agreement may be due to lack of 
agreement on what is 11regular attendance." 
1. William i1. Wattenberg, "Church Attendance and Juvenile Misconduct," 
Sociological and Social Research (January-Februar.y 1950) 34:195-202 
2. Kvaracaus, op. cit., p. 103 
3. Hea~ and Bronner, op. cit., p. 70 
4. Wattenberg, loc. cit. 
5. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 119 
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Food Idiosyncracies 
Sherman1 suggests that a large number of conduct disorders 
related to likes and dislikes of food arise in young children. 
Children discover they can dominate their ];llrents easily by refusing 
given foods. The parent, as a result of the refUsal, is usually 
annoyed and/or unduly concerned. 
There are no data that ~eat these conduct disorders or 
resulting rood idiosyncracies carry over to later childhood; rather, 
there appears to be a scarcity of literature pertaining to food 
idiosyncracies. However, Beverly2 states that"· •• . ;maladjusted or 
neurotic adults usually exhibit food idiosyncracies." This author 
reports a stu~ of Lowell s. Selling who, in a study of 100 draft 
board rejectees, 100 traffic offenders, other law violators, and 
domestic relation cases, found that men's tastes and reactions to 
food were a clear reflection of their mental lives. 
A study was made by Wallen3 relating to :to od aversions and 
behavior disorder• among marines. He administered a test to 227 
Marine recruits later discharged on inaptitude psychiatric ground• 
1. Mandel S:t.rman, Basic Problems of Behavior, Longmans Greene and 
Company, New York 1941, P• 335 
2. Bert I. Beverly, Psychology of Growth, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1947, p. 130 
3. Richard Wallen, "Food Aversions in BehaTior Disorders," ~ournal 
of Consulting Psychology (September 1949) 12:310-12 
.j , 
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(no feebleminded or frankly psychotic were included), plus a group 
of 789 reeruits. This test consisted of a list of 2) oommon foods. 
The indi Tiduals tested were requested to check those foods they 
disliked so much they refused to eat them. Any scores above two 
were conaidered significant. In comparing the two groups, the dis-
charged men marked a considerably greater nUDi>er of aversions. 
Perhaps such evidence is insufficient to indicate food 
idiosyncracies can aid in differentiating. However, Kvaraceusl did 
note significant dl. fferences between the two grrups in several :rood 
items which were originally included in the K.D. Proneness Scale as 
distractors. One of these items related to drink and another included 
vegetables. He found that more delinquents were apt to choose soda 
pop and the non-delinquent more inclined to select milk. In response 
to Item 44, more delinquents than non-delinquent a were apt to choose 
spinach in preference to the other three vegetables. 
Certain other factors differentiating these tw:> groups might 
lead one to suspect that the delinquents would have tastes in food 
different from those of boys. Many of the :fb:rmer come from homes 
of low economic status and some are from broken homes where father is 
no longer the provider and mother is empla,yed, or from homes where 
both parents work. From these facts one might assume many delinquents 
have foods which may be quickly prepared and that their diet lacks 
1. William C. Kvaraceus, "Manual of Directions for K.D. Proneness 
Scale and Check List," World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 
19.50, p. 3 
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II some of the common foods which t ake longer in preparation. 
·I 
I 
If we can 
accept the idea ~ child is more apt to like and choose the foods to 
which he is accustomed, then presumably the delinquent would have a 
more limited preference range than the non-delinquent. 
Attitude Toward Family Members 
It is not easy to make an appraisal of such a factor as fondness 
for parents. Such an appraisal must be made in the light of the 
attitude the child is willing to acknowledse or of the interpretation 
of a child's rating on some scale. Merrill1 reports that in her study 
the degree of agreement between the field worker who interviewed the 
boys and the psychologist who used the results of a questionnaire 
was as high as the agreement between the retests on standardized 
tests of intell igence. The average agreement between raters was 
.S9 for ratings on delinquents and .87 for controls. Although this 
indicates there may be a high correlation between what a child vdll 
admit orally and what he will admit on a questionnaire, it does not 
suggest to what extent a child will acknowledge the situation that 
really exists. 
Despite this apparent liwitation, studies do report on the 
affection 'Shown by children for parents. In a study of normal 
children aged 5 to 12 years, Simpson2 found that a majority (60 to 
1. Maud A. Merrill, Problems of Child Delinquency, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1947, p. 74 
2. 
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Margaret Simpson, "Parent Preferences of Young Children," 
Contribution to Education Number 652, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935 
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J 70 per cent) of boys and girls expressed greater fondness for their 
II 
mothers than their fathers. Jersild1 reports that several studies 
made of older subjects reveal that at later age levels there is nearly 
an equal balance of reported fondness for both parents. Healy and 
Bronnez-2 found that in no less than 75 per cent of the delinquents 
in their study there was mai-ked evidence of dislike of either of 
school or father or mother. In the Merrill3 study, although very few 
of either criterion group gave any evidence of hostility toward either 
parent, the non-delinquent boys evidenced more fondness for their 
parents. A far lower proportion of the delinquents than the non-
delinquents of the Gluecks'4 latest study had close ties to their 
fathers (32.5 to 65.1). This study also revealed that some 11, 8 per 
cent of the former compared to 2.8 of the latter expressed open 
~;-
11 hostility toward their fathers. Fewer delinquents (64.9 per cent) I' 
li than non~elinqu.ents (89.8 per cent) revealed attachment for their 
II mothers, while more of the former (2.2 per cent) than the latter (0.6 
I 
I 
11 per cent) expressed hostility toward their mothers. 
I 
II 
1. Arthur Jersild, Manual of Child Pszchology, John Wiley Sons, Inc., 
New York, 1946, p. 775 
2. Healy and Bronner, o;e. cit., p. 48 
3. Merrill, op. cit., P• 72 
4. Glueck and Glueck, Unravellin~ Juvenile Delinguencl, OE· cit., 
p. 125 I 
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parents. The Child who feels he is so neglected may become delinquent 
in his attempt to gain desired recognition. 
These data are somewhat difficult to interpret in the light of 
the proposed instrument. However, it would seem from this evidence 
that if pre-adolescent boys have to choose between figures representing 
mother, father, brother and sister, they would tend to choose the mother. 
One· might assume the average adolescent is more apt to choose the father 
as often as the mother, whereas the delinquent would be like~ to choose 
the mother. ~fuen asked which he likes the least, the evidence indicates 
more delinquents than non-delinquents would reject the father than the 
mother. Just how the opportunity of choosing siblings would permit the 
delinquent to avoid the issue is not known. 
§making Habits of Adolescent Delinguents 
Not too many years ago the general public abhorred smoking among 
adolescents. Laws which are still on the books were passed to prohibit 
the sale of tobacco of any form to minors. With the passing of the 
years, smoking is evident~ no longer felt to be harmful to youth and 
it appears they are no longer censored for acquiring the habit. This 
does not infer they are encouraged (save by appealing advertisements 
via magazines, radio, television, etc.), but it seems adults feel 
it is inevitable adolescents will amoke and rather than have it done 
surreptitiously, permission is granted or the situation ignored to 
the point where permission is taken for granted. It is interesting 
- --=-L---o = ,--- =-
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~ r:~-t=o==no_te_ that boys in the Massachusetts• training school for older boys 
are permitted to smoke at specified times of the day. This privilege 
ji is also afforded the older boys at the Reception Center• 
Just how do the delinquents differ from other boys in smoking 
habits? Casselberry1 reported that his study reveals the former had 
a poorer attitude toward smoking. Evidence the boys in the Massachusetts' 
training schools begin to smoke at an ear~er age than other boys 
was reported by the Gluecks.2 From this latter, we might assume 
delinquents become confirmed smokers earlier (from possessing the 
habit longer) and thus would be more apt to consume tobacco in stronger 
forms than other boys. 
Fires and the Delinquent 
Fires and fire fighting have held the interest of many throughout 
the years. Every fire department has its "sparks" and Fourth of July 
Bonfires are still in vogue. Of course those who enjoy the excitement 
to the degree they commit arsom are deviates and thus it is not 
surprising to find that the Gluecks3 report more delinquents than non-
delinquents set fires. In attempting to locate potentially delinquent 
boys, Moore4 constructed a battery of tests. In one of these entitled 
I 1. Casselberry, loc. cit. 
II 2. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., 
I p. 162 
3. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinguengy, lo~ cit. 
4. K. M. Moore, "Tests for Delinquency," The Journal of Educational 
Psychology (April 1937) 10: 506-11 
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"Editing a Newspaper" he discovered that type of boy rated fire items 
as significantly more important and interesting than did the other boys 
of his study. It seems safe to conclude then, an item related to fire 
would be chosen more frequently by delinquent boys than by others. 
Fears of Adolescents 
The que~tion of fear has been discussed by several investigators 
and the evidence presented indicat~s that further work is needed 
before any general conclusions can be made. Merrill1 reports that the 
delinquents more often than the non-delinquents say they are afraid 
of nothing. Does this mean they protest too much? Further she 
found delinquents expressed more fear of failure, bad people, startling 
events and death. Non-delinquents in this study expressed more fear 
of same animals, of physical danger - particularly people or objects, 
and of the dark and strangeness. 
Fauquier2 used a mOdified version of Meltzer - an association 
technique - in his study of delinquents and non-delinquents and found 
delinquents expressed more fear of animals than non-delinquents. 
They also expressed greater fear of illness and death. 
1. Merrill, op. cit., p. 253 
2. William FauqUier, "The Measurement of Attitudes of Delinquent 
and Normal Boys by the Use of an Associational Technique, 11 
Child Development (December 1939) 10:231-39 
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The results of the Pressey administered by Durea1 and others 
indicated that fears as well as other factors measured by this test 
change with increasing age. Thus it appears fears may vary from 
early to late adolescence. However, it is not easily discerned if ·j 
as the child grows older he has fewer fears or if as he matures, he 
feels ·he is unable to gracefully admit many fears. These studies 
indicate further that at the various age levels the two criterion 
groups do differ in fears they are willing to admit. 
Intelligence and Delinguengy 
In the early days of mental testing such men as Goddard claimed 
that feeblemindedness was the greatest cause of delinquency. Merrill2 
reports it was not uncanmon for early reports to suggest that as many 
as 50 to 65 per cent of institutionalized delinquents were feebleminded. 
\'{ith the passing of the years, techniques of testing and measuring 
instruments have improved. With these changes have come different 
reports. A number of studies have been made relating intelligence 
and delinquency. Writers who review these reports have reached 
the same general conclusion that the mean intelligence quotient is 
1 •. Mervin A. Durea, "The Differential Diagnosis of Potential 
Delinquency," -American Journal of Orthopsychiatry (April 1939) 
9:394-98; Mervin A. Durea and A. L. Assim, "The Reliability of 
Personality Traits Differentiating Delinquent and Non-Delinquent 
Girls," Journal of Genetic Psychology (June 1948) 72:307-ll 
2. Merrill, op. cit., p. 302 
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between 80 and 90. Louttit1 after digesting seven studies 
involving some 8,000 cases reached the same conclusions. A somewhat 
higher mean was found by Merrill. 2 I' In comparing 500 court cases to 3,000 I 
I 
I 
school children on wham the Revised Stanford-Binet was standardized, 
Merrill reports the average I.Q. of the delinquents was 92.5 and of the 
non-delinquents 101.8. This authority suggests that although the dif-
ference is significant the intelligence quotients of both groups are 
vdthin the normal range of 90 to 110. However, these finding~as others, 
indicate that as a group, juvenile delinquents make somewhat lower 
intelligence test scores than do the general population. 
The validity of these findings is discussed by several who suggest 
that those of low intelligence are apprehended more readily while those 
of higher intelligence avoid being caught. Tappan3 and others suggest 
that the mentally defective child is more suggestible than other children 
and thus more prone to fall by the wayside. S~erman4 disagrees, 
maintaining these retardates are not more suggestible. Despite this 
disagreement figures show that other things being equal, there are more 
mentally deficient children among the delinquents than among the general 
population. 5 
1. Louttit, op. cit., p. 404 
2. Merrill, loc. cit. 
3. Paul Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1949, P• 122 
4~ Sherman, op. cit., p. 
5. Carr, op. cit., p. 85 
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In summary, it may be said there are delinquents with high intelligence 
quotients as measured by standardized mental tests, but the mean quotient 
of these deviates is lower than that of the normal group. There is some 
question whether or not those with lower scores are apprehended more 
easily than those with higher quotients. Regardless, the incidence 
of delinquency is greater among the feebleminded than among the general 
population. It appears that the two criterion groups also differ in 
this area. 
Socio-Economic Status 
A considerable number of studies have indicated that some areas J' 
have a mn~h higher percentage of delinquency than do others. Usually 
these neighborhoods are low rental crowded sections of a city often 
with railroads, wharves, or industrial establishments in close 
pr6ximity. These factors coupled with other temptations all seemingly 
abet the flourishment of anti-social habits and acts. However, these 
areas do not have a monopoly on delinquency; the neighborhood and its 
conditions can be but one causal factor in the matrix of delinquency. 
Many hold economic status to be an important factor in delinquency 
rut " ••• it remains a matter of opinion whether or not it is a cause of 
delinq~ncy."l But, as Kvaraceus adds, 11 ••• poverty with its concomitants 1 
I 
of dismal living quarters and family instability is a danger sign II 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 100 
II 
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which no one concerned with the welfare of children can afford to 
overlook ••• " It is but one of many factors and isolated is meaningless. 
However, the evidence is that as a group the economic status of the 
family of the delinquent is lower than the non-delinquent. The recent 
Glueckl study revealed fewer of the former than the latter were in 
comfortable circumstances, and that fewer had savings of any type. 
In addition, more delinquent families were receiving outside financial 
aid. Having used the same technique as the Gluecks for rating status, 
Merrill2 in her study concludes: 11In view of the fact that delinquents 
and non-delinquents are neighbors, the marked differences in economic 
status are all the more striking. 11 Although the fact these groups 
differ in this respect may seem of no import in this study, it is felt 
that it may have some bearing on the interpretations and choices of 
items in the constructed scale. 
School and the Delinquent 
Authorities have long recognized the school as a serious problem 
for many delinquents. This fact is reflected in the many truancies 
reported among these youth. Trua~cy is reportedly the first offense 
of many delinquents. Healy and Bronner3 report 60 per cent of this 
1. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinguency, op. cit., 
p. 108 
2. Merrill, op. cit., p. 302 
3. Healy and Bronner, op. cit., p. 61 
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I ll t~e boys of their study were truants. - A: uch mnaller ~:c~nta:--
11 (34 per cent) of the children of the Passaic study were truant but 
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Kvaraceusl reports .this lower figure is the result of the Child 
!I 
j Guidance Bureau reaching the deviates in a less advanced stage of 
I delinquency. This· authority also swmnarizes six other studies of 
j: 
II 
this problem in which the incidence of truancy ranged from 29 to 66 
per cent. 
Many children who evidently use truancy as an escape from 
"conflict and failure" have expressed their dislike for school. One 
report indicates 67 per cent of this type of toys felt so about school2 
I' I while the Gluecks found sanewhat less than two-thirds of their 
I! 
deviant youth compar ed to one-tenth of the non-delinquent groups 
held such feelings. An earlier investigation revealed 40 per cent of 
the delinquents compared to 4 per cent of the controls disliked school. 
Investigations have shown there is a high frequency of reading 
handicaps among the delinquents as well as a greater retardation in 
school in general. One study reports 34 per cent of the delinquents 
compared to 18 per cent of the controls had poor scholarship.4 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 146 
2. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 149 
3. Gl ueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinguenc~, op. cit., 
P• 144 
4. Healy and Bronner, loc . cit. 
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j, An achievement test given this same group revealed that 20 per cent of 
the problem boys compared to 5 per cent of the controls were below 
average in achievement. In Passaic most of the delinquents received 
marks of "P" and 11M11 the two lowest marks on the scale, while two-
thir ds of the school children as a whole received 11G11 (good) or better. 
1
1
1 More than 90 per cent of the problem children had no grades as high 
as the nonnal unqualified passing mark of 11G11 • Eighty per cent of 
I 
II 
these children received at least one mark of 1'M11 while 65 per cent had 
six or more low passing grades.1 Merri112 discloses that 300 of the 
delinquents studied had an average school grade of eight, an equivalent 
group of their non-delinquent classmates had a grade average of nine. 
Glueck3 and others report retardations of six months and over for this 
group. 
Thus it appears that these two criterion groups differ in their 
attitude toward school as well as in their level of academic acrdeve-
ment. The rate of truancy is higher among delinquents and the percentage 
, of this group expressing a dislike for school is greater. In addition, 
I 
I II 
the academic level of these boys is lower than that of the general 
population. 
1. Kvaraceus, op. cit., p. 142 
2. ,Merrill, op. cit., p. 97 
3. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinguency , op. cit . , 
P• 
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1 Differentiating Delinquents from Non-Delinquents by Objective Means 
As indicated earlier, many studies have used objective means in 
attempting to differentiate delinquents from non-delinquents. "The 
of treatment shifted from revenge, deterence and punishment to reform, 
elimination of causes and prevention. In an attempt to discriminate 
between the responsible person who is not a criminal and the responsible 
criminal, many scientific measures of physical and mental qualities 
had been used early in the twentieth century. Fernald2 stated that 
this attempt at discrimination was 11 ••• the problem that has vexed 
I 
1 certain criminologists of scientific bent since the time of Lombroso 1 s 
I 
I! early writings. 11 
Fernald3 credited as being one of the earliest experimenters in 
this field, tested a group of criminals in 1912. As resident 
physician at the Massachusetts Reformatory, Concord, he administered 
a battery of tests to 116 inmates in an attempt to discover a method 
' 1. Graham C. Loofbourow and Noel Keys, ",A Group Test of Problem 
Belo..avior Tendencies in Junior High School Boys,'' Journal of 
Educational Psychology (December 1933) 24:641-53 
2. Guy C. Fer 1ald, "The Defective Delinquent Class, Differentiating 
Tests," American Journal of Insanity (April 1912) 67:523-94 
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get into trouble but not smart emough to k~ep out of trouble." Some of 
t he 12 t e sts in the battery had established norms, but norms for eight 
were compiled 1r.Lth the aid of volunteers from the senior class of the 
Rindge Manual Training School, Cambridge, Massachusetts. The prisoners 
w·ere • 91 years older and 4.13 poimds heavier but 11 ••• intellectually 
and morally, however, the status of the prisoners was lower." Seven of 
the instruments used in this experiment differentiated between the 
criterion groups. As a result of his findings, Fernald suggested these 
differentiating devices be used in conjunction with other data attempting 
t o discriminate between the responsible delinquent and the defective 
delinquent. 
Since Fernald's pioneering work, there have been many attempts 
to measur e delinquency objectively utilizing various types of instru-
ments including ratings, questionnaires, performance tests, and 
measures of environment. Same tests were administered singularly and 
others in bat teries. Most instrtunents indicate that in the situation 
investigated, the delinquent differs from the non-delinquent. There 
are, however, conflicting reports as vrell as reports of experiments 
indicating some instrum~nts do not differentiate in any degree. 
Tests Adapted for Use in Differentiating 
Some instruments used in attempting to differentiate the delinquent 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1i from the non-delinquent were constructed for other purposes. Several of \1 
li 
II I these instruments were used in their original state, while others were 1 
I 
11 modified to fit the situation. I 
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1 The Woodworth Pgvchoneurotic Inventory.-- A number of instruments 
purporting to measure personality traits have been administered to the 
delinquents. Perhaps the test thr-~t has had the widest use in studies 
of personality and delinquency is the Woodworth Ps.ychoneurotic Inventory. 
Originally termed the "Personal Data Sheet" this inventory was constructed 
b.f Woodworth, then chairman of the Committee for Emotional Fitness, 
appointed by the National Research Council. The inventory consists of 
116 questions to which the response "yes" or "no" is given. The 
questions relate to physical conditions such as adjustment with the 
environment, fears or worries. Although this instrument has been 
used with adult delinquents in its original for.m, it is not suited to 
juveni les. 
II 
Woodworth-Mathews Questionnaire.--2 Discovering the need for a scale !! 
suited to children, Ellen MatheviS constructed the Woodworth-Mathews 
Questionnaire, a revision of the Woodworth Inventory. This revision 
was devised by dropping some questions and adding others.3 The 
resulting instrument consists of 75 items suited for children as young as 1
1 
12 or 13 years of age. Mathews reports correlations of .515 and .663 be-
tween scores on the test and teachers' judgment of nervous stability. 
I 
Coefficients of reliability of .667 on 280 boys aged 12 to 14 by the split ! 
II 
half method and of .369 on 26 boys aged 9 to 19 by the retest method are 
reported. 
1. R. S. Woodworth, "Woodworth Psychoneurotic Inventory," C. H. 
Stoelting Company, Chicago, 1920 
2. R. s. Woodworth and Ellen Mathews, "Woodworth Mathe\Ys Personal 
Data Sheet," C. H. Stoelting Company, Chicago, 1923 
3. Pervival M. Symonds, Diagnosing Personality and Conduct, The 
Qe~tu_ry"'" Compa(JY-, _New York, _,_193L, --=:P •- 17~ ___ _ 
1 The Woodworth-Mathews ~ueationnaire was used qy Slawson to 
evaluate more objectively than had been attempted before the contribu-
tians of emotional factor or factors to delinquency. The questionnaire 
was administered to 879 boys from three New Yoxk institutions for 
delinquents. Four hundred eighty-five were from the New Yoxk House 
of Refuge, the school housing the most serious delinquents, 300 from 
the Hawthorne School, and 94 from the Berkley Industrial Fann. The 
mean chronological age for House of Refuge was 17 years, for the 
Hawthorne School 14 years and for the IDdUBtrial Fa:mt 13 years, 9 months. 
Slawaon felt his findings, based on the results of this question-
naire, indicated there was an intimate association between defective 
emotional makeup and juvenile delinquency. These results revealed 
there were a greater preponderence of psychoneurotic responses given 
by these boys than by the unselected group of Mathews' study. In 
addition., 8.5 ~r cent of the delinquents made a higher score than the 
median of the normal boys of Mathews' group. 
The Mathews' ~uestionnaire was also used by Bridges and Bridges2 
in their study of delinquent boys at the Boys' Farm and Training School, 
Shawbridge, ~uebec. It was administered to 98 delinquent boys whose 
chronological age ranged from 11.2 to 16.1. The median score of this 
1. John Slawson, "Psychoneurotic Responses of Delinquent Boys," 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 10ctober 192.5) 20:261-81 
2. James w. Bridges and K. M. Bridges, "Psychological Study of 
Juvenile Delinquency by Group Methods",Genetic Psychology Monographs 
(September 1926) 1:413-.56 ' · · 
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group was 21 symptomatic responses canpared with nine fOJ:" the un-
selected school boys studied by Mathews. 1 
The results of the questionnaire indicate that the delinquent 
differs from the non-delin~uent in a number of aspects. An analysis 
of the responses disclosed the fact that these delinquent boys could 
be differentiated from the general population by their more intense 
conflicts with persons in the home, school and elsewhere, by a greater 
number of physical ailments, by poorer motor coordination (shown by 
marked frequency of stuttering, stumbling, etc.), by a pronounced 
tendency towards morbid depression, and by a somewhat greater inclin-
ation tCMard bullying reactions. 
Bartlett and Harril also used this questionnaire as a Pirt of 
a battery they administered to two groups of boys. These groups 
consisted of 119 boys from the Indiana Boys School, Plainesville, 
Indiana, and 122 boys from the high s cnool in Greencastle, Indiana. 
The boys in the fo m.er group had a mean chronological age of 16-7/12 
years and were in the ninth or tenth grades. The aean I.Q. for this 
group was 99.32. The non-delinquent group had a mean chronological 
age of 12-2/12 years and all were in the ninth or tenth grades save 
26 who were in the eighth grade. The mean I.Q. for this group was 
99. 24. The socio-economic background of the two groups was comparable 
according to the results of the Sims Socio-Economic Seore Card. 
1. Ellen Mathews, "A StudY of Emotional Stability" Journal of 
Delinquency (January 19 23) 8: 1-40 
2. Bartlett and Harris, loc. cit • 
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The range of scares on the WoDdworth-Mathews was the same for both 
groups - 0 to 44. However, the delinquents averaged 17.76 points while 
the non-delinquents averaged 10.21 points. These results suggest th~t 
as measured by this instrument, the delinquents had greater emotional 
instability than the non-delinquents. 
The Woodvrorth~athews Questionnaire was also used by Daniels1 in 
his study of 300 negro boys. This experimenter classified his subjectw 
into three groups, namely: (1) delinquent boys - those confined to 
state institutions for delinquents; (2) behavior problem boys - those 
whose 11 behavior 11 was such they could not be trained by the regular 
teacher along vdth the rest of the pupils and (3) non-problem boys -
those considered not to be a problem by their teachers and principals. 
Most of these boys were in the fifth grade. An attempt was made 
to equate the groups for mental ages; however, the delinquents were 
ol~er and the mean I. Q. was lower. 
A comparison of the unfavorable responses of the groups showed the 
means for the delinquent and problem groups were the same but a reliable 
difference was found between their means and that of the non-problem 
boys. The mean for the non-problem group was 19.0 f:. S.O, .for the 
problem boys 22.6 f:. 8.7, and for the delinquents 22.7 f:. S.6. 
1. Daniels, op. cit., pp. 18-26 
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II Seventy of the Woodworth-Mathews 1 questions, plus 23 of their own 
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construction were used by Asher and Haven. 1 This revision was adminis-
tered to 594 public school boys and 249 Kentucky Home of Reform Boys. 
The chronological ages of both groups ranged from 10 to 18 years of age. 
The authors reported six items of this measure showed significant II 
differences. II 
The Woodworth-Cady.-- The Woodworth Personality Inventory was also 
revised by Cady2 to be used as one of a batter,y of tests in estimating 
juvenile incorrigibility. His revision consisted of 59 items, 12 of .which I 
were of his own construction and the others from the original inventory 
and fran a revision by Johnson.3 Cady reports correlations of .41, ,~3 
and .36 with teachers• estimates of incorrigibility and coefficients of 
reliabili ty using interfor.m method of .47, .49 and .55. 
This revision, the Woodworth-Cady Psychoneurotic Inventory, was used 
by Casselberry4 as one of a battery of tests he administered to a group 
of delinquents and a group of non-delinquent boys. The former was com-
prised of 329 boys of the Preston Industrial Sch?ol, California. The 
chronological ages of this group ranged from 16 to 21 years. The non-
delinquent group c.onsisted of 53 boys attending high school or college, 
>dth chronological ages comparable to the delinquent group. j 
1. Eaton J. Asher and Edson s. Haven, "The Reactions of State Correction- : 
al School and Public School Boys to the Questions of an Emotional 
Inventory, 11 Journal of Juvenile Research (April 1930) 14:96-106 
2. 
3. 
R. W. Woodworth and V. M. Cady, "Woodworth-Cady Personal Data Sheet," 
C. H. Stoelting Company, Chicago, 1923 
4. 
B. Johnson, "Emotional Instability in Children, 11 Ungraded (January 
1920) 5:73-79 
Casselberr,1, loc. cit. I' i -
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The findings of this stuqy indicated the delinquent boys appeared 
less st2ble than the non-delinquent boys. This instrument was considered 
by Casselberry to be sensitive enough to be included as a part of the 
final battery to be used experimentally in the study of all boys going 
through the Juvenile Court of Los Angeles. 
Merrilll used the Cady revision in her study for children between 
the ages of 9 and 1.4. The inventory was administered to 212 delinquents 
and 163 controls. The results indicated that the test does serve to 
differentiate the two groups, but as a diagnostic instrument it is of 
limited value. Indications are that the negative scores were more apt 
to be indicative of maladjustment than positive scores were apt to be 
indicative of good adjustment. 
The Personality Inventory for Children.--2 Another revision of this 
scale is the "Personality Inventory for Children" constructed for young-
sters in grades four to nine by Fred Brown. Brown3 used his inventory 
in testing 91 non-delinquent boys of average socio-economic status; 112 
pre-delinquent boys of low socio-economic status and 71 delinquent boys 
of low socio-economic status. The non-delinquents were tested at a 
Y. M.C.A. summer camp and the other two groups in camps for the under-
privileged. This,- according to Brown, was an environment free of 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Merrill, op. cit., p. 154 
Fred Brown, "Personality Inventory for Children, 11 Psychological 
Corporation, New York, 1945 
Fred Brown, 11.1 Psychoneurotic Inventory for Children Between Nine and 
Fourteen Years of Age, 11 Journal of Applied Psychology (August 1934) 
18:566-77 
inhibiting influences. The non-delinquants bad a mean chronological age 
of 13 years and six months, the mean age of the pre-delinquents (or 
I 
I 
I 
II 
1 
Proto-delinquents as Brown in one report ref'ers to 1hose who never I' 
a ppeared in court on an official charge but; have engaged in anti-
social activities) was 13 years; and the mean age of the delil},quents 
I was 15 years and two months. The results of' this study indicated a I
11 general superiority in emotional stability for the non-delinquent. 
II 
1 In summary, it has been noted that the Woodworth Personality 
I 
Inventory in its original f'o:an has been used With adult delinquents, 
but has been deemed unsuited tor use with juveniles. Several adapta-
tiona have been nade to :f1 t the test to children. With the exception 
ot the Asher and Haven study the results of these inventories when 
administered to juvenile delinquents have indicated the delinquent 
differs f'rom the non-delinquent in a number of phases of' personality. 
. 2 
Bell Adjustment Inventory.-- This instl"'ll''l8nt consists of' 16o 
items covering the f'ollowi~ adjustment catagories: ( 1) home, ( 2) 
health, (3) social, (4) emotional, (5) occupational. Norms are given 
in the manual f'or high school and college stuients. Coef'f'icients of 
reliability of the separate sections range f'ram .80 to .89. 
1. Fred Brown, "Social Maturity and Stability of' Non-Delinquents, 
Proto-Delinquents and Delinquents," American JOUrnal of Orthopsy-
chiatry (~pril 1938) 8:214-19 
2. Hugh M. Bell, "The Adjustment Inventory" Stantord University Press, 
California, 1934 
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and Harris1 in their study mentioned earlier in this chapter 
found that according to this scale the delinquents are much more mal-
adjusted in their relations with other members of their families than 
are non-delinquents. Although the range of scores in both criterion 
groups was from 0 - 27, the average for the delinquent boys was 11.51 
points and for the controls 6.66 points. As a result the authors feel 
the delinquents tend to reveal more diff iculty in maintaining home and 
family relationships. 
When used as a part of a battery by Zakolski 2 the results on this 
test varied from sub-test to sub-test. Zakolski administered his 
battery to 50 public school boys and 50 industrial school boys. The 
mean chronological age for the former was 15.5 i 0.49 and the latter 
15.5 i 0.76. One sub-test (health) differentiated significantly. The 
critical ratio of this sub-test using the difference of the means was 
5.37. The others ran as low as 1.31. 
Merrill3 administered the Bell to 107 delinquents and 139 controls. 
The only category found to be meaningful for this group was the Home 
Adjustment classification. The original group to whom the test was 
administered indicated they were more poorly adjusted to their homes. 
1. Bartlett and Harris, loc. cit. 
2. F. c. Zakolski, 11Studies in Delinquency 1. Personality Structure 
of Delinquent Boys," Journal of Genetic Psychology (March 1949) 
74:109-117 
3. Merrill, op. cit., p. 155 
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However, on administering 
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the inventory to another group; 
' 
I 
th~ au~~or ~~--
I 
could find no real significant differences. 
Although the findings of these studies are limited, it appears to 
date this test does indicate that in same areas, particularly those 
relative to the home, the delinquent and non-delinquent differ 
significant~. However, Cattel1 suggests the ~uestionnaire abounds 
with items requiring not only perfect self-knowledge and ruthless 
honesty, but also a wide knowledge of humanity and its standards. 
Washburne Social Adjustment Inventory.--2 Washburne3 spent same 
10 years constructing this instrument which purports to differentiate 
between the "adjusted and maladjusted" individuals. Over lO,OCX) persons 
were tested in the process of refinement. The differences between the 
number of "adjusted" and "maladjusted" giving "maladjusted" responses to 
each of the questions included is from 3 to 7 times the P.E. of the dif-
ference. The critical ratio f~r the difference in the median test scores 
II 
of well-adjusted and maladjusted high school students matched for age, sex, 
grade, and I.Q. is S.57. The biserial r coefficient of validity is .90. 
1. Raymond B. Catell, 11The Bell Adjustment Inventory" from the Nineteen 
Forty Mental Measurement Yearbook, 0. K. Buros (Editor), . Mental 
Measurement Yearbook, Highla~d Park, New Jersey, 1941, p. 76 
2. J. N. Washburne, "Social Adjustment Inventory," World Book 
Company, Yonkers, New York, 193S 
3. J. N. Washburne, "An Experiment in Character Measurement," The 
Journalof Juvenile Delinquency, (Januar.y 1929) 13:1-S 
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The correlation of total test score with intelligence is .17 and the 
coefficient of reliability is .92. 
This inventory has also been used w:i. th delinquents. It was 
designed for subjects of high school and college age but can be 
1 given to younger children. Capwell, in the study previously reported, 
administered it to a group of delinquent girls. The initial results 
indicated that the instrument was capable of differentiating between 
the two groups. A retest of the groups, equated for I.Q., showed the 
test still differentiated but the results fell slightly below satisfactory 
reliability of differencea. 
Zakolski2 used this inventory in the battery he administered to 
50 industrial school boys and 50 public school boys. The mean chrono-
logical age of the former was 15.5 f:. O. 755 and the latter 15.5 f:. 0.494. 
Using the differences of the means the critical ratios of the subtests 
ran from .106 (Sympathy) to ·3.84 (Alienation). 
There is insufficient data on this inventory to indicate its 
true value as an aid in differentiating, but the available data suggests 
that as measured by this instrument, the two criterion groups do differ 
to some degree. However, one major shortcoming for its use in differ-
entiating is the fact suggested by Sherman3 that despite the reliability 
1. Dora F. Capwell, "Personality Patterns of Adolescent Girls II. 
Delinquent and Non-Delinquent" Journal of Applied Psychology 
(August 1945) 29:289-98 
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of this test, "··· it is not only possible but probable that a person 
responds to the test items in terms of his understanding of what is 
expected of him." 
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality InventoEY.--1 This test 
consists of 500 questions on separate cards relating to different areas 
of life experiences covering somatic experiences, family relations, 
social-:-political attitudes, etc. The subject sorts the cards in a 
fashion that indicates the situation as being true or false with 
respect to himself {provision is also made for a doubtful category). 
The scale is based on a total of 351 items for nine personality trends 
or situations plus three scales designed to check the validity of the 
results. Brenton2 reports in the Third Mental Measurements Yearbook 
that claims in respect to face validity of the inventory scores have 
not stood the test of critical examination. 
The Minnesota Multiphasic ~ersonality Inventory was used b,y 
Capwell3 among her battery of tests. This instrument of all in the 
presented battery differentiated most clearly between her two criterion 
groups. The test continued to differentiate when administered in the 
1. Starke R. Hathaway and J. Charnley McKinley, "The 1tlnnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 11 The Psychological Corporation, 
New York, 1943 
2. Arthur L. Brenton, "The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory," 
from the Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, 0. K. Buros (Editor) 
Rutgers University Press, New Jersey, 1949, p. 160 
3. Capwell, loc. cit. 
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retesting of' the matched groups with the exception of the Hs scale 
and the Hy (which was not used because it failed to differentiate 
originally). The most conspicuous differences were on the scales of 
Psychopathic Deviate and Paranoic. The delinquents had a mean T score 
of 73 on the :fb rmer and of 6.5 on the latter. 
Pressey Interest Attitude Test.--1 This instrument has been 
employed in several attempts to differentiate the delinquent from the 
non-delinquent. It oons ists of four sub-tests each oo ntaining 90 i te.ms. 
In each the subjects are asked to respond discriminately to things 
considered wrong (Test I); anxieties, fears or worries, (Test II); 
likes and interests, (Test III); and kinds of people liked or admired, 
( 'l'est IV). Norms are available for the sub-tests by sex and grade 
(from six to sixteen) in terms of responses to each item per 100 cases. 
This test, a revision of the Pressey X-0, was standardized on a 
population of 1941 boy's and 1934 girls in grades .5 through 12. These 
samples represented 20 d:1f ferent places from nine states. From the 
results age and grade norms were devised. For evidence of validation 
the authors suggest tl:B re is a marked variation of the median score 
with chronological matur.lty and further state there is some suggestive 
evidence from the differences in scores made by pupils in communities 
of different types. Reliability figures, using the split-half method, 
1. s. L. Pressey and L. c. Pressey, "The Pressey Interest Attitude 
Test," The Psychological Corporation, New York, 1933 
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for 151 girls in the sixth grade were .99. Coefficients for separate 
tests were as follows: Test I .96; Test II .96; Test III .91, and 
Test IV .96. Other studies give lower but high correlations. 
Durea ·and Fertmn1 administered this inst~nt to 180 delinquent 
girls ranging in age for 15 years to 1? years 11 months. The findings 
indicated delinquent girls age-for-age compared unfavorably with the 
norms :tbr non-delinquents in emotional maturity, as masured by this 
test. As a result of the findings the authors conclude emotional 
immaturity to be characteristic of delinquent girls and in t erma of 
total score1S from the four sub-tests and scores on each sub-test, save 
Test IV, retardation tends to increase with age. 
2 Conflicting results were obtained by Capwell. This test was one 
of a series she administered to 101 delinquent girls and 85 public 
school girls. In her study the Pressey failed to discriminate between 
these groups. Thus she suggests that Durea and Fertman obtained :i 
differen.t findings because they used no control group but rather compared I 
II their results with the norms. Using this method, Capwell also noted 
differences. 
In a later study Durea and .Assim3 used a control group of 1.51 girls 
and 2?6 delinquent girls. 'Ihe chronological ages for both these groups 
1. M. A. Durea and M. H. Fertnan, "Emotional Maturity of Delinquent 
Girls" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry (April 1941) 11:335-3? 
2. Capwell, loc. cit. 
3. Durea and Assim, loc. cit. 
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ranged from 13 years to 17 years 11 months. This study indicated that 
" ••• the delinquent girl expresses her personality in terms of a pattern 
characteristic which differentiates her reliably from the adjusted girls." 
The delinquent girl differed in 29 traits and qualities. Although there 1 
is overlappi~ of differential scores, no more than 10 to 15 per cent 
af the non-delinquent girls exceed the median differential score for 
delinquent girls • 
1 The Pressey Interest Attitude Test was used by Durea with the 
delinquent boys at an institution for juvenile delinquents. These 
boys, all white, ranged in age from 14 years ot 17 years 11 months. 
The median life ages for grades 8, 9, 10 and 11 were used to compare 
with the norms. There were 26 cases in the 14 year group; 75 in the 
15 year group; 112 in the 16 year group and 63 in the 17 year group. 
The results indicated that the personality of delinquents as 
measured by this instrument differs in several significant respects 
from non-delinquents. These differences are in the areas of th:1n.gs 
considered wrong; worries, fears and anxieties; likes and interests; 
and kinds of people liked and admired. 
The comparisons between the delinq_uert and eont rol groups when 
nade was through the application of the formula fer the critical ratio 
1. Durea, loc. cit. 
II 
(i.e., the difference between the mean differential weighted scores 
of similar and mixed life age groups divided by the probable error 
of the difference between the Sam! .means). 
II For further evidence as · to the value of the Pressey as an aid 
I 
in differentiating the delinquellli from the non-delinquent, Durea and 
1 
Heston report a study made on two groups of subjects compared in terms 
of differential scores. 1b.e control group consisted of 374 8oys 
randomly selected from a public school. The experimental group 
consisted of 74 boys labeled as behavior problems by the school 
authorities of a large city. The chronological ages of the form~r 
group ra:nged from 14 to 17 years and the latter from 14 to 18 years. 
In comparing the gropps the critical ratio reported was 7.38 indicating 
a reliable difference between the means. 
Further experimentation was done by Durea and Fertma.n2 with this 
test. These experimenters administered the Pressey to 316 industrial 
school boys and 180 industrial school girls. The life ages of the 
former ranged from 14 years to 17 years 11 months and tor the l~tter, 
1.5 years to 17 years 11 months. The result s were compared with the 
norms forthe non-delinquents. The differential unit for each item is 
1. Mervin A. Durea and J. c. Heston, "Differential Diagnosis of 
Potential Delinquency, Additional Suggesticns" American Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry (=pril 1941) 11:338-40 
2. Mervin A. Durea and M. H. Fertman, "Personality Characteristics of 
Juvenile Offenders, "Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 
~rch - April 1942) 32:433-38 
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The male delinquents were 
differentiat •a by 104 of the 36o Pressey i tem.s, and the female by 160 
of the 360 items. Test II, worries, proved to differentiate the most 
effectively. 
1 Odoroff and Harris attempted to verity Durea' s ccn elusion that 
delinquents are, age-for-age, consistently emotionally retarded. Two 
groups of boys were camp;ired. The deli:rquent group oonsisted t:L 412 
boys of the Minnesota Training School tested at the time of their 
entrance. Their chronological ages ranged from 14 years to 18 years 
7 months, and the mean I.Q.. of the group, using the Kuhlman Anderson 
Test of Mental Development, was 83. The controls consisted of 13, 14, 
1.5 and 16 year old boys in the seventh, eight and ninth grades of a 
St. Paul, Minnesota, junior high school. The mean Otis I.Q.. for this 
group was 9.5. The fathers of' these boys were for tile most part, semi-
skilled, un-skilled and unemployed workers. About 30 boys of the group 
were classified in the skilled class of the Minnesota Occupational 
Scale, none came from Class I or II of this scale. These data, coupled 
with the fact the school is located in a delinquency area, give impetus 
to the author's claim that this is a better group for oomparison with 
a delinquent g rrup than is an unselected group. 
1. Maurice Odorof'f and Dale B. Harris, "A Study of the Interest-
Attitude Test Scores of Delinquent and Non-delinquent Boys," 
Journal of Educatimal Psychology (January 1942) 33:13-24 
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According to the interpretation of the investigators, these 
results indicate delinquent boys are more like non-delinquent boys from 
similar backgrrund than they are like unselected boys in general. TlJ_ey 
suggest differences discovered by Durea et al might have been lower 
were the boys so equated and there is enough correlation between the 
Pressey and Intelligence to account for some if not all emotional 
retardation. Thus, their opinion that, before acceptance of the 
conclusions of the aforementioned studies that emotional retardation 
may be just as significant for delinquency as mental level and other 
factors, further emperical knowledge as to what the Pressey tests is 
needed. 
Such reascning w::>uld appear to indicate that items measuring 
differences in the social areas -were of no value. As stated earlier in 
this cha];t er, the delinquents as a group do differ from the non-delinq-
uents in th:is area. Thus, to construct or use a test devoid of these 
ideas would be failing to take advantage of one area wherein there are 
located differences. If the test were to be used in a section where 
there are no social differences, then the items might be irrelevant. 
However, as most neighborhoods do have people who differ at least in 
degree, there is a need for such items. The correlation between the 
Pressey and intelligence is an indication of its limitations as an 
instrument in differentiating these groups. 
These instruments purport to identify the deviates in the realm of 
personality. Among these deviates, studies indicate, will be found 
many of the delinquents. Tb.us, if these tests are administered to an 
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unselected population, among those who obtain scores indicating 
personality maladjustments will be found many delinquents. However, 
it is quite improbable that all with maladjustments will be delinquent 
or delinquEII.t-prone. Some other instrument (or instruments) must be 
1
1 
devised to fUrther screen these. deviates, or case studies must be done I 
on each (often impractical or impossible). In addition to this limit-
ation, the.~tests fail to d1 scover the delinquent or predelinquent who 
does not diverge from the norms of this seale but who appears to be well 
adjusted. These shortcomings were recognized by many experimenters 
for, as indicated, a:>tm used these instruments as part of' a battery 
which is usually very time consuming and thus of' limited value in the 
school. Further limiations of' personality instl"UUDSnts as aids in 
identifying the predelinquents can be found in Sherman•s1 criticism 
of' personality tests in general. He suggests that the subjectivity of' 
the items in these tests makes it dif'f'icuU. to measure the reliability 
and that most personality tests in general measure only attitudes and 
knowledge of' behavior rather than behavior itself'. 
The Vineland Social Maturity Scale.--2 'Ihis scale consists of' 
117 items separated into age groups. The items relate to certain 
behavioral aspects of' the child. These are classified as: self-help 
general, self-help eating, self-direction, occupation, communication, 
1. Sherman, op. cit. p. 217 
2. Edgar A. Doll, "The Vineland Social Maturity Scale," Vineland 
Training School Educational Test Bureau, Vineland, New Jersey, 1947 
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The scale was standardized on 620 ~~ 
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locomotion and socialization. 
normal subjects - 10 - of each sex for each ye_ar from birth to 30 years 
of age. Socio-economic status was controlled by paternal occupation. 
The author reports social age increased and became stable at ~5. 
Reliability (by the retest method) of 125 individuals was .92. A 
more subjective instrument than some of the others used, this scale 
depends upon .the rating of thooe acquainted with the child. 
Several experimenter& have used this .mea.sure with delinquents. 
1 v· Doll and Fitch administered the ineland Social Maturity Scale to 91 
juvenile delinquent boys at the State Home for Boys, Jamesburg, New 
Jersey. 'lbese boys were equally distributed acoordi~ to the mental 
classes of average, inferior and borderline. Median chronological age 
was 14.0 (with a range of 12-15)) and a median mental age of 9.3. 
The results of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale obtained were 
compared to those obtained on other applications of the scale to normal 
and exceptional groups. This comparison showed the central tendency 
of the delinquents tested to be at the borderline between feeble-
mindedness and dull-normality. The authors feel that whether this 
retardation could be attributed to the untrustworthiness of these 
delinquents as a handicap to social competence or to their mental 
retardation is not within the scope of their study. However, they do 
1. Edgar A. Doll and Kathryn Fitch, "Social Competence of JUllenile 
Delinquents," American Institute of Criminal Law Journal 
(May 1939) 30+52-67 
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conclude as a result of this evidence tm t if their subjects can be 
taken as representative, "• •• the social competence of delinquents is 
strikingly lower than non-delinquents." This conclusion they state, 
" ••• is supported by general experience and observaticn with delinquents 
and by inference from using other methods of approach." 
CapweU1 included the 11ineland Social Maturity Seale among the 
battery of tests she administered to 101. delilquent girls at the Minne-
sota State School fbr girls and 85 non-delinquent gl_r ls int the public 
srJ:J.ool.s of Sauk Center, Minnesota. These groups were tested and retested 
from four to fifteen months later. The mean I.Q. of the non-delinquents 
was 101 and of the delinq_uents 8?. The S.D. was 17 for both groups. 
Each group was retarded in scllool and achievement according to the 
Stanford Achievement Test, but the delinquents were slightly more 
retarded. 
Although the results indicated the Vineland Social Maturity Seale 
differentiated the delinquent from the non-delinquent, this did not 
hold true on further study. The test wae readministered to 52 girls 
from each group equated for I.~. Tbe mean I.Q. for both groups was 
95 with a standard deviation of 14. The results obtained with the 
matched groups failed to demonstrate any real difference. Thus, the 
author concluded, t~ differences on the Vineland appear to be related 
more to intelligence than to delinquency. 
1. Capwell, loc. cit. 
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Two studies using the Vineland Social Maturity Scale have been 
reported. Doll and Fitch's study with del:lnquent boys SU@gests that 
the scale was valuable as an aid in differentiati!(!; the delinquent :from 
the non-delinquent, but this study does not indicate what the results 
might be were the I.~. held constant. Capwell suggested that the boys 
of the Bridges study were much more retarded than the girls of her 
study and this was the reason the former obtained greater differences 
in social retardation than the latter. Capwell's study with delinquent 
and non-delinquent girls revealed tbat the scale appeard to differentiate 
between the two groups until the I.~. was held constant. When this was 
done, the scale failed to discriminate. 
The foregoing evidences tho fact that this instrument has limited 
1
1 
value as an aid in dtfferentiating the delinquent from the non-delinquent. I 
Certainly with the existing data one can conclude that by itself the 
test is of no value. .c'urther research is needed to prove or disprove 
its value as an adjunct to other tests and techniques in identifying 
the pre-deliD:J._uent. 
1 
Porteus Maze Test.-- Another instrument in tb3 attempt to 
distinguish the delinquent from the non-delinquent was the Porteus :Maze \ 
Test. This test, devised by s. D. Porteus2 and published in 1924, was 1: 
I 
1. S. D. Porteus, "Porteus Maze Test" C. H. Stoelting Company, Chicago, 
11.92.3 
2. s. D. Porteus, The Maze Test and Mental Differences, Smith 
Publishing and Printing House, Vineland, New Jersey, 1933 
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printed mazes prepared for ages five years to superior adult. The 
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subject is required to draw a pencil through 1he mazes without crossing 
the printed lines or going into any closed roadways. In nine of the 
levels a second attempt is allowed if failure ocBUrs on the first, 
however, four trials are permitted in the 12 and 14 levels. Speed is 
not a factor in this test. Credit is given in years and months of 
mental age. 
Paul and Montgomery1 attempted to test the valid! ty of the assert-
ion of Porteus that the scores on the Porteus Maze Test are lower in 
cases of delinquency. '00 groups consisting of ( 1) oond uct disorder 
cases and (2) socially adjusted cases were canpa.red. The pertinent 
data regarding the cases came from the files of the New York City 
Children's Hospital. The former group was made up of 34 girls and 42 
boys and 1he latter of 34 girls and 47 boys. Any doubtful cases or 
those Who had a physical condition or epilepsy that may have affected 
the test scores were dropped. The chronological ages of the conduct 
disorder group ranged from 8 years .5 months to 1.5 years 6 months, and 
the adjusted groups' chronological ages ranged from 10 years 6 months 
to 1.5 years 6 months. The results of the tests administered to the 
tm groups indicate that there is a tendency for the socially adjusted 
child to make slightly higher scores on the Porteus Maze Test than on 
1. Louise Paul and Ruth F. Montgomery, "The Porteus Maze Test As a 
Discriminative Measure in Delinquency," Journal of Applied 
Psychology (a pril 1929) 13:14.5-1.51 
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the Stanford-Binet and conversely for the maladjusted group to make 
slightly lower scores on the Porteus Maze Test than on the Standford-
Binet. 
'I A few years later Lotta Karpeles1 administered the Porteus Maze 
Test to a conduct d1 sorder and a socially adjusted group. There was 
an attempt to equate these groups for c.A. and I. Q, . The former group 
consisted of 110 boys and 75 girls whose mean c.A. was 11 years and 
7.8 months. The other group was made o'f 120 b::>ys and 65 girls with 
a mean C.A. of 13 years and 6.2 months. The conclusion reached by the 
author a s a result of her study is that scores on the Maze Test are 
lower in cases of delinquency. Thus, she tends to confirm the :tindings 
by Paul and Mon tgam.ery. 
These limited findings indicate that further study of this 
technique might be fruitful. However, using it in conjunction with an 
intelligence test such as the Stanford-Binet which is too time consuming 
to administer to everyone, or any group intelligence test which involves 
reading, reduces its value for the purpose heretofore mentioned. 
Measurement of Social Attitudes.--2 Several of the "Scalea of the 
Measurement of Social Attitudes" were used by Middleton and Wright. 3 
1. Lotta Karpeles, "A Further Investigation of the Porteus Maze Test 
as a Discriminative Measure in Delinquency" J 0 urnal of Applied 
PsychologY (~ust 1932) 16:427-37 
2. L. L. Thurstone (Editor) "Measurement of Social Attitudes," 
University of Chicago Press, Chicagp, 1931 
3. W. c. Middleton and R. R. Wright, "A Comparison of Ninth and Tenth 
Grade Delinquent and Non-delinquent Boys _and Girls on Certain Attitude 
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scales, "Attitudes Toward the Law," !'Attitude Toward the Church~" 
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1J and 11Attitudf3 Toward the Reality of God" were administered to several 
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groups of grade S and 9 boys and girls. One group consisted of 116 
boys from Indiana's Boys' School and 49 girls from Indiana's Girls• 
School. The other group was comprised of 91 boys and 42 girls of the 
(;.r- e.01 public high school at Gruncastle, Indiana. 
The scores of these scales indicated that the high school boys and 
girls had a more favorable attitude toward law and church than did 
the delinquent boys but showed no difference in attitude toward the 
reality of God. The delinquent girls had a more favorable attitude in 
all (law, church and the reality of God) than did the non-delinquent 
girls. 
Tests Constructed for the Purpose 
Hawthorne-Cruelty-Compassion Test.-- Hawthorne1 devised a test for 
the measurement of cruelty and compassion in the hope that it would be 
of some predicative value so that early delinquency tendencies could be 
noted and treated. The test consists of 31 groups of five items such 
as. sled, dagger, watch, camera, skates. Each of the groups contain one 
item considered sadistic; it is assumed that the subject's attitude 
toward this item in relation to the others will give some indication 
of his reaction tendencies. The subject is asked to rate these items in 
1. Joseph vV'. Hawthorne, 11A Group Test for the Measurement of 
Cruelty-Compassion: A Proposed Means of Recognizing Potential 
Criminology, 11 Journal of Social Psychology (May 1932) 
3:189-209 
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order of preference from one to five. The lower the score, the higher 
the tolerance toward acts of cruelty and supposedly more the tendency 
to overt acta of cruelty. 
The test was administBred to 126 students in tJ:e junior and senior 
high scllool, ranging in age from 10 to 20 years; 300 in a special 
school for juvenile delinquents; and 29 patients in a state hospital 
for the mentally ill. '11he author reports the test results seem to 
indicate that the test fUrnished a possible method of rating individuals 
along a cruelty-comparison continuum. It would appear that those 
individuals making low scores are more predisposed to crime against 
the person than t hose with higher scores. 
Bartlett and Ifurris1 administered Hawthorne's Cruelty-Compassion 
as one test of a battery given to 119 boys in Indiana's Boys' sSchool, 
Plain~ield, Indiana. The average chronological age for themwas 16-
7/12 years. The average intelligence quotient was 94.32. 
The results of the Cruelty-Compassion Test indicated a greater 
tendency to cruelty among the delinquent boys than the unselected group 
of Hawthorne's study. Tbe average score of the delinquents was 94.86 
points and :lb r Hawthorne's unselected group 108.1.5 points .• 
1. Bartlett and Harris, loc. cit. 
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Test of Play Information.-- Murrayl constructed a "Test of Play 
Information11 which he administered to a delinquent and non-delinquent 
group of boys. These groups were composed of 283 high school boys and 
200 wbittier School (California) boys. One hundred of each were chosen 
and equated for chronological age and some attempt was made to equate 
by intelligence. The test contained 200 short answer questions, 50 
on each of the four sports (football, baseball, track and basketball) 
taught in the two schools. 
The results of this test indicated the high school boys knew more 
about sports than the delinquents and that their knowledge of sports 
increased with each added year whereas the delinquents' knowledge did 
not. The high school boys were also superior in all sports. 
Harris Play Questionnaire.-- Harris2 constructed this test to 
determine the play interests of delinquent and non-delinquent boys. 
The test results indicate the frequency of participation in socially 
desirable or undesirable activities. High positive scores indicate 
more participation in the former, while negative scores indicate more 
participation in the latter activities. The test was administered 
by Bartlett and Harris in their study reported earlier in this chapter. 
The average score for the delinquents in this study was 14.15 points 
1. Verl l.l:urray, "A Comparative Study of Play Information and 
Athletic Achievement in Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys," 
Journal of Juvenile Delinguency (April 1931) 15:111-20 
2. Bartlett and Harris, loc. cit. 
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former was -36 to t.57 and for the latter -2 to t 62. An analysis of 
" :; 
the results indicates the fi nd.ings reported earlier in the chapter 
that the delinquents engage more frequently in socially undesirable 
activities such as hopping freights, smoking, etc. 
The Check List of Beliefs.-- A Check List of Beliefs was 
1 
constructed by Ter Keurst and administered to a group of delinquent 
and a group of non-delinquent boys. The items for the original test 
were collected from the religious literature read by certain religious 
groups and, the chief source, from a number of people considered by 
the author as unlettered. These items were rated by seven psychologists 
an a five point seale of significance to personality. Each item was 
weighted 4, 3, 2, 1, or o;· items that had a combined weight of ten or 
leas were discarded, leaving 92 items for the Checic List. 
In answer to the q)lestion "How certain are you of each item?• the 
subject designated very certain, almost certain, fairly certain, 
uncertain, impGssible. ( ~xample of item- Thinking unclean or filthy 
thoughts causes feeblemindedness.) Included in addition to regular 
items were blinds sueh as "snow is white." 
'Ibis check list was administered in March 193.5 to 9.5 delinquent 
boys from the School for Boys, St. Charles, Illinois, and to 78 boys 
1. Arthur J. Ter Keurst, "Superstitious Nature of Delinquent and 
Non-delinquent Boys," The American Journal of Criminal Law and 
Criminology (May-June 1938) 29:226-40 
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in grade nine of the Evanston Hi~ School, Evanstcn, Illinois. The 
mean chronological age of the former was 16.34 (S.D. 1.2,5) and for the 
latter 14.84 (S.D •• 80). The delinquents were all working below ninth 
grade level. The results indi oated that the delinquent boys were more 
superstitious than the non-delinquent g:roup. Tte .IIBan per cent of 
acceptance for delinquents was 39.4 per cent and for the non-delinquents II 
" 
16. 7.5 psr cent. Thus, Ter Keurst concludes significant quantitative 
differences exist between the two groups. Twenty-five per cent of the 
items showed quantitative differences. 
Sense of Humor. Casselberry1 used a Sense of Humor test what was 
used experimentally by Dr. Landis of the New Yolk State Psychopathic 
Institute. Forty of the 100 jokes in Landis' test were chosen partly 
by experimentation and partly by inspection. To these Casselberry 
added five of his own. The instructions were altered so that the test 
might prove efficaoiw s in revealing delinquency tendencies. The test 
was administered to .51 delinquent and 46 non-delinquent boys. For 
scoring purposes the responses to each joke were weighted. The results 
indicated 69 per cent of the oont rol group had scores which distinguished 
them from the del:lnquent boys and 42 per cent of the delinquent group 
were similarly separated f:rom the adjusted group. Thus, the author 
ccncludes, del:lnquent boys, in general, have a ssnse of humor interior 
to adjusted boys of the same age. 
1. Casselberry, loa. cit. 
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Religious Knowledge and Attitudes.-- This test, constructed by 
1 
Bartlett purports to neasure ability to identify biblical and religious r 
terms. Bartlett and Harris used this test in tbei r study. The results 
revealed the delinquents were definitely superior in ability to identify 
biblical and religious terms. The delinque:ct. s obtained a mean of 
29.79 with a possible score of _50 points; the non-del:in quents showed 
an average of 22.66 points. Ha.vever, the authors suggest this factor 
may be attributed to the stress laid on biblical knowledge in the 
institution's Sunday religious instruction classes. 
Association Technique.-- 2 Laslett reported in 1925 an attempt to 
diagnose delinquency by means of a word association technique. This 
tool, originally constructed for use with psychopathic patients to 
help in discovering complexes had not _been used previous to Laslett 
in the diagnosis of general delinquency. 
In his work, Laslett selected 1200 words from a standard desk 
dictionary which he felt would invoke two, three or more lines of 
association, at least one of which is common to delinquents. To 
these he added wards from various local sources. Assisted by two other 
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judges, he reduced the compiled list to 360 words. With the instructions 1 
to respond to each word with the first word tl:a t comes to mind, the list 
was presented to a group of 1.5J boys, half of whom were delinquent and 
1. Bartlett and Harris, loc cit. 
2. H. R. Laslett, npreliminary Notes on a Test of Delinquency 
Tendencies," The Jou~na1 of Juvenile Delinquency (November 1925) 
9:222-230 . 
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half non-delinquent. On the basis of their responses, the list was 
cut to 96 words. With the above directions these words were presented 
to 150 delinquent boys from the state schools and 150 boys (unselected 
from public schools). When more non-delinquents than delinquent boys 
gave a response it was scored plus and when more delinquent than non-
delinquent gave a certain response, it was scored minus. The raP~e 
of scores was from fl73 to -161. The reported reliability of the 
test is .82. The correlations of.test scores with teacher's rating on 
morality, with I.Q. 1 s, with M. A.'s and with the per cent of time the 
delinquents were in the state schools were all under .10. The chrono-
logical ages correlated with the association test scores was f.446 for 
49 cases indicating that gain in age was marked by a gain in delinquent 
vocabulary, (i.e., words used most frequently by delinquents). 
Casselberry1 reports a revision of this free association technique 
which differentiated between delinquent and non-delinquent. In this 
version 30 of Laslett•s stimulus words were supplanted by 30 of Cassel-
berry's choice. Weights were figured for each reply t hat occured at 
least twice in 50 responses. The two groups in this study were separated 
so that there ~~s a space of 15 sca le points out of 110 in the range 
in which no scores occured in either group. Casselberr,y felt this test 
a valuable addition to his battery. 
1. Casselberry, loc. cit. 
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Another experiment using these data was reported in 1934 by 
Gillilard and Eberhart. 1 Although in agreement with Laslett as to 
the possible value of using the word association nethcd as a tool in 
the diagnosis of general delinquency, Gillilard and Eberhart suggest 
that there were three najor faults in the wolk: of the former. These 
briefly are: (1) Laslett's definition of delinquency is so broad that 
it makes the validation of any test impossible; (2) Laslett's distrib-
ution indicates there is internal consistency to his scoring system, 
but it gives no evidence as to the validity of the scores; and (3) 
Laslett's statement that h~s non-delinquent subjects were from public 
schools of high character does not clearly indicate any difference 
except that the delinquent can be different socially and thus the 
vocabulary may be affected. 
Gillilard and Eberhart's study was designed to check the diagnostic 
effect of Laslett's list of "VDrds for Chicago boys. Utilizing the same 
directions as Laslett t~e authors administered 88 of the 96 words (this 
was the number received from Terman at Stanford University that had 
scores). The subjects were as follows: ( 1) 208 boys of St. Charles 
School for Boys (a reform school drawing from Chicago and down state); 
,, 
'I 
( 2) 23 3 extreme non-delinquents (boys and g1 rls) in the seventh, eighth I 
and ninth grades of the Sullivan ~unior High School; and (3) an 1n-between1 
I 
group of 93 subjects from the sixth, seventh and eighth grades of Skinner 
1. A. R. Gillilard and J. c. Eberhart, "The Association Test as a 
Measure of Delinquency," The American Journal of Criminal Law 
and Criminology (March-April 1934) 24:?36-47 
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Grammar School and 112 from the Montefore Special School for incorrig-
ibles and truants. 
The results shared that the Skinner Grammar School scores were 
the highest and the Sullivan l"unior High School, the Montefore Special 
School and St. 0harles next in order. There was a tendency in all 
' I 
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corrlsations for a high C.A., high M.A. and a high I. Q. . to be associated 
with large negative or delinquent association scores. 
The experimenters suggest that perhaps the low coefficient of 
correlation may explain why the tests did not distinguish between 
I 
II 
the groups too well. To discuss why the reliability wail so low, individ- ~, 
ual responses to the first 25 words were checked. Laslett1 gives 966 
scores for these 25 words and, of these, more than 40 per cent were 
not given by a si~le subject in this experiment. In addition there 
were many responses found in the Chicago groups not recorded by Laslett. 
Although the results did not conform to Laslett's predicition that 
the associ atiao. test might be expected to pick out delinquents from 
an unselected group, the writers did not feel this is impossible. They 
asked if the function oft ime or the difference in enviroil.lllent {Chicago 
vs. California) might have caused the varied results. 
It is interesting to note in this study that statistical differences 
were found between the delinquent and non-delinquent groups and between 
first offenders and the recidivisits. 
1. Laslett, loc. cit. 
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A few years later Fauquier1 reported a study in which he also used 
an association technique. Assuming as true Sherman's belief that we would 1 
I 
expect from the maladjusted boys, e•pecially those in correctional 
institutions, different and stronger attitudes, Fauquier felt delinquent 
boys should differ fzom their better adjusted fellows in terms of 
hates, fears, loves and desires. As he also agreed with Sherman 
that children and adults often respond to a questim in a manner which 
they feel will be acceptable to the examiner:; he used an association 
technique which required seven responses to each of four stimulus words: 
hate, fear, love and desire. The test was administered to 86 of 150 
boys at the Berkshire Industrial Farm and a control group of the same 
size of normal boys equated for age and intellig.ence. The t'irst group 
was sub-divided according to the number of reported misbehaviors, Group 
I M.A. having the greater number of reports and Group I A having the 
fewer. 
The results of this study indicated basic differences existed 
between the attitudes of Gzoups I M.A. and I A and those of normal 
individuals. Gzo up I M.A. responses showed greater love and hate of 
persons and were more associated with activities bringing immediate 
and concrete satisfaction than those of the other gzoups. 
More researhh is needed before the value of this technique as 
an aide in differentiating the delinquent from the non-delinquent can 
I -1-• .....,F~a-u_q_u~i-e-r-,--=-1oc. cit. 
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be ascertained. 
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Cole suggests that " ••• this method bas not been I' 
widely used because children are too much bothered by their ability 
to comprehend the significance of words to make their responses really 
spontaneous." 
The Personal Index Test.--2 Although this scale is actually 
an abreviated battery of adapted tests, it is classified here as one 
ccnstructed specifically ft>r the purpose, for acttally, only items in 
the adapted tests which discriminate between behavior problem and other 
boys are utilized. 'lhe authors administered a battery of 10 tests to 
tm criterim groups. T~se groups oonsisted of 300 junior high school 
boys selected by their principals and counselors as behavior problems 
and 308 unselected boys from these sane schools. The mean I. Q, . of the 
latter group was 9 .5.1 but as the problem group was so averaged six 
months additional was allowed on this I. Q,. Those tests that failed to 
discriminate were discarded. As the result of additional study the 
battery was further delimited. The remaining tests were analysed item 
I 
I 
II 
I 
by item and only those showing a significant critical ratio were retained. " 
The resultant tests consist of four sub-tests that can be administered 
to boys or girls in a period of 4.5 minutes. 
In a study of 100 disciplinary problems matched with an unselected 
group of high school boys, a critical ratio of 2.5 with very little 
1. Luella Cole, Psychology of Adole~cenee, Rhinehart and Company, Inc., 
New Yolk, 1948, p. 400 
Graham c. Loofbourow and Noel Keys, "The Personal Index Teat," 
I Educational Test Bureau, Minneapolis, 1933 
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overlapping is reported. In another siludy of institutionalized boys 
compared with 500 non-institutionalized boys, 73 per cent of the 
delinquents made scores over 35 whereas only 21 per cent of non-
delinquents received such scores. A three year follow-up study of 
130' boys revealed tm test was a better predictor than the original 
ratings of high school principals and crunselors. Validity coefficients 
of approximately .75 and reliability coefficients in excess of .90 are 
reported. 
l The Personal Index was administered by Riggs and ~oyal to 186 
boys entering a junior high school. Shortly after that the boys' school 
advisor was asked to select the worst and best boys in terms of problem 
behavior. Two years later he made a second selection on the same basis. 
In neither case did he see the test scores. A correlation of .58 is 
reparted between the scores and the initial rating, and of .48 between 
the scores and the :f'i nal ratings. 
To consider tha. t this test correlates fairly well with teacher or 
counselor's judgment is certainly fUrther sUbstantiation of Carl 
2 Roger's opinion that these tests only pick out the obvious. Further 
indications of its shortcomings are suggested by Mal1er3 who states 
II 
r 
1. Winifred c. Riggs and Arnold E. ~oyal, "A Valid~tion of the Loof- I 
bourow-Keys Personal Index of Problem Behavior in ~unior High II 
Schools," The ~ournal of Educational PsychologY (March 1938)19:194-2011 
2. Carl Rogers, "The Per~onal Index Test," from The Nineteen Forty 
Mental Metsurement Yearbook, op. cit.pp. 77-78 
3. ~. B. Maller, "The Personal Index Test," from the Nineteen Forty 
Mental Measurement Yearbook, op. cit. p. 79 
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that poor spellers with gocxi comprehensicn are apt to ap:J;ear very 
dishonest on the first sub test. Maller also questiom the validity 
of the subtest - the Virtue test. In addition - are all problem 
cases pre-delinquent? Bodin1 made a study of 116 adult persons 
ccn sidered to have been school problem cases two to 1.5 years previous. 
He toJ.nd that of a small group who had beEIII. problems 8 years before, 
some 92 • .5 per cent became del:inquent and criminals. However, certainly 
little generalizatiCil can be drawn from such a small study. 
Behavior Cards: A Test-Int~rview for Delinquent Children.--2 
Stogdill3 constructed this instrument ma.i.ly as an aid in interviewing. 
I· It consists of some 189 questions (printed on separate cards) related 
I 
I 
I 
to behavior. The aJ.bject is asked to place the card in the box labeled 
"YES if 'the behavior fits him or to place it in the box labeled NO if 
the behavior does not fit. The test is scored by counting the number 
of responses placed in the "YES box. The author suggests this is a 
"•• .low pr essure tyJS of test interview enabling the child to face his 
problema with a minimum feeling of compulsion and external pressure." 
The test was administered to 100 delinquent boys at Bureau of 
Juvenile Research. Seventy-five per cent of these were adjudged 
1. 
2. 
Nathan Bodin, "Do Problem Children Become Delinquents and Criminals?" 
Journal of Criminal Law (May-June 1936) 2'7 :.54.5-.59 
Ralph M. Stogdill, "Behavior Cards," Psychological Corporation, 
New York, 1940 
I J• Ralph M. Stogdill, "A Test-Interview for Delinquent Children," 
Journal of Applied Psychology (June 1940) 24:32.5-33 
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delinquent by the CO\rts and the remaining 2.5 JBr cent were confined 
through parental, agency or other camplainan t. The mean I.Q. of this 
group as measured by the Stanford-.binet was 9.5.6. The test was also 
administered to .50 seventh and eighth grade junior high school boys who, 
according to the Barr rating scale, were rated slightly below average 
in socio-economic status. Items relating to sex were removed (leaving 
1.50 items) before it was administered to t lrls control group. 
Although the tw::> groups were matched for C.A., they were not 
matched for grade placement or I. Q. The delinquent group had a mean 
C.A. of 14.6 and the non-delinquents a mean of 14.4. The mean score 
of the former on the Ohio Literary Test was 12. 6 and on the latter 
13.5. The average grade placement of the delinquents was 8 • .5 and the 
cent rols 8.,5. 
Accardi ng to the total score the delinquents were sharply 
differentiated from the non-delinquents. The mean score of the for.mer 
was 41.6 t 17.1 and of the latter 24.8 t 1,5.4. The test was correlated 
with the Stanford-Binet scores and an r of -.02 is reported. Using the 
case study infor.maticn criterion data on items that he was able to 
validate the author found average validity coefficients of .68, and 
• 72. Reliabi1ities coefficients of .92, .94, .83 and . 8.5 are 
reported. 
Prediction tables.-- In an attempt to devise a method of identify-
1 ing potentially delinquent children at an early age, the G1uecks have 
Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op.cit.pp 2.5?-71 l. Glueck and Glueck, ~-~-~ ~ 
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developed three prediction tables r The basis of these tables is the 
differentiating factors discerned through their latest study of 
delinquent youth. These tm criminologists, fortified w1 th many years 
of experience w1 th .delinquents through earlier investigations, studied 
1000 boys - .500 delinquents and .500 non-delinquents. The former were 
lx>ys who had been so adjudged and confined to one or the other of the 
two Massachusetts training schools. The latter were boys who reside in 
the same neighborhood as the delinquents. In addition to this attempt 
to oontrol socio-economic and cultural factors, the groups were equated 
for age, general intelligence and national origin. The mean age of 
the delinquent group was 14 years 7. 79 months t._ 1 year 7.06 months 
and for ' the non-delinquents 14 years ,5 • .54 months t._ 1 year 4. 92 months. 
As measured by Wechsler-Bellevue the former group had a mean I.Q.. of 
92.28 t._ 13.26 and the latter 94.24 t._ 12.02. 
- ~is study was initiated in 1940, and in 19.50 the results were 
reported in a book entitled Unravelling JUVenile Delinquency. During 
the period of study some 402 factors wbout each of the 1000 cases were 
considered. These included physical, anthropological, social and 
psychological factors. The information was gathered by a professional 
staff which included social investigators, psychiatrists, anthropologists, I 
Rorshach analysts and statisticians. Signifioan t differences were found I 
I in many of these areas, SD.IDI!) of which have been reported earlier in 1 
this chapter. Jl 
Being in agreement with other investigators t hat the roots of 
-11-- ~linque~e,y start at an early age, these authors constructed-=t=h=e=i=r======~*~====~~ 
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tables for pre-school children. They purport their tables will aid 
in the identification of predelinquents while they are still very 
young. The tables were built in the light of their reported findings. 
The somatic data were not utilized because physical anthropologists 
have not agreed that the somatic remains constant or (if it does) if 
the physique type is, at this age, readily distinguishable. The 
differential findings between the Stanford Achievement and the 
Wechsler-Bellevue were ruled out because the form of the latter which 
was used is not applicable to children below the age of 10, as vrell 
as the fact the criterion groups were originally equated for I. Q. 
The remaining data were utilized and thus: 
••• prediction tables have been constructed from the f~ly 
sociologic factors, from those of the most distinguishing elements 
of character as revealed b.1 the Rorschach test; and the differe~t­
iating personality traits brought out by psychiatric interview. 
As the result of previous experience with the construction of 
prediction tables the experimenters felt those built on the basis of 
five differentiating factors most feasible. Thus each table is based 
on five factors each of which have three sub-divisions which are weighted 
for scoring purposes according to the percentages of delinquents found 
to fit in each category. A predictive score for each table is gained 
through a summation of the weighted scores (i.e., failure scores). As 
a result the delinquents and non-delinquents were distributed according 
to scores into a number of detailed scoring classes for each table. The 
authors suggest more than one table be used for prediction. 
1. Glueck and Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency, op. ci~., p. 258 
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The validity of these tables, the basis of which are different- 1: 
iating factors gleaned from the investigatians of boys six to seven years !I 
older than those for whom they are intended, is yet to be proven. 
In addition to the fact that these tables are but in the experim-
ental stages, they have a number of other shortcomings, some of which 
have been cited by the authors. The Gluecks indicate that not only is 
it time-consuming to complete these tables, but also experienced and 
trained people must gather am interpret the required data. No school 
could afford to handle an entire school population in such a fashion. 
If, as suggested, teachers recommend cases to be so investigated the 
assumption is made that teaChers are capable ofbcating possible pre-
delinquents at an early age. As indicated in Chapter I, this would 
be quite presumptuous. The logic behind constructing such tables is 
to aid in locating these children, not merely to fUrther screen cases 
which teachers with inadequate training have indicated as probable 
pre-delinquents. 
Rubin1 has criticized a number of phases of the Glueck's study 
suggesting their basic assumption is erroneous. He suggests this 
unsound method leads to erroneous conclusl.cns, thus " ••• their app3.ratus 
for prediction of delinquency and their "causal law" are invalid." 
1. Sol Rubin, "Unravelling ~uvenile Delinquency: I. Illusions in a 
ResearCh PToject Using Matched Pairs" The American ~ournal of 
Sociology (September 19.51) .57:107-14 
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II He indicates further it is not clear that (1) "· •• the table based 
on social factors is a true reflection of the useful data contained 
in the findings," (2) 11 ••• the psychiatric and Rorschach findings do · 
not provide an explanation of anything .but, on the contrar,y, require 
an explanation," (.3) these findings "··· regarding children of the average 
age of almost 15 years, within a correctional institution, can not 
be used with confidence to 'predict' what these children were like at 
the age of six, 11 (4) there is no mention. whether or not the case 
worker would achieve a better or poorer job than the tables. 
The sociologist Reiss1 has also written a critique of this study. 
He states 11 ••• the prognostic instruments are not designed for a 
prediction situation.!' In addition, he feels the Gluecks ignored 
previous research and also failed to select the most highly differentiat 
factors as revealed by their study. Reiss further criticizes the study 
'1 from the viewpoint of interpretation and evaluation of the data, suggest 
the results should be reworked and reevaluated. 
I 
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KD Proneness Scale - Verbal.--2 The results of Kvaraceus.3 study 
at Passaic, New Jersey, firmly convinced him of the need for an objective 
measure to assist in locating the pre-delinquent child. A number of 
1. Albert J. Reiss, "Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency: II. An 
Appraisal of the Research Methods," American Journal of 
Sociology (September 1951) 57:115-21 
2. William C. Kvaraceus, 11KD Proneness Scale and Check List," 
World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1950 
3. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinguency and the School, op. cit., 
P• 337 
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attempts had been made but no suitable instrument resulted. A review 1 
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of the research literature coupled with his experience as director 
of the Children's Bureau at Passaic confirmed his belief that as a 
group, delinquents differ significant~ from other children in a 
number of areas. These areas, he reports, are " ••• family relationships, 
home conditions, geography of residence, social and economic status, 
truancy record, school retardation, academic aptitude, school marks, 
club roombership, companionship, family mobility, etc.n1 But, he 
furthe r suggests, every delinquent does not differ from every non-
delinquent in any one of these areas for there is alv~ys considerable 
overlap between the two groups in any of these areas. 
Using these located differences as focal points, Dr. Kvaraceus 
constructed a series of 75 four-choice (multiple choice) items. 
Included f or ·rapport value were some "neutral" items, items free of 
any socially desirable or undesirable complications. Several of these 
proved to be of discriminatory value on ana~sis of the data. 
In order to determine the differentiating value of each item, an 
analysis was done on the responses of a group of 99 delinquent boys, 
16 high morale boys, and 43 high morale girls. Items discriminating 
between the first group and the other two were selected for the answer 
according to their critical ratio. Those whose critical ratio was 
1.96 or greater were considered to discriminate significantly between 
1. William C. Kvaraceus, 11Manual of Directions KD Proneness Scale and 
Check List," World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1950, p. 3 
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delinquents and non-delinquents. Each such response was used for scoring 
purposes. A plus or minus value, depending upon the direction of the 
differences was assigned to each scored item. The plus value is assigned 
to factors chosen more frequently by delinquents. Same items have one 
or more alternatives which discriminate while others have none. 
Some early studies indicate while there is some overlapping 
between criterion groups tested, there is a tendency for delinquent 
boys and girls to score much higher on the scale than non-delinquents. 
Macdowelll reports that a critical score of -12 takes in 85.8 per cent 
of the delinquent boys, 10.1 per cent of the public school boys and 
none of the high morale boys of his study. Donahue' s2 unpublished vmrk 
found that a critical score of ~ 20 included 50.6 per cent of the 
delinquent girls, 19.2 per cent of the vocational girls and none of 
the public school girls studied. 
A compilation of scores reported in the Manual for the verbal form 
I, reveals that the median score of 98 delinquent boys tested to date was f4. 
The median scores for the 156 public school boys and 16 '1high morale 11 
boys was -13 and -113, respectively. Of these groups no 11high morale 11 
boy scored above -10 whereas approximate~ 96 per cent of the delinquents 
scored above this point. 
_ 1. Robert s. Macdowell, 11A Partial Validation of an Attitude Behavior 
Scale,u Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of 
Education, Boston, 1947 
Mary C. Donahue, llfurther Validation of the KD Proneness Scale, 11 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 
Boston, 1949 
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This Manual is in the process of revision. The revision reports .over 
c J .1 
2,000 studiss, including portions of the population of this eXperiment. 
The mean scores of 935 public school boys, grades 7 - 9, is -7.55 and 
for 331 public school boys, grades 10 - 12, -12.22. The delinquent 
1/ boys' mean score is f,2. 75. By comparison the mean score of the 11high 
morale" group is -14.52. These data give further impetus to the claim 
11-=. 
I 
public school boys tend to get lower negative scores than delinquent boys. 
These findings also reveal tha t the verbal scale tends to differen-
tiate better at grades 7 - 9 than at 10 - 12. The author suggests this 
may be due to greater sophistication on the part of the older boys who are 
more likely to make socially acceptable answers. 
In a study of reliability, 53 girls in a Training School for 
girls were retested six weeks after their initial testing. A correlation 
between the t wo administrations was found to b9 .75. 
Further evidence of validity will be noted in a later chapter. 
This scale was administered to all participating in the present study. 
These results, along with relation between the KD Proneness scale and 
the constructed non-verbal scale are reported. 
Recapitulation 
A. review of the research literature has revealed: 
I. As a group delinquents differ from non-delinquents in a 
number of areas. These areas include: 
A. Emotional adjustment 
Interpretations of final scores or an analysis of 
responses of the several revisions of the Woodworth 
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Psychoneurotic Inventory reveal that the delinquent.' 
is less stable emotionally. The results of other measures 
are less conclusive or reveal findings that conflict. 
B.Family relationships 
The findings on several studies reveal tmt delinquents 
differ from nan-delinquents in their attitude toward parents. 
Delinquents are more prone than the latter to reveal hostility 
toward one or the other parent. This hostility, in the form 
of rejection., is more apt to be aimsd in the direction of the 
father than the mother. 
c.socio-economic status 
A greater number of delinquents come from areas which seem 
to abet anti-social acts and habits. In addition, as a 
group, their living facilities are less adequate and the 
level of family income is lower than that of other children. 
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D. Intelligence I 
Studies indicate the mean intelligence score of the delinquents :I 
is lower than that of the adjusted children. At present I 
most studies indicate the major portion of the delinquents 
fall in the dull nomal cla ss. 
E.Religion 
Although its significance is difficult to explain, as a 
group delinquents attend church less fiJequently than do 
non-delinquents. In addition, there is sone indication 
the latter have a more ~avorable attitude toward law and 
I_ - ----
church. 
F. Leisure tine pursuits 
1. Unwholesome or unlwaful activities - Delinquents 
more frequently than other children seek their pleas-
ures in such activities as steali~ rides, gambling, 
fighting, etc. 
2. Club membership - Fewer delinquents are active members 
of gocd standing of youth service organizations. In 
addition they are inclined to hold some of these 
organizations in disrepute. 
3. Sports - Delinquents tend to shun highly organized 
and supervised activities. In addition there is some 
evidence that suggests their knowledge of certain 
sports is not as great as that of the non-delinquent. 
4. Movies - More frequent:,,attendance at movies is noted 
among the delinquents. It is more difficult to discern 
what type of picture on group prefers to the other, 
but evidence tends to indicate delinquents would 
prefer an exciting, adventurous picture to a comedy • 
.5. Music - Evidence that differences exist between the 
criteri m groups in the choice of musical instruments 
is meager, and yet, what can be found does indicate 
that there may be a difference in the number and type 
of instruments owned by the two. 
6. Employment - More delinquents than other youth choose 
the street trades and other types of employment that 
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afford opportunities for pernicious acts. In addition, I 
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vocatimal ambitions and expectations of the former are 
lower than the latter's. 
7. Other areas -
a. Cruelty - As measured by the Ha1~hornelCPuelty 
Comparison Test there appears to be a greater 
tendency toward cruelty among the delinquents than 
the non-delinquents. 
b. Superstitions- According to the findings of Ter 
Keurst, delinquents are more superstitious. 
c. Fears - Although the evidence is limited, the fears 
of delinquents appear to be somewhat different from 
those of' other children. 
d. Social maturity - As measured by the Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale, the social competence of' delinquents 
is strikingly lower than non-delinquents. 
e. Humor - There is some indication that in general the 
sense of' humor of the delinquents is inferior to that 
of non-delinquents. 
f'. Smoking - Del:inquents have a poorer attitude toward 
smoking and beg :in the habit earli er in life than the 
non-del:lnquent. 
g. Ji'ire - More delinquents than non-delinquents express 
interest in fire or the seet:ing of' fires. 
II. Many of the reported differences have been discerned by 
objective measures. 
A. Some instrWD3nts utilized were constructed for other 
========~~~==---
purposes. 
1. The majority of personality scales differentiated to 
some degree. 
2. Some tests differentiated to a lesser degree; while 
some showed differences in one or more studies but 
failed to discriminate in others. 
3. 'I'b.e se tests used as a means of iden:t ifying the 
predel:inq uent child have one or more shortcomings: 
a. The perscnality tests are subject to the criticisms 
(1) many require a wide knowledge of oneself and 
perfect honesty to record the correct response, 
(2) most such tests measure only attitudes and 
knowledge of behavior itself and (3) the subjectiv-
ity of the itemsmake it dit'ficult to measure 
validity. 
b. Validity data is lacking for these measures when 
usea for differentiating between the delinquent 
and non-delinquent groups. 
c. Some are utilized as part of a battery which 
is too time consuming to use for the stated 
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purpose. 1 
I 
d. Some require well trained :rersonnel to administer I 
and interpret and thus are not practical for general 1 
use. 
e. All the reported inst~nts require reading and 
' ., ~-
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have reading handicaps. 
B. Other instrwre nts were constructed to determine how 
the delinquents differ from the non-delinquents in 
certain areas. 
1. Some of these indicated the criterion groups 
did differ in the areas ccn cern.ed. 
2. All these measures have one or more shortcomings. 
a. Validity data is lacking for some measures. 
b. Some require trained ~rsonnel to administer 
and/or interpret. 
c. Most require reading and rome delinquents 
have reading handicaps. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Construction of the Scale 
. 
It would appear a simple matter to construct a non-verbal form of 
a scale that has reached the publication stage, for the basic assumptions 
have already been substantiated. A review of the literature revealed 
that these assumptions basic to both forms were valid as confirmed by 
more recent studies as well as those reported earlier by Kvaraceus.l 
Chapter II reports many studies that indicate the delinquents as a 
group di ffer from the non-delinquents in a number of areas and that 
some of these have been measured by objective means. However, in 
addition to these, other assumptions are essential to the non-verbal 
form alone. 
Assumptions basic to the non-verbal scale.-- It had to be assumed 
that enough of the located differences could be put into picture form 
to warrant the construction of such a scale. Added to this was the 
assumption that the items so portrayed would convey the desired meaning 
to all; that they could be pictured simply so as to be devoid of 
confusion, misconceptions and misinterpretations. 
Much care was exercised in the selection of items so that pictures 
would be simple. Even with this precaution, it was anticipated that 
many subjects might place a different interpretation on some pictures 
1. William c. Kvaraceus, ''Manual of Directions," KD Proneness Scale 
and Check List, World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1950 
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than would others taking the test. l-fany delinquents as the result of 
employment in street trades, poorer living c orrlitions, etc., differ 
from non-delinquents in cthe types of JB.St experiences ani such experi-
ences tend t. o pennit them to project meanings different from those of 
other boys into even these simple items. For example, circle number · 
54, pictures of four different fruits, may have entirely different 
significance to one group than to the other. Although the apple may be 
a common commodity to both, the pear may be to some delinquents a 
delicacy stolen with much risk from the fruit stand, while to other 
boys it may be merely another fruit bought in season by mother. 
In addition, adolescents may interpret the pictures differently as 
a result of varying experiences due to age levels. It is quite under-
standable that a 13 year old boy projects a different meaning into a 
picture of a young ccuple dancing than does an 18 year old boy. Also 
understandable is that pictures portraying various types of employment 
have different meanings to vocation-conscious boys in their late 
adolescence. This holds true for both criterion groups in so far as 
neither group is socially retarded. If, as suggested by the results of 
Vineland Scale of Social Maturity~ delinquents differ from others in 
social competence, then differences in interpretation may exist Which 
presumably will affect the selection of items. 
1. Doll and Fitch, loc. cit. 
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Thus it is assumed that (1) the criterion groups will select items 
in the light of their past experiences, (2) the experiences of the I 
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groups differ so that the interpretations of items may vary significantly I 
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and (3) therefore, the groups will vary in their selections. 
Background sources.-- The vast stockpile of published data on 
delinquency written in the past several decades was combed to discover 
areas in which the delinquents as a group differ from non-delinquents. 
As indicated in Chapter II, many such areas were located. In some 
instances the located differences were statistically significant as 
measured by objective means 1•1hile in other situations the data were 
less complete and differences were more suggestive than significant. 
Perusal of these areas revealed a number of situations which could 
be portrayed in pictorial form and others that could not be so treated. 
Thus most i tems portrayed in this non-verbal form came from areas 
in which differences between the criterion groups were noted in the 
research literatt~e. As indicated, in some cases such differences 
were statistically significant but in others they were but suggestive. 
Listed below are the specific areas from ~hich the items \~re drawn: 
1. Leisure time pursuits 
2 . Unwholesome pursuits 
3. Church attendance 
4. Attitude to-vrard family 
5. Employment 
6. Vocational ambitions and expectations 
?. Fears 
8. Superstitions 
9. Sense of humor 
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10. Attitude toward certain types of people. 
Choice of items.-- A list of items representing some phase of the 
above areas and items adopted from the KD Proneness Scale, Verbal Form, 
which were applicable was compiled. For instance, hopping trucks, one 
phase of unwholesome leisure time pursuits in which more delinquents 
than non-delinquents participated could be pictured quite adequately. 
In the employment area working in a bowli.11g alley was another which 
could be so portrayed. Attitude toward speed cops, in which there was 
a reported difference, also lends itself to such treatment. Perusal 
of these items indicated factors that would tend to deli.~t the list 
for several reasons. Some items would require too much detail in 
order to portray tre factor with meaning. For example, a picture 
presenting "Playing Authors," an item used in the verbal form, would 
have to be drawn in considerable detail to show that the card game 
being played was specifically "Authors. 11 In addition, a picture attempt-
ing to portray a symphony orchestra would lose clarity when reduced to 
a size comparable to that of the other proposed pictures. 
Further consideration was given this list and items which appeared 
to be uninteresting or which it was felt an adolescent might have same 
difficulty in interpreting were deleted. Later a consultation with the 
artist indicated tre items on the remaining list which could be aptly 
portrayed in space afforded by a quarter of a circle. It was felt for 
the sake of economy oome could be used several times, involving the 
expense of but one drawing >'lithout any serious limitations to the test. 
l c:~ 
Thus, items that could be reused were often given priority over ones 
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of otherwise equal value. Additional care had to be exercised for an 
item that readily fitted into one segment of a circle could not always 
fit readily int o a different segment of anoth~r. If such a picture 
was to be reused, it often had to be located, if at all possible, in 
the same section of the second circle as it occupied in the one Where 
it <-m.s originally placed. 
Grouping of items.-- In general the pvocedure has been to group the 
items so that each circle contains one that the literature directly or 
indirectly suggests more delinquents than non-delinquents would choose 
a.11d one for which the reverse is true. The remaining two are neutral 
in the sense it is assumed that there will be no significant. differences 
in choices by the t\ro criterion groups, 
In some instances this pattern was not followed. For example, to 
all ay any suspicion that might be created as the result of too often 
placing an item suggestive of an un~nolesome activity with three 
representin~:, more culturally accepted ones, departure from this 
procedure was made. In other instances circles contain pictures which 
the literature irrlicated the delinquents would choose as the ones they 
I, like the most, but none that the literature suggested they '\'fould like 
the least. 
"B.ationa.le of ite~ •. - - As indicat ed earlier, most items have as a 
basis diff erenc es bet1 ..re sn the criterion groups as located in the research 
literature. However, some circles contain items far l>ihich either the 
research literature has given but a clue to differences or general 
readings of material relating to the subject indicated to the writer 
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that they mi ght be used to differentiate. Item number seven (four men's 
shirts) is one of this type. As explained on the following pages, this 
select ion vras suggest ed by the fact that broadly speaking, delinquent s 
~ore oft en than others seem to indicate they consider many t hings as 
"sissie · " The writer1 s epxerience with boys irrlicat ed that perhaps an 
i tem relating to clothL"'1g might reveal su ch a difference . 
In considering the rationale of these items it should be noted 
that in some , particularly like t he example above, creative guessing 
1rfas used in select1ng which pictures would be considered 11 sissie 11 or 
which ones might be considered the most adventurous . However, the se 
decisions were usuall y made in the ligpt. of suggestions gleaned from 
l iterature r:ertaining to adolescents and experienc e 1dth boys of this 
age . It is recognized also, that as a forced choice t echnique is used 
the s ubj e ct must limit his select ions to the four portrayed items. 
Gi ven a larger number of items, he might not wish to select any of 
these for either category. In addition, same have been pietured in a 
setting dif f e r ent than that in which t hey were originally located. 
Item No . 
l. 
2. 
-- --=--==J 
Rationale 
(Sample item) Four oommon-place but attractive pictures were 
chosen for this circle. The children are afforded no choice 
on t his item, but if following directions correctly are ind-
i cating on the answer sheet that, they like B (the saxophone) 
the most and C (the drum) the least. Thus the administrat or 
can see at a glance whether or not the directions are under-
stood. 
( Sample item) This was constructed to be used as a sample 
item providing explanation was needed in addition to that 
afforded by the directions on the booklet. The pictures 
were also chosen because trey would have appeal to most 
adolescent boys. A rifle that would satisfy the adventurous 
spirit of the delincpent was included. Also included was a 
typewriter 1;fhich r epresents a fonn of advanced education or 
office work, commonly done by girls. These factors should 
tend to make the delinquents choose it as the item liked the 
least. 
3. The delinquents crave adventure and like ex citement involving 
risk. They have shown more interest than other boys in items 
relating to fi re and have set more fires. Thus it is assumed 
the delinquerrt:s inqicate the fireman as the item they like 
most. Delinquents have lower ambitions a.'1d vocational 
expectations than others; thus if the ooys think in terms of 
goals, more of the former and fewer . of the non- delinquents 
may choose the truck driver as the one liked most . On this 
basis, coupled with the fact tha t much education is involved 
in preparing to be a doctor, it is felt more delinquents and 
fewer non-delinquents may indicate this figure as the one 
they like least. 
4. l1ost youth today as a matter of' necessity are interested in 
the armed services. An unselected group of adolescents are 
apt to distribute their choices of tre branch they prefer 
rather evenly. However, be :L.1g more adventurous as a group, 
the delinquents may be more inclined to choo se the 11 soldier11 
(or marine) bearing anns arrl for the same reason, they are 
likel y to indicat e they like the civilian least. In suppor t 
of the rationale of this lat ter choice, some may see this 
figure as a coll e ge man . Of t h ose who do, more non-delinq-
'.lents a r e apt to indic ate this as the item they like most. 
I t is expected non-delinquents \v:ill tend to d istribute their 
choices among these entertainers rathe r evenly, although i n 
a different setting, studies using the non-verbal form report 
that more deli.'1quents like the crooner the least. It is 
assumed the same results v1ill be fou:'!d here. Howeve r :1 for 
the item liked the most, it is suspected t he delinquents may 
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6. 
8 . 
10 . 
concentrate their choice on the figure most representative 
of excitement - the ringr11aster. 
These pictures rapresent active sports of intere st accord-
ing to social age level. Thus, in general, it is presumed 
adolescent choices w1.ll be made in accordance to age. 
Hov.reve r , as the delinquents are more adventurous and dislike 
highly organized and supervised activities they may choo se 
skiing, f or this figure represents best the aforementioned 
situat ion . As the boy sliding represent s the least excitlne 
sport, more delinquents may choose this it.em as the one they 
like the least. 
The colored sport shirt is the one most commol"'~Y worn today 
by adolescents. Thus it. is assumed many adolescents may 
choose this as the item they like mo st. , s delinquents are 
found to have an attitude toward many things different from 
t hat of non- delinquents it i s presumed they may fe el the bo1., 
tle is "sissie" and be more inclined th ::;.n other boys to 
choose this item as the one they like least . 
T!1e majority of adolescents are er~ected to indicate they 
like most the item which portrays t he great American sport 
of baseball. H0111rever, fe1trer del i n::.tuents are likely to make 
this selection, for craving adventure, many are apt to 
choose the rifle '>'ihich presu.'llably represents more excitement.. 
Since delinquents in general have a poorer attitude toward 
certain thing s, it is felt they may think croquet a "sissie" 
game and thus terri more to indicate they like it least. 
The r esearch has indicated the delinquents are more apt to 
reje ct fat:ter than mother, t·Thereas normal adolescents express 
an equal balance of fondne s s for both parents. Thus it is 
asslli~ted the latter may distribute evenly their choice of v1hom 
they like most, whereas the delinquents might be more prone 
to choose father as the one they like the least. As a result , 
this item may indicate more non-delinquents like father the 
most and a greater nmnber of delinquents like him the least. 
Hi th the supposit,ion the adolescents idll feel the flower s 
in t h is circle must have s ome significance, they may give 
so:ne thought to their choice . As delinquents appear to 
consider some thing s 11 sissie" i t is felt they may choose the 
pansy as the flower they like the least . The choices of 
ot hers are expected to be more evenly d istributed . 
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11. As delinquents have tended more often than non-delinquents 
to choose items of a 11 sadistic 11 nature (using the term in 
the broader sense as did Hawthorne), pres~~ably they might 
choose the knife more often than other boys. The latter are 
expe cted to make choices ace rding to their aBe level. In 
addition, because of poorer reading ability and interests, 
more delinquents than others may indicate they like the book 
least. 
12. 
13. 
14.. 
Using the logic pertaining to 11 sadistic 11 items stated above, 
it is sunnised more deli11quents than non-delinquents may 
choose the axe. If, on the other hand, the boys project the 
idea of employment into the situation, the axe probably 
represents the adventurous lu:nber jack trade, thus more 
delirquent s may choose this item in preference to those 
representing more highly skill ed but less adventurous areas. 
~·lith the exception of the golfer 'Which has been substituted 
for the baseball game, this is item nu.l!lber six of the verbal 
fonn. Studies on the verbal form indicate more delinquents 
stated they liked best to watch a prizefight \vhile more 
non-delinq_ uent s in die at ed they preferred basket ball. It is 
assumed that despite substitution of golf which ha s limited 
adolescent interest, the results on this scale may be similar 
to that found on the verbal form. 
As indicated in Chapter II there is limited evidence the 
t rr1o groups differ in their choice of instruments. The 
naccordion11 is more repressntative of the type of instrument 
used to entertain the patrons of the unwholesome places of 
entertainment frequented by many delinquents. The reverse 
is true of the flute. Thus it is expecter'! a greater number 
of delinquents than non-delinquents may indicate they like 
the accordion most and the flute the least. 
15. As delinquents attend moving pictures more frequently than 
other boys - they are expected to indicate this as their 
choice for the iten liked most,. The roller-skating --
one of the less exciting activltie s portrayed -- may be 
chosen more frequently by delinquents as the item liked 
least. Although the family picnic scene is also less 
exciting, it is felt an institutionalized delinquent, away 
from heme , i s less apt to reject such a family circle item. 
ll 
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16. 
17. 
Again it is presumed non-delinquent choices might be distrib-
uted according to a ge interests. However, delinquents may 
concentrate on the figure representing the most adventure -
t he soldier. Their poorer attitude tovlard "speed cops 11 
indicat es more of these boys than non-cl.elinquent El ::nay pick 
the policeman as the item they like least. 
These pictures should appeal to adolescent s in accordance 
t o their social ages. }fore delinquents are expected to 
favor football for, although the item as portrayed represents 
a highly-organized and supervised sport, it is the one that 
best aff ords the excitement they crave. I mmaturity of 
interests on the part of the delinque nts might dictate they 
choose golf as the item they like the least. 
13 . More deli nquents than ot hers like card playing arrl. exciting 
activities . Also they are inclined to have a more U.cifavorable 
att itude toward certai n things arrl so it woul d seem they might 
be less apt to choose read:ing for a leisure time activity. 
Thus it is ass1.uned ths se boys may indicate their preferen ce 
for cards or baseball in greater numbers than other boys, 
but reject the 11 sissie11 game of croquet an:i the book in 
greater numbers. 
19 . ;·.s delinquents are more prone to participate in umlholesome 
a ct ivit ies, more of these boys than others may indicate they 
like the "hopping truck " item. Vlith their poor attitude 
t o,-m.rd scouts, it is felt that the fo rmer may indicate more 
often than non-clelinquent s that they like the scout picture 
the least. 
20 . "Hanging around on street cornerstr is an activit,y of greater 
inte r est t.o delinquent s t han others. Reading evidently is 
the least exciting of this series and presumably may be 
chosen as the item liked least by a greater numbe r of 
delinquents than non-delinquents. 
21. 
22. 
;\ssu.ming more delinquents have food idiosyncracies, three 
vegetables common the year around , .. ere grouped 1-r.i..th one 
seasonal vegetable. It is e.xpected a differen ce bet1tleen 
t he criter ion groups may be noted as f a r as the seasonal 
vegetable is concerned. 
Delinquents are expect ed to choos e either of the two types 
of employ; rtent which usually are most appealing to them -
paperboy or pinboy. It is presumed more of the non-delinq-
uent s mi:ght choose the other two les s exciting activitie s. 
!\. S a result, more of the former may reject t he two types of 
employment selected by the non-delinquents. 
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23. Hovies are attended more frequently by delinquents than 
others; the reverse is t rue of church. In addition, they 
consider the Y.N:.c.A. as 11 sissie 11 as, presumably, they might 
an organized camp. Thus a greater number of delinquents may 
choose the movies as the item they like best and any of the 
other items as the one they like least. 
21-f.• This item contains four creatures used by some people as 
pets. As the criterion groups differ in likes and interests, 
it was felt they may differ in their choices of rather 
uncommon or strange pets. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
\·lith ambitions and vocational expectations lo,..ver than non-
del:Ll'lquents, more delinq.lent.s are apt to choose the man with 
the pick. As these boys have a poorer attitude toward 
"speed cops" they may indicate they like the portrayed 
policeman the least. 
·rhis circle cent ai ns a knife, a 11 sadi stic" type of item, 
and as noted for items in circles number 11 and 12, more 
delinquents than non-delincpent s are expected to in:iicate it 
is the one they like the most . 
Four types of homes are pictured in this item. Presumably 
more delinquents than others may record that they like most 
the home implying adventure - the t raile r . It is also 
conte.rnplated that fewer may reject item D, t he home over 
stores due to their greater familiarity with such type of 
quarters . 
28. This circle contains four different types of automobiles. 
It is assu..'!led that most adolescents might indicate their 
preference in accordance to their age level. However , more 
delinquents may select 11E11 - the type representing excietment, 
and choose 11 F11 , the young boys rac:ing car, as the one they 
like least. 
29. Since more delinquents than other boys like unwholesome 
activities, a grea·t.er number may indicate the dice as the 
i t em they like most and checkers, the 11 sissiest11 type of 
game portrayed, as the one they like least. 
30. Presumably fewer delinquent. s 1dll choose the item depicting 
the tradesma.."'l as the ore they like most, since it involves 
special training, as does the clergyinan. More may select 
the farmer, representing a type of work which, to many 
adolescents, calls for no special aptitude or training. 
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31. As there is some evidence the criterion groups differ in 
their fears as well as in many likes and dislikes, this item 
may reveal some of the differences. 
32. Delinquents crave excitement and evidence greater interest 
in fires than other boys. Thus it i s assumed more delinquents 
may select 11E" as the item they like most. As their reading 
ability in general is lower than other boys, they will 
presumably select 11 F11 as the item they like least. 
33 . Because they have ambitions and vocational expectations lower 
than other yout:.h, it is assUL11ed more delinquents might record 
they like the gasoline station attendant most. As indicated 
for circle 3, a greater number of these youth than the non-
delinquents may also indicate they like the fireJTI.an the most . 
Their contact v.d.th the court and their general attitudes 
toward justice suggests they might choose the judge as the 
one they like least • 
35. 
Presumably at this age, more adolescents \dll select for the 
item liked the most the drwm or saxophone and fewer the organ 
or bass viol. However, more non-delinquents than delinquents 
are expected to choose one or the other of the latter two, 
while more delinquent-s (due to difference in socio-econo:'!lic 
factors) might indicate they like these items the least. 
Because they snake at an ear.lier age, it is assumed more 
delinquents than other adolescents might choose the cigarat 
lighter as the item they like most. 
36. Of the portrayed gloves, the boxing glove represents the 
sport which more delinquents than non-delinquents selected 
they liked most in item number 6 on the verbal form . It 
is assU!11ed similar results may be obtained in this setting . 
37. As sugge~~ed in Chapter II, one might conjecture many 
delinquents are more accustomed to food that can be prepared 
quickly. Thus one might expect they might select such a 
food as item B (frankfurter). 
38. It is assU!..11ed that a greater number of the delinquents than 
others may concentrate their selection of the dog they like 
most on the one that gives the appearance of strength and 
courage, w.he reas dog-loving adolescents might be more prone 
to distribute their choices. For the sa.rne reasoning, more 
delinquents are expected to reject the 11 sissie'1 type portray-
ed by itam H. 
I 
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39. The same logic expressed for nwnbers 11, 12 an:l. 26 indicates 
that more delinquents than non-delinquents should select 
items A, B or D as the ones they like most and the pen (C) 
as the one liked least. 
40. This circle portrays four types of birds: (1) the common 
crow, (2) the parrot (a household pet), (3) the "wise old owl, 
and (4) the noble American '!:agle. As the criterion groups 
differ in likes and dislikes of many things, it is felt such 
a >iide variety of items may afford at least one that differ-
entiates bet\.Yeen the tt\'0 groups. 
4.1. Because more delinquents than other youth gamble, more of 
the deviates might select the dice as the item they like 
the most . As kite flying is the least adventu r ous or 
exciting of the pictured items, it might be the one they 
select as liking least. 
42. Delinquents are more superstitious than other boys and might 
be expected to choose more often the good luck coin as the 
item they like most . 
43. The choices of non-delinquents are expected to be distributed 
rather evenly among these items. However, as they begin 
to smoke at an earlier age, more delinquents than other boys 
might select the cigarettes as the item they like most . 
4 L+ • The item most att ractive to excitement craving delinquents ' 
w.ight be the 11hot rod" item E. Non-delinquents might be 
expected to distribute their choices among all items. 
45. It is felt that the motorcycle may appeal most ani the 
bicycle least to adventure-loving delinquents. 
46. As indic~t.ed in the rationale for the items of circles nwnbers 
11 and 12, it is assumed more del:L"lquent s than other boys may 
choose the 11 sadistictt type of item (the knife) in this circle. 
Hovie loving adolescents are apt to distribute their choice 
rat her evenly among these portrayed moving picture screen 
scenes. However, as the delinquents crave excitement and 
have a sense of humor that differs generally from other boys, 
it is expected they mgght ccncentrate their choices on the 
most exciting scene. Although B and A are highly active 
pict,ures, B represents crime ani it is assumed many delinquents 
may pass up B because i t does represent crime and select the 
ot her excit i:ng scene, the machine-gun.11e r. 
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49. 
Thi s is an item sir.rdlar t o number 13 and similarly, more 
delinquents than non-delinquents might be expected to select 
·t.he "prize fight" picture as the one they like most. 
There is some evidence the criterion groups diff er in their 
fears of some animals, It is thought these items, ranging 
from a household pet to a venemous snake might reveal some 
of these differences . 
50. The choices of the delinquents may be concentrated on the 
items promising the most adventure, the rifle and the tent, 
while those of other youth might be more evenly distributed. 
51. Of these pictures it is assumed more delinquents than non-
delinquents may indicate they like least the picture por-
traying a mother and father figure watching television, for 
more delinquents than other boys are found to reject a parent. 
52. Represented are four picnic sit.ua tions: (1) a family group 
including a mother and father figure, (2) an individual with 
other suggested but not pictures, (3) several boys, (4) 
another family group composed of mother am. father figure 
and one boy. It is suspected fewer non-delinquents than 
delinquents may reject (like the least) those portraying 
family situations. 
53. Although this circle contains but one 11 sadisticn type of 
object, it is expected to reveal the same results as item 
number 39, with a greater number of delirquent boys than 
others choosjng t..lle hunting knife as the item they like most 
and the pen as th! item they like least. 
51+• This item cent ains four fruits. The apple is a very common 
commodity throughout the year; the others are seasonal types. 
Of these, the pineapple (fresh pineapple) is the greatest 
delicacy for not only is it a seasonal, imported fruit, but 
also it takes time to ready it for the table. This 'WOUld 
make it more of a delicacy for the delinquent and presumably 
t h ey may choose it as the item they like tre most. 
55. Portrayed in this circle are fwr animals - three wild and 
one dolll3stic. As there is oome evidence the criterion groups 
differ in fear of sane a11imals, this series of pictures may 
indicate s:>me differences. 
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56. Because more delinquents tmn others choose hopping trucks 
for a leisure time activity, it is presumed more of the 
former rray choose picture H (hoppiP.g a truck). Roller 
skating should also appeal to these boys, especiall y -vlith 
television maldng it appear so excitine. As evidence 
indicates fewer non-cl.l'llinquents might choose picture H, it 
is assu;red most of their choices of the item liked the most 
might be distributed alll.ong the other pictur·~s. 
57. There is evidence the criterion groups differ in types of 
people liked or admired. In an attempt to utilize this 
infornation, frur pictures portraying entirely different 
personalities have bee n presented . Although the interpre-
tations of these pictures -will vary, it is felt that the 
delinquents, who in general have had experiences different 
than t hose of the non-deli nquents, may choose as the person 
liked most one other tha n that selected by the non-delinquents. 
53. T!lis is the pictorial form of item nunlber 1 of the verbal 
fonil. Studies on this form have indicated more delinquents 
choose soda pop and more non-delinquents choose milk. 
59. Four types of head gear are portrayed - two sailor hats, 
one denoting rnore authority than the other, and two civilian 
type of headgear - one representing exciting activi ty. As 
delinquents like adventure and crave excitement, it is felt 
many may choose the felt hat (C) as the one they lil<e least. 
60 . On a similar item (number 65) in the verbal test, more non-
delinquent s indicated they felt the best time of year ~ra.s 
Christmas. As the delinquents crave excitement, it is 
presumed they may select as the item they like most the 
Fourth of July or Halloween, as represerrtir£S the most 
exciting tirtes. 
61. These shoes \oJ'ere drawn to represent sJX>rt, work, outdoor 
activity, a.rrl dress . It is assumed delinquents may concen-
trate their ch oice of the one liked most on the outdoor or 
sport type while other boys might distribute their choices 
rather evenly among these pictures. 
62. Delinquents, as a g roup, begin to smoke earlier than non-
dellilquants. As a result, many older adolescent delinquent s 
have had more experience than non-delinquents of the sa.roo age. 
From this we might asswne more of ·the deviate youth than others 
miGh~ .choose the stronger types of tobacco represented in 
pictures F and G. It is also assumed more delinquents may 
I 
indicate they like least the cigarette in a holder, feeling il_ --- --this is a "sissie•=• =t=ype-===0_:_~-m-o-=-k=ing habit. 
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II Early plC!f1 8_·-- i'/ith the problem of locat:i.."lg, grouping and portray-
ing t n e items solved, the task of devising a method of presenting the 
material was f a ced. The suggestion that they be grouped ani presented 
in circles seemed to offer a means '"hich might lend interest to the 
testing situation. Nost children are acquainted ivith paper and pencil 
t ests, some are familiar vdth tests utilizing pictures, but few have 
met tests presenti"f\g pictures in the proposed fashion. 
Several variations of the suggested method were proposed but 
discarded for one or more reasons. In one instance the number of items 
placed in a circle was oo great that the pictures lacked clarity. To 
overcome this >-reaknes s the circles were enlarged . However, it was not 
feasible to increase the size of the circle to a point ,..mere all the 
pictures portrayed the proposed idea with clarity. In another att empt 
fewer iteJns displayed in two concentric circles were used. Although 
this aff orded clearer pictures, the directions had to be lengthy and 
somev1hat involved . In addition, to these shortcomings , thc3 early 
proposed Jnethods utilized a forced choice technique which permitted 
a choice bet-,.reen two items whereas the final form permits a selection 
among four items. 
The fin~l form . -- The present form was selected because it over-
ca.l!le some of the aforementioned shortcomings. It afforded the construe-
tion of clear pictures, multiple choice items, a situation for which 
clear a."ld concise directions might be written, and an opportunity to 
use a machine scored standard answer sheet. 
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11 The non-verbal form consists of 62 circles, each of which contain 
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four i tems , separated from each other by a horizontal and a perpendicular 
diameter. To aid the child in recording responses, these items are 
labeled with the letter A, B, C, or D (orE, F, G, or H). The chil d is 
asked to choose which of these four items he likes the most and which 
he like s the least, ani to record these responses i n the appropriate 
spaces on the answer sheet. 
The Answer She t!t. 
The ansvrer sheet used with this scale is a standard machine-scored 
fonn !Nhich has been over-printed to meet the needs of this sfale. Some 
concept of the mechaniSl:J. of setting up this fonn may be had by referring 
to the sample ans-...rer sheet in the appendix. The resultant form has 
several columns of numbers running horizontally from one to 62, inclusive.
1 
These correspond to the numbers of the circles. To the right of each 
number is the letter 1-1 (which means Most) and below this lett er, the 
letter L (which means Least). Beside each of these lett ers are four 
p airs of dotted lines over which are the letters A, B, C, and D (and 
E, F, G, and H), which correspond to letters in the circle of the same 
nu.'Tl.ber. Thus the child who chooses that he likes the drum the most in 
I circle one fills the space Q~der C in ans\~r row M beside number one 
on the ans\-.rer sheet. 
I 
Several factors entered L."lto the considerat ion of length. As 
many situations could be portrayed by alternating the pictures, some 
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decision as to length had to be reached. The first consideration was 
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the time factor. It was estimated that a child could respond to at 
least two circles a minute. Thus it was felt that 60 circles plus two 
samples vrould keep the admi.rlistrati on somevJhere about one-half hour. 
This 1>10Uld appear to aid in avoiding fatigue and preventing loss of 
interest. In addition these 60 circles would elicit 120 re_sponses, 
a number which appeared ample to fulfil l the requirements for proper 
statistical procedures needed to satisfy validity and reliability. 
Administration of the Instrument 
In his discussion of eight methcx:l s of establishing proof of 
validity, Moore1 states that one method is to employ test score 
differences bet,tleen t·wo groups kno.vn to differ in con:::luct. As suggested 
by Cushing arrl Ruch2 aT'ld others, in validat.ion of character test methods, 
th·e first step would seem to be to com:r;are subjects actually adjudged 
delinquent by the courts with nornal subjects of about. the saine age, 
mentality and social status. 
Thus two such groups have been select ed for this study, namely: 
(1} a del:inquent group consisting of adjudged delinquents; and (2) a 
non-delinquent group composed of boys of similar age Who have never 
been adjudged delinquent. 
~--~.~~- ·--~ 1. Homer K. Moore, ttTests for Delinquency11 The Jo~rnal of Educat~a}; 
Socio~ogy (April 1937) 10:506-ll 
2 . Hazel M. CushLT'lg and G. :r-1. Ruch, "An Investigation of Character 
Traits in Delinq).lent. Girls 11 The Journa~of A:e£!.i.e.d_Psych£1_£ey: 
~~ebruary 1927) ll:l-7 
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'r_he delinquent group.~- The deli~uent group consisted of 400 ' 
adjudged delinquent. s as follm""s~ (1) the entire population of the two 
l>iassachu sett s training schools for boys, (2) the entire population of 
the reception center for these two schools, (3) the complete enrollment 
of a privately endowed traii~ school, and (4) the available enroll-
ment of a special training center for such boys. The mean chronological 
age for t~ delinquent group \vas 14.8_7.. As measured by the 110tis Quick-
Scoring Mental Ability Test" the mean I.Q. of these boys was SS.55. 
All the boys at the Lyman Reception Center, lrfestboro, Massachusetts, 
at the time of testing took part in this study. These 43 boys ivere 
recently adjudged delinquent and had been confined to this center 
awaiting disposition by the Massachusett,s Youth Service Board, under 
v1ho sc supervision fall all adjudged juvenile d el:inq uent. s of the 
Commonwealth. These delinquents may be sent. to one of the t wo 
Hass a.chus etts Training schools for boys, foster homes or returned to 
the ir homes as the Youth Service Board deems advisable. No boy had been 
at the center for a period of more than a month and several were recent 
arrivals. 
Ivith the exception of a few boys who >'lere confined to the hospital 
during the 2~ week testi."lg period, the entire population, that is 195 
cases, at the Lyman School for Boys, llfestboro, Massachusetts , ir~as used 
in this study. This institution houses the younger adjudged delinquents 
placed there by the authority of the Youth Service Board. The length of 
:1. tline these boys had been at the school ivhen tested ranged from one wee k 
to over a year. Sone cases were recidivi sts &'1.d had been confined one 
or mo~e~~me s previo~slY-·~-==========~~====~=-==-=~~-====~-~-==~-=-~~-=-~========~~~==~~ 
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The length of stay depends upon a 11 credit 11 system. The boys are 
given a number of points on entrance. These they decrease to zero by 
conforming t.o the routine of the institution. An infracti n of the 
rules can retard the diminishing process of this 11 acc unt" and thus 
lengthen one's stay. \vith few exceptions, most of the boys of this 
institution att end school. The school runs on a platoon system 1:1hereby 
one group attends for a week, follov1ed by a week of other duties while 
the sec0nd group attends classes. 
Another portion of the delinquent. population consisted of the 
entire enrol:!.ment of the Irrlustrial School for Boys, Shirley, Massachu-
setts . This population, lll in number, .for the most part was made up 
of the older del i nquent. boys in the Hassachu sett s traini ng scho ls. 
These boys had been sent to Shirley in the same manner as the ·~ previous 
group had been sent to Lyman and the length of confinement also 
depended upon the same "credit 11 system. At the time of testing, these 
boys had been at the instit 1xt:.ion fo r a period of one week to over a 
year . Some were recidivi sts or transfers from Lyman School. Thirty-one 
had evid cmcsd inability to adjust to the routine of the institution 
and had been confined to a "security" unit where they are more closely 
supervi sed than are other boys. 
A third segment of the delinquent group consisted ::. of 21 boys in 
attendance at the Bostcn Citizenship Training School on a \-J'ednesday 
afternoon . 'I'his group consisted of boys adjudged delinquent by the 
Boston Juvenile Court . Instead of beir:g sent. to one of the training 
schools or returned to their native haunts without some attempt at 
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rehabilitation, theae boys attend clas•es after school at this center. 
Some are in attendance five days a week and others only on Wednesdays. 
Classes in arts and crafts, physical education, citizenship, etc. keep 
the boys engaged in purposeful activities. This project, presently 
administered by Judge Connolly of the Boston JUvenile Court is privately 
supported by contributions. It is staffed by regular and volunteer 
workers and houseJ in the Boston Young Men's Christian Union. 
Th'e final group was made up of the entire enrollment, ;o boys, of 
- a privately endowed training school. For the most part these are local 
bo.ys who have been adjudged deli~quent and admitted to this school at 
the expense of their home community. The remainder, boys who have at 
some time been adjudged delinq_uent, have been enrolled by parents who 
feel incapable of keeping them from further trouble. A few had been in 
trouble with local authorities and to prevent their being confined to a 
state institution, J9.rents had sent them to this training school. 
The table below summarizes the distribution of the delinq_uent 
population according to source. 
Table 1. Number of Pupils Tested in Training Schools and Their Sources 
TRAINING SCHOOLS Number of Pupils Tested 
Lyman Reception Center.................... 43 
Lyman School for Boys..................... 195 
Shirley Industrial School ••••••••••••••••• 
Private Training School ••••••••••••.•••.•• 
Citizenship Training Center •••••.••.•.•••• 
Tor.AL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
111 
30 
21 
400 
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The non-delinquent group.-- This group was comprised of 400 boys 
who had never been adjudged delinquent. They were obtained from three 
public schools in a town west of Boston. This community, with a popula-
tion of same 38,000 people, is highly industrialized. Despite this 
industrialization, it has no slum section or area in which there is a 
high incidence of delinquency. The mean chronological age for this 
group was : 13. 9~- As measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
Ability Test the mean I.Q. of these boys was 103.06. 
The largest group of non-delinquents came from one of the two 
junior high schools. It included the entire male population of 296 
boys in grades 7, 8 and 9. A random sampling of 54 tenth grade boys 
from the community's only high school also took part in this study. 
The final group was composed of the complete enrollment of 50 sixth 
grade boys in an adjacent elementary school. 
The folloliUng table sums up the distribution of the non-delinquent 
population used in this study. 
Table 2. Public School Pupils Making up Non-Delinquent Sample 
and Source from Which Obtained 
School 
Elementary ••••••.•••••.•.••••• 
Junior High School ............ 
Senior High School ............ 
TOTAL ......................... 
Number of 
Pupils Tested 
50 
296 
54 
400 
Grade 
6 
7-9 
10 
·I 
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Method of Administration 
A battery of three tests was administered to all adolescents in 
the study. In addition to the writer's instrument, the KD Proneness 
Scale (Terbal form) was used in order to seek out the relationship 
existing between these two measures. For descriptive purposes and in 
order to determine the relationship of intelligence and the responses 
to the items on the KD Proneness Scales, the otis Q,u1ck-8coring Mental 
Ability Teste (Beta Test, Form CM) was administered to all. Each test 
in the battery was administered according to the standardized directions. 
On a few occasions, circle nUilber 2 of the non-verbal form of the 
proneness scale was used to clarify the meaning of the directions. 
However, all subjects were allowed to exercise freedom of choice in 
their selection on this item. 
The boys at the Shirley Industrial School completed the battery 
at one sitting with but a brief intermission between the second and 
third tests. The otis was administered first, followed by the writer's 
constructed scale and finally the KD Proneness verbal form. This order 
was followed in all cases where the eests were administered at one 
sitting. It was felt as the Otis was the most taxing, it should be 
given first. It was followed by the non-verbal scale which is less 
taxing requiring DO reading or "correct responses." The entire 
enrollment of this institution was tested at one time. This was done 
by using three classrooms and the invaluable aid of members of the 
staff aa proctors. The writer rotated from room to room administering 
and answering questions. Although the group was infomed t__::••t• 
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tba.t no boy would be forced to take the tests, none refused. In :fact, 
a number suggested they would rather be taking the tests than be occupied 
with the tasks that had been assigned to them because o:f the inclement 
Three weeks later the boys o:f this group who were still at Shirley 
were retested with the non-verbal seale. The results o:f these were 
used in determining the reliability o:f the scale as reported in the 
next chapter. 
The situation was entirely different at the Lyman school. Whereaa 
with a :few exceptions the boys at the Shirley Industrial school had no 
formal academic wolk, at the Lyman school practically ~o~.ll boys attend 
classes eTery other week. While one half of the boys are in school, 
the other half are assigned to Tarious duties and the :following week 
the procedure is reversed. 
The olaasea were small, but when :feasible, they were combined. 
Frequent but neeeasary interruptions sud:l as boys reporting to the 
hospital, chaplain, or Youth Service Board occurred. Precautions were 
taken to preTent these interruptions from oceuring during the adminis-
tration o:f the Otis. Thus the order o:f presentation described abo•e 
was disregarded on many occasions. A part of a third week: was needed 
to complete testing those who missed tests during the :first two weeks. 
The boys at the Reception Center seemd quite satisfied that the 
tests were not going to "bug" them (be uaed to send them to the 
Metropolitan State Hospital) and were Tery cooperative. The tests were 
-=--- =-= ==¥==== 
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administered at one sitting by the writer, in the same manner as at 
Shirley. 
Testing at the Citizenship Training School was a much more arduous 
task for the aTailable facilities for group testing were limited. In 
addition, the boys were less cooperative than had been any previous 
group. This is understandable when it is realized these boys were 
missing many desirable activities during the testing period whereas 
the other boys were "getting out of" not too well liked duties or 
school work. However, with the help of the regular and volunteer 
staff the tests were completed. 
The battery was administered to the boys of the privately endowed 
training school by their instructor who has had ample experience in 
the administration of group measures. Although the tests were given 
in the same order used by the writer they were given in three separate 
sittings. 
In the public sooools testing had to be arranged to fit in with 
a more rigid daily schedule of classes. It .was possible to test all 
the sixth grade boys on the same day, but due to program of the boys 
of the junior and senior high school, this was not possible. The 
senior high school group was tested in two sittings using the period 
that would ordinarily have been a study period for these boys. The 
junior high school boys were also tested as far as possible in two 
sittings. The Otis was given in the first sitting and the two forms 
of the KD Proneness in the second. They were administered to groups 
II 
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of 12to 30 students _according to the availability of pupils. 
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Although it t ook but a little over a i~ek to test these students in 
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this fashion, several vreeks were needed to complete testing the absentees 
as a mild epidemic had hit the school and absenteeism was high during 
this period. 
The cooperation among these boys was for the most part excellent. 
The spirit emanating from principal and students alike at the elementary 
school made testing a pleasure rather than a task. As the examiner 
had been employed in this school ~stem for several years, he was 
fawiliar to most of the junior and senior high school boys. 
I' I Item Analysis 
I An analysis of the responses of 200 delinquents and 200 non-
I' 
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delinquents on the non-verbal form was conducted. The cases used in 
this analysis were selected by taking every other answer sheet of this 
scale after each testing situation. 
The number of responses by the criterion groups to each item were 
tabulated and the differences computed. To determine the signific~nce 
of these differences, chi square as a test of hypothesis was employed. 
In the use of chi square for this purpose, it is suggested that the 
groups rose from the same population. If this is true, how likely 
is it that the distribution of the reported cases could depart as much 
as they do from a random sampling ? It must be determined then if the 
distribution were random how it would look, for that is the distribution 
called for by the null hypothesis. The random sampling which will 
describe this null hypothesis is composed of four cell frequencies: 
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Chose Did Not 1
1 
Item Choose Item I 
Delinquent a b NN1 ( 2
2
o
0
o
0
) ' 
Non-delinquent ____ ~cr-----------~~d~~~=--r~z~I~~l~ J 
a 7 c b 7 d N1 7 N2 (400) 
From this we get x2 .which is the sum of the ratios of the squares 
of the divergencies in each cell from the theoretical values set by the 
null hypothesis to the theoretical number of cases in each cell. If 
the data are arranged in a 2 x 2 table such as needed in this study, 
the discrepancy is the same for all cells, thus the formula suggested 
1 by Guilford may be used: 
(a)b)( c)(b7c (c7d) 
In this formula N • N1 f. N2 
To :t1 t the fonnula to the existing data, the following formula. 
was used: 
With the following substitutions this fomula was reduced and the 
process simplified: 
a. f c = S; b • N - a; b f. d a 2N - S; a - c • d; 
N1 f N2 • N ( 2) 0 - the number of cases in each criterion group) 
These substituticns resulted in the following formula: 
x2 = N(d2 ) 
1. 
s{4oo-s) 
Joy P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Education, M~ra.w - Hill 
company, New..: Io.Tk,::.::t942, p. 167 
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d ; tbe difference in the number of responses made by the two 
criterion groups and S = the sum ot these dif'terenoes. 
Ohi square can be small enough for us to accept the null hypothe81ts;; II 
to retain it with a>me doubt, or it can be large enough to lead us to 
reject the hypothesis with moderate or positive assurance. At the 1 
per cent level, chi square should be 6. 6}5 or greater while at the .5 
per cent level it should be ;.S41 or better. 
Validity ot the Seale 
I 
I 
Only those items which differentiated between the delinquents and I 
non-delinquents in the item analysis groups were used in computing the 
total test scores of' the reaining two criterion groups. Thus it would 
seem that these total test scares should differentiate between the 
delinquents and nan-delinquents of this seeom group. The distribution 
of the scores of these groups ba.ve been reported in table form in the 
following cha];ter. An inspection of these tables reveals the extent 
to which the delinquents tend to score higher on the scale and the 
amount of overlap of' the scores of the two groups. The differences in 
the mean scores for these groups as well as for the various segments of 
these groups give further details as the differentiating value of the 
total test scores. 
Product moment correlations have been computed between this scale 
and several other measures. Using the total scores obtained on the 
second criterion groups the non-verbal form was correlated with the 
results of the Otis Test of Mental Ability (Beta Form CM) administered 
) I 
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to these boys. The correlation between the verbal and non-verbal 
forms was also computed. In addition, to determine the relationship 
of chronolagical ~ge and the results or the non-verbal scale, the 
correlation between the. scale and age was computed. 
Reliability of the Scale 
The reliability of the non-verbal scale was determined by the 
retest method. Three weeks after the first administration, this test 
was readm.inistered to a group of 82 delinquents at the Shirley Industrial , 
· School. The remaining group of 29 boys of the original 111 were no 
. longer at the institution, having run away or been discharged. 
These 82 answer sheets were scored with the key constructed for 
the purpose and the results were correlated with the scores obtained 
on the first tests. (The Pearson Product Moment method of linear 
correlation was used in computing the correlation.) 
Recapitulation 
A review of the research literature revealed that recent studies 
substantiated earlier findings that the delinquents as a group differ 
from the non-delinQuents in a number of areas. Many of these areas 
had been used as a basis for the construction of the KD Proneness 
Seale (verbal form). However, it was necessary to ascertain if enough 
of these located differences could be portrayed in pictorial form to 
warrant the construction of a non-verbal form. In addition, it also 
had to be determined ff these items could be portrayed simply so as to 
convey the desired meaning. 
Clues for the items selected for the non-verbal form came from the 
literature. In most cases these items represent areas in which signif-
ieant differences were noted, while in other eases they represent those 
in which the dif:t'erences were more suggestive than significant. The 
pictures representing these areas are grouped so that each circle eon-
tairis one or more items Which is expected to differentiate between the 
delinquents and nan-delinquents. 
The constructed non-verbal seale was administered to 400 delinq-
uents and 400 non-delinqUBIIIis. The majority of the delinquent group 
were boys from the two Massachusetts training schools. Soae 50 of 
these deTiates were from two privately operated schools. The non-
delinquent group consists of 400 public school boys from grades 6 
through 10, the largest number coming from grades 7, 8 and 9. 
An analysis of the responses of ·the contrasting groups was conducted. 
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A tabula tim was made of the responses to each it em. The differences in I 
the number of responses made by the tm groups were determined and chi 
squares were computed to determine the significance of these di:t'ferenees. 
The extent to which the constructed seale dif:t'erentiated delinq-
uents from non-delinquents in this study is revealed by the tables that 
may be found in the next chapter. These tables also reTeal the amount 
of overlap in the tot a1 soo res of these groups • 
The reliability of the constructed scale was determined by the re-
test method. Eighty-two delinquent boys of the original 111 tested at 
tbe Shirley Industrial SChool were retested three weeks later and the 
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CHA.Pl'ER IV 
ANALYSIS AND TREATMENI' OF THE DATA 
Arter the non-verbal scale was constructed and administered its 
effectiveness in differentiating the delinquents from the non-delinq-
uents was determined. For this purpose the criterion groups were sub-
II I, divided by selecting every alternate answer sheet of this form atter 
il each administration of the scale. Two of these groups,~ one delinquent 
and one non-delinquent, were used in an item analysis to determine the 
discriminatory value of each item. A key, using these results, was then 
I 
constructed and the responses of the remaining two groups were scored 
. with this key. Tables of the distribution of the resultant scores 
I show how effectively the non-verbal scale differentiates. In addition, 
I this measure was correlated with several other variables including the 
KD Proneness Scale, verbal form. 
Item Analysis 1 
The discriminatory value of ~ach picture in the non-verbal was 1
1 
determined throu€}1 an it em-analysis. The number of responses to each 
item by the criterion groups was tabulated. The total number of 
responses to an item made by each of these groups was recorded on an 
International Business Machine card to permit mchine processing. For 
example, if 31 delinquents and 53 non-delinquents indicated they liked 
an item the most, the number 031 was recorded i n the places provided 
in the first three columns ot a card and the nuni> er 05 3 in the second 
three columns. As there were 62 circles with eight possible choices 
I 
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11 in each, 
1! The difference between the number of responses as recorded ·on the 
496 separate cards had to be marked. 
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cards were noted and to determine the significance of these differences 
chi squares were computed. As may be noted in table number 1 (see 
appendix)., resulting chi squares ranged from .000 to 43.691. The chi 
squares of some 140 of the 496 possible responses (located in 40 circles) 
were above 3.841, thus these were significant at the 5 per cent level. 
Some 90 of these were significant at the 1 per cent level, having a chi 
square at or in excess of 6.635. Those significant at the 5 per cent 
11 level would occur by chance sampling no more than five times in a 
I hundred trials. Thus the null hypothesis that the differences were not 
j significant is refuted and the inclusion of these pictures in the scale 
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is justified. 
Construction of the Key 
Using those items that discriminated at the 5 per cent or higher 
level, a key similar to that of the verbal form was constructed. Each 
of the possible 496 responses was assigned a value of -1, O, or f 1. 
Those items which were chosen by a significantly greater number of 
delinquents were assigned a score of ,L 1, while those chosen more 
frequently by non-delinquents were given a score of -1. Items which 
failed to discriminate in the item analysis were assigned a score of 
II zero. 
II 
'I 
As these tests were machine-scored, two separate keys, one for 
the plus scores and one for the minus scores, were used. 
,, scores were added algebraically to obtain the total score . 
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The resulting 
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1 Validation of the Scale 
Total Test Scores 
As stated earlier only those items that discriminated at the .5 
per cent level or better were given scores of plus or minus one. 
Those that failed to discriminate or did so at a lower level of signit"-
icance were given the value of zero. Thus as only items that differ-
entiate significantly were used, the total test scores should discrim-
inate between the criterion groups. The tables on the following pages 
show the extent to whi oh the total scores did differentiate. 
Table number 3 shows the distribution of the scores of 200 non-
delinquent and 200 delinquent boys whose answer sheets were scored with 
t he aforementioned key. Although considerable overlap is evident, it 
appears that delinquents tend to get higher scores than non-delinquents. 
This t able also reveals that 71 per cent of the delinquents made scores 
of -3 or greater whereas but 1S.5 per cent of the non-delinquents made 
scor es as high a. s these. Further, S1.5 per cent of the non-delinquents 
scores -6 or lower, while but 29 per cent of the delinquents had scores 
this l ow. The mean score of the deviate group was fo.26 (S. D. 7.SS) 
and tr~t of t he public school boys -13.11 (S. D. 9.50). 
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Table 3. Distribution of Scores of 200 Delinquents and 200 
-
' Non-Delinquents on the Non-Verbal For.m 
I 
I 
I 
Scores Delinguents Non.;..Deling£ents 
24-26 
I 21-23 1 
18-20 1 
i 
II 15-17 2 i; ,, 
12-14 12 1: 
II 
II 9-11 17 
II 6-8 17, 4 
II 
II 3- 5 34 7 
II ()-2 29 8 !i 
lj 
II -3- -1 29 18 
; 
1: 
-6- -4 18 15 
:I -9- -7 17 18 
-12- -10 10 24 
-15- -13 7 20 
-18- -16 4 30 
-21- -19 18 
jl -22- -24 2 14 
I ~ -27- -25 9 
I -30- -28 5 
I 
-33- -31 7 
I 
i 
-36- -34 2 i 
I 
-39- -37 1 
!I N 200 200 
_I]__ Mean .j. 0.26 -13.11 
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The data in tables number 4 and 5 reveal that the constructed scale II 
I 
appears to discriminate better at same levels than others. Table number 
4 shows that the mean scores for the several delinquent groups ranged 
from -0.50 to ~5.29. The scores of the Shirley School boys were higher 
than the Lyman School boys, the former having the largest mean score and 
the latter the lowest. As the Lyman School houses the younger boys and 
Shirley School has the older ones, it appears that in this experiment 
the older boys tend to get higher scores and younger boys the lower scores .l 
Table number 5 does not fully support this contention. This table 
reveals that the mean scores of the non-delinquent groups ranged from 
-9.41 to -17.23. The highest mean score was that of the tenth grade 
and the lowest the seventh grade. Although this seems to be in 
agreement with the above statement that younger boys scored lower than 
older boys , further consideration of the scale indicates discrepancies. 
As may be seen, the ninth grade had a lower score (-13.84) than did 
the eighth grade (-10.99). 
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Table 4· Distribution of Scores of 200 Delinquents on the Non-
Verbal Form and Sources of This Population 
Private Citizenship 
I 
Reception Lyman Shirley Training Training 
Scores Center School School School Center 
24-26 II 
!i 1\ 21-23 1 
I I 
I 18-20 1 
I 
15-17 1 1 
12-14 4 7 1 
I 9-11 3 3 9 1 1 
II 6- g g g 1 II 
d 
I 3- 5 5 
20 6 3 
:I 
0- 2 3 15 6 2 3 
-3- -1 4 15 g 1 1 II 
-6- -4 12 3 3 
-9- -7 3 7 3 1 3 
. -12- -10 3 4 2 1 
-15- -13 3 3 1 
'I 
-1S- -16 4 
-21- -19 
-24- -22 1 1 
-27- -25 
-30- -2S 
-33- -31 
-36- -34 
-39- -37 
N 21 9S 55 15 11 
Mean -0.32 -0.50 .J5.29 -3.09 -3.09 
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Table 5. Distribution of Scores by Grades of 200 
Non-Delinquents on the Non-Verbal Form 
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
Scores 6 7 8 9 10 
24-26 
21-23 
18-20 
15-17 
12-14 
9-11 
6- 8 1 2 1 
3- 5 2 2 1 2 
0-2 1 1 3 1 2 
-3- -1 4 6 3 5 
-6- -4 1 3 4 4 3 
-9- -7 1 5 4 4 4 
-12- -10 4 2 4 8 6 
-15- -13 4 4 6 5 1 
-18- -16 4 9 5 8 4 
-21- -19 4 4 4 6 
-24-·-22 2 5 3 3 1 
-27- -25 1 5 1 1 1 
-30- -28 3 1 1 
-34- -31 4 3 
-36- -34 1 1 
-39- -37 1 
N 25 52 45 51 27 
Mean -12.68 -17. 23 -10.99 -13.84 -9.41 
I 
-,r ~rrelati=-:th ~other criteria 
The non-verbal test scores of the criterion groups were correlated 
with the scores of the Otis Test of Mental Ability. The mean score of 
'I 
these two groups on the non-verbal scale was -/-1.29 and the standard 
deviation 8.9_4, and the mean score on the Otis was 96.16 and a standard 
.I deviation of 14.12. A minus correlation of -.440 was obtained, indi-
eating that there is some tendency for those with low intelligence scores 
to obtain high scores on the non-verbal scale. This is not surprising in 
light of the fact that the mean I.Q. of the delinquent group was lower 
qy 15 points than that of the non-delinquent group. 
The non-verbal scale was also correlated with chronological age 
and a low r of .278 was computed. Thus it appears that there is a 
slight tendency for older boys in general to score higher on this 
scale than younger boys. Tables 4 and 5 indicate this tendency. Further 
suggestion that the tendency is but slight is the fact that the sixth 
grade boys scored higher than the seventh grade and the eighth grade 
higher than the ninth. 
One of the purposes of this study was to determine the relationship 
of the verbal and non-verbal forms of the KD Proneness Scales. Both 
scales are aimed at measuring pre-delinquency tendencies . Differences 
between delinquents and non-delinquents v~re used as a focal point in 
the construction of these tests. In some cases, as many areas used by 
the verbal form did not lend themselves to pictorial treatment, the 
non-verbal form appears more limited in scope. However, several areas 
not covered by the verbal form were included in the non-verbal scale. 
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The data of the present study further substantiates the findings 
of earlier studies that the verbal form differentiates between delinquent 
and non-delinquent groups. The mean score for the total of 400 
delinquents used in this study was ~2.22 and the mean for the 400 non-
delinquents was -4. 71. Table number 6 shows similar results for 
that half of the 400 cases used in validating the non-verbal form. The 
mean score for the 200 delinquents was t2.27 and for the non-delinquents 
-4. 71. 
The correlation between the two variables, pre-delinquency as 
measured by the verbal form and intelligence, was found to be -.353, 
slightly lower than that of -.440 reported for the non-verbal form 
and intelligence. Similar findings are reported for earlier studies of 
the verbal scale. These minus but low correlations suggest there is 
some tendency for those \vith lower intelligence to score higher on 
the scales than others. 
The product moment correlation between the verbal scale and age 
was -.054. This low negative relationship indicates there is very I 
little correlation between this scale and chronological age. As indicated I 
earlier, a somewhat higher coefficient of t-278 was computed between I 
the non-verbal form and chronological age. 
The verbal and non-verbal forms were correlated with intelligence 
and chronological age. Although the findings were similar, they were 
not identical. Furthermore, low but positive correlation found between 
the two scales suggests they are not measuring the same factors. The ~J 
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Table 6. Distribution of Scores of 200 Delinquents and 
200 Non-Delinquents on the Verbal Form 
I 
I 
I 
I Scores Delinguents Non-Delinguents 
24-26 3 
21-23 2. 
18-20 
15-17 6 1 
12-14 9 4 
9-11 17 7 
6-8 26 16 
3-5 28 14 
0-2 44 16 
-3- -1 31 24 
-6- -4 11 32 
I 
-9- -7 10 20 I I 
I 
-12- -10 6 27 
II -15- -13 4 17 
-18- -16 1 12 
-21- -19 7 
j, 
-22- -24 2 2 
-27- -25 1 
-30- -28 
-33- -31 
-36- -34 
-39- -37 
N 200 200 
__ -c~ean_ -=-=-· /-2.27 ~ ----=-=- -=-4-...$?- --
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1 table below sumw~rizes briefly t he reported f i ndings: 
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Table 7. Coefficients of Correlations of the Verbal and 
Non-Verbal Scales and Other Variables 
Variables N Coefficient 
Non-verbal scale - Intelligence ... 400 r = -.440 
Non-verbal scale - C. A. .......... 400 r = /-.278 
Verbal scale -Intelligence ••••••• 400 r = -.353 
Verbal scale - c. A. .............. 400 r = -.054 
Non-verbal scale - Verbal scale ... 400 r = /-.311 
The mean score of the 200 delinquents and 200 non-delinquents on 
the verbal form were /-2.27 and -4.84, respectively (see table number 6). 
The standard deviations were 7.76 and 8.22. Thus the total scores of 
1! the verbal for.m also seem to differentiate. The mean score for the two 
counter groups was f0.26 with standard deviation of 7.88 for the delin-
quent s and a score of -13.11 with the standard deviation of 9~50 for the 
non-delinquents. Thus it appears that the -non-verbal scale also 
discriminates between the two groups. 
This study revealed, as did earlier experiments, that the verbal 
form is more selective at some levels than others . As may be seen by 
ta~le number 8, the verbal form seems to be less discriminatory for the 
Shirley School than for other delinquent populations. Among the non-
j_ -
delinquents it differentiates better between the boys of grades 8, 9 
and 10 than either grades 6 or 7 (see table number 9). 
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I TableS. Distribution of Scores of 200 Delinquent s 
I on the Verb 1 Form and Sour ces of Populat on 
Pr:i.vate Citizenship 
Reception Lyman Shirley Trainin'-, Training 
Scores Center School School School Genter 
I 24-26 1 1 1 
,: 21- 2.3 1 1 
,; 
1 20 I 
15-17 1 .3 1 1 
12-14 4 4 1 
9-11 10 3 4 
6- 8 2 17 5 2 
.3- 5 .3 16 4 4 1 
1\ 
Q-2 7 21 9 1 6 
- .3- - 1 2 14 12 2 1 
I -6- -4 1 6 3 1 
I - 9- -7 1 2 7 I 
I -12- -10 .3 1 
J -15- -1.3 1 .3 
II 
- 18- -16 1 II 
I -21- -19 
I -24- - 22 2 
- 27- -25 
- 30- - 28 
- .3.3- - .31 
- .36- - .34 
-:.39- -37 
N 21 98 55 15 11 
}I.e an .48 • 00 -2 • 
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Table 9. Distribution bf Sc'"ores by Grades of 200 
Non-Delinquents on the Verbal Form 
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
'I Scores 6 7 8 9 10. 
I! 
I 
I 24-26 I 
21-23 
18-20 
15-17 1 
12-14 2 1 1 
9-11 3 1 3 
6-8 5 2 6 2 1 
3- 5 2 4 4 2 2 
0-2 3 3 4 5 1 
I 
-3- -1 2 9 7 5 1 
I 
-6- -4 5 14 4 7 2 
II 
-9- -7 3 5 2 6 4 
I -12- -10 1 5 7 7 7 
-15- -13 2 3 3 4 5 
-18- -16 2 5 3 2 
-21- -19 1 2 3 1 
-24- -22 1 1 
-27- -25 1 
-30- -28 
II 
I 
-33- -31 
' 
- -36- -34 
-39- -37 
N 25 52 45 51 27 
-
Mean -0.32 -.~ -5.04 - 5.9A. -9_.37 
-
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EXamination of the data reveals that the non-verbal scale also is 
more discriminatory at same levels than others. (See tables number 4 and 
5.) However, this form seems to discriminate better the seventh grade 
boys from delinquent groups and the Shirley School boys from normal groups 
As indicated earlier the total scores of the criterion groups on 
the non-verbal and verbal scales seem to indi'cate that these two 
measures can differentiate between the delinquent and non-delinquent 
groups (see tables number 10 and 11). However, the scores of the two 
groups on the non-verbal scale were correlated ~dth their scores on the 
verbal form. A positive but low coefficient of .311 was computed. 
This indicates that there is a positive but low relationship between 
these two forms. 
This low correlation, plus the fact the scales each seem to 
differentiate better at some levels than others , may indicate these 
measures tend to supplement one another. 
Reliability of the Scale 
The stability of the scores on the non-verbal form was determined 
b,y the retest method. The scale was readministered after an interval 
of three weeks to S2 boys of the Shirley Industrial School. The re-
maining 29 boys of the ill subjects participating in the initial testing 
program were runaways or had been discharged. Distribution of the 
li original and retest scores of these S2 subjects are given in table 
,, 
II I 
I 
number 12. The mean score for the initial administration was ~2.13 and 
for the second ,lo.59. The obtained correlation score between these two 
. 
' .It 
1 administrations was .60. This rather low reliability coefficient 
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I Table 10.. Distribution of Scores of·:200 Non-Delinquents 
I on the Verbal and the Non-Verbal Forms 
,\ 
I KD Proneness Scale KD Proneness Scale 
Scores (Verbal Form2 (Non-Verbal Form2 
24-26 
I 
21-2.3 
18-20 
'I 
I 15-17 1 
I 
I 12-14 4 
I 
I I 9-11 7 
I 6-8 16 4 
I 3-5 14 7 I 
I 0-2 16 8 
-3- -1 24 18 
-6- -4 32 15 
-9- -7 20 18 
-12- -10 27 24 
-15- -13 17 20 
-18- -16 12 30 
-21- -19 7 18 
-24- -22 2 14 
-27- -25 1 9 
I -30- -28 5 
II -33- -31 7 
II 
-36- -34 2 I 
-39- -37 1 
N 200 200 
Mean -4.87 -13.11 
-
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I Table 11. Distribution of Scores of 200 Delinquents on the Verbal and the Non-Verbal Forms 
KD Proneness Scale KD Proneness Scale 
Scores (Verbal Forml (Non-Verbal Form~ 
24-26 3 
21-23 2 1 
18-20 2 
15-17 6 12 
12-14 9 17 
I 9-11 17 17 
I 
I 6-8 26 34 
I 3- 5 28 29 
0-2 44 29 
-3- -1 31 18 
-6- -4 11 17 
-9- -7 10 10 
-12- -10 6 7 
-15- -13 4 4 
-18- -16 1 
-21- -19 
-24- -22 2 2 
-27- -25 
-30- -28 
-33- -31 
-36- -34 
-39- -37 
N 200 200 II 
Mean t_2.27. .;.o.26 
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i Table 12. Distribution of Retest Scores of 82 
1: Delinquents on the Non-Verbal For.m 
I ~ Scores Test I Test II 
II 24-26 
ll 21-23 
I 
18-20 
15-17 1 
·J 12-14 8 4 !I 
'I 
,I 9-11 9 8 
I 
.I 
6-8 10 5 
3- 5 12 15 ii 
I 
I 0- 2 14 16 
,I 
.I ,I 
-3- -1 13 11 
I 
il 
.I 
-6- - 1+ 4 10 I 
II 
I -9- -7 6 5 
·I 
·\ -12- -10 1 2 I I 
-15- -13 4 2 II 
-18- -16 2 II 
-21- -19 2 
-24- -~~2 
-27- -25 
I 
-3o- -28 
-33- -31 
,I 
I 
-36- -34 
-39- -37 
:I N 82 82 j_ Mean ~~-1.1__ _ ,f(}.59_ -.- 1 I 
I 
!j 
t 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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indicat~s that the scale may need further study and possibly refinement 
before it can be used for the purpose of aiding in the prediction of 
delinquent tendencies. 
Recapitulation 
In order to discover the discriminatorJ value of each item, an 
analysis of the responses of 200 delinquents and 200 non-delinquents 
was conducted. The number of responses by the criterion groups was 
computed for each item, the differences recorded and the significance 
of these differences was determined with chi square. A number of items 
were found to be signif icant at a 5 per cent or higher level. These 
items were used in the construction of a key for scoring this form. 
The answer sheets of a second pair of criterion groups were scored 
with the constructed kEly. The tables showing the distribution of the 
resultant scores indicate that the non-verbal form does differentiate 
between the criterion groups. 
Correlations between this form and other data indicate that there 
is a low negative correlation between intelligence and the non-verbal 
form as well as between chronological age and the non-verbal form. The 
relationship between the verbal scale and these factors is even lower. 
The reliability coefficient is lower for the non-verbal than for 
the verbal form. The low r for the non-verbal scale suggests that 
t he value of this scale as an aid in locating pre-delinquent children 
is ver.y limited. 
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A correlation of f.311 between the verbal and non-verbal scale 
suggests that these instruments may be measuring different aspects 
of the problem. Thus these scales may be more effective when 
administered together. 
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CHAPTER V 
SU1~~y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Non-Verbal Scale 
This study was concerned primarily with the construction and 
validation of a non-verbal scale aimed at identifying the pre-delinquent 
adolescent boy. There is much evidence that delinquency is currently 
a serious problem. To cope with this problem before it is too late, 
preventative methods must be employed. Early identification is essential 
to prevention; this permits the formulation of preventative measures 
before habits become fixed and rehabilitation impossible. All agencies 
including the school are in need of a device that ~~11 aid them at 
locating the pre-delinquent child. The KD Proneness Scale, verbal form, 
was constructed for this purpose, but as some children have reading 
handicaps, an instrument requiring no reading would better serve to 
help identify the pre~ielinquents among this group. 
II 
'I 
Construction of the Instrument 
The ideas for this instrument were gleaned mainly from areas in 
which differences between the delinquent and non-delinquent have been 
reported in the research literature. Same of the differences were 
signifi cant while other s were more suggestive. Studies have revealed 
that the delinquents d: ffer from other boys in a number of areas. These 
include family relationships, home conditions, geography of residence, 
1, social and economic status, truancy record, club membership, family 
mobility, attitudes, interests, personality factors, and the like. 
!I 
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There is considerable overlapping of the two groupe on any one of 
these Tariables for every delinquent does not differ from very non-
delinquent in any one of these areas. 
Using these located differences as focal points, items for the 
seale were chosen. The compiled list of possible items was limited 
to those that could be portrayed pictorially. For interest's sake, 
these pictured items were presented in circles. There are 62 circles, 
each containing four items. The subject is asked to indicate on a 
separate machine-scored answer sheet the itan in each circle he likes 
the most and the om be likes least. 
The constructed scale, the otis Test of Mental Ability, and the 
Im Proneness Scale, verbal t'onn, were administered to two criterion 
groups. These groups oo nsisted of 400 adjudged deliDlU8ll.ts and 400 
non-delinquents. The delinquent group consisted of the entire enroll• 
ment of the two lfassachusetta Training schools and two privately operated 
training schools. The non-delinquent populati. CD was composed of the 
elitire Jnale enrollment of a junior high school, the sixth grade boys 
ar an elementary school and a random sampling of sone .50 boys of the 
tenth grade. 
An analysis of the responses of 200 of each of the criterion 
groups was conducted. Differences in the number of responses made by 
II the groups were noted am the significance of these differences was 
I. 
11 determined by chi s quares. Those items significant at the .5 per cent 
I 
or higher level were used in the construction of a key which was used 
to s oore the grrups not used in the ahlysis process. 
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Validity and Reliability of the Instrument 
The distributions of the non-verbal scores of the criterion groups 
were :placed in table foDB. These tables reveal that although there is 
aome overlapping, there is a strong tendency for delinquent boys to 
score higher on the Iii ca le than public school boys. Seventy-tour per 
cent of the deviatelil made a score of -1 or Mgher wheras only 18.; 
J;Br cent of tm non-deli~uents made scores as high. Seventy-five per 
cent of the non-delinquents scored lower than -6 while but 20 per cent 
of the delinquents had scores this low. The mean score of the deviate 
group was /-0.26 (S.D. ?.88) and the public school group -13.11 (S.D. 
9 • .50). Further examinatim of the tables reveallil that the scale 
discriminates better at the seventh grade level and at the Massachusetts 
training school for older boys. 
The non-verbal scale soores were correlated with intelligence 
and chronological age. A correlation score of -.441 was computed 
between this scale and intelligence, indicating there is a tendency 
for these of low intelligence to get scores higher than other boys. 
'lb.is is understandable when it is noted that the mean intelligence 
,-· 
quotient for the delinquent group was some 1.5 :po:ints lower than that 
of the counter group. A low positive correlatim of .2?8 was computed 
between the nan-verbal form and chronological age indicating a slight 
tendency for older boys to score higher than younger boys. 
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The reliability of the scale was determined by the retest method. II 
The scorelil of 82 delinquents on their original test were correlated lj 
with the soores t:tey received on a second test. The resultant reliability 
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coefficient was .60 indicating rather low stability of the scores. 
The Verbal Form 
A portion of this study was concerned with the relationship of the 
non-verbal scale to the KD Proneness Scale, verbal form. The present 
findings support earlier reports that this form of the scale does 
differentiate between delinquent and non-delinquent groups. The current 
data also substantiate the findings that this instrument does not 
measure intelligence and has a low relationship with chronological age. 
The low correlation between these measures may seem surprising 
when one considers (1) ideas for the items in both tests were gleaned 
from the research literature and (2) examination of the tables seems 
to indicate both forms discriminate between the criterion groups. One 
explanation for this low correlation may be the fact the two instruments 
are samplihg different areas of the problem. As stated ih previous 
chapters, for the most part, the items of the verbal form could not be 
put into simple picture form, thus the non-verbal scale cont ains 
many areas not covered by the other. The verbal form also covers 
areas not included in the non-verbal form. 
Another factor to consider is that though many of the delinquents 
were known to have read:ing difficulties, they completed the verbal form 
to the best of their abilities. {How serious the reading handicaps 
were i s beyond the scope of this study.) Thus some of the scores may 
have been spurious, presumably affecting the correlation to some degree. 
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Limitations of the Stupy 
One limitation of this study is the possibility of the existence 
of spurious scores. Reading was not held constant, therefore those with 
reading handicaps may not have been responding to some items or may 
have been hazarding guesses in recording their answers. Thus presumably 
the intelligence quotients of these boys as reported in this study 
are lower than they might be were a performance type of instrument used. 
The reading factor also affects the responses to the KD Proneness 
Scale, verbal form. I t is assumed that these boys may have ignored or 
guessed a t responses to items too difficult for them to read and so the 
possibility of obtaining spurious total scores. 
The socio-economic status of the criterion groups was not considered 
in this study. From general knowledge of the subjects and their back-
grounds, the writer assumes the public school populations consist of 
mainly low middle class and upper low class groups, but this is 
opinion, not based on a.ny standardized measure. There is no knowledge 
of the status of the delinquents, except as the literature suggests, 
these boys usually come from homes of lower economic status. 
Another limitation is that only adjudged delinquents and an un-
selected populat~on were used. To counteract the fact the unselected 
population may contain some potentially delinquent boys, a "high 
morale" group consisting of boys who are considered less likely to 
become delinquent should be a third criterion population. Such a 
group was used in studies of the verbal scale. 
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An additional factor tha. t must 
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be considered is that 
instrument and as such is not an individual diagnostic measure. I As reported 
the items were chosen on the basis of located differences between the 
delinquents as a group and the non-delinquents as a group. Therefore, if 
the instrument were valid and sufficiently reliable, it would locate 
adolescent boys who responded to the pictures as did the delinquents of 
this study. Before these boys can be classified as pre-delinquent, 
ind.i vidual analysis with other data is necessary. 
Conclusions 
Alt l:t.ough overlapping exists the scores of 200 delinquents and 200 
non-delinquents reveal that the scale does differentiate between the 
criterion groups. Such overlap.would exist regardless of the sensitivity 
of the instrument for an unselected non-delinquent population was used 
and presumably contained some pre- delinquent boys. 
Although both the verbal and non-verbal forms of the KD Proneness 
Scale purport to measure delinquency tendencies, the low relationship 
indicated by a correlation score of .311 suggests these instruments 
are not measuring the same thing. As indicated earlier some of the 
items of each test were drawn from the same areas in which differences 
between the criterion groups exist. However, these instruments each 
have many items foreigh to each other. Thus both devices may be 
measuring pre-delinquent behavior but different phases. The overlap 
tP&t exist s may account for the positive 'correlation that does exist. 
Both the verbal and non-verbal scales evidently differentiate 
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'I between delinquents and non-delinquents. HoweVBr, they appear to do jl 
so at different levels. Where one appears weakest, the other seems 
to measure best. Thus it is suggested when feasible both scales be 
used but when time pennits the use of only one, that which is better 
suited to the age level of the group to be tested. This suggestion is 
made with the possibility that future studies may indicate a higher 
reliability than that reported for the present study, or the scale may 
be improved to the degree where its reliability will be comparable to 
that of the verbal form. 
Reconmendations for Further Research 
The results of this study suggest the need and desirability of 
II additional research relating to this instrument. Below are listed 
some suggested studies: 
1. Further studies of validity differing from the present 
experiment in the following aspects: 
a. A high morale group similar to the ones used in studies 
of the verbal form be included. 
b. The reading factor be held constant. 
c. Criterion groups be equated for intelligence. 
2. Further studies of reliability at various age levels be 
conducted. 
3. Correlations be computed between the non-verbal scale and 
measures of personality. 
4. Correlations be computed between the non-verbal scale and 
other measures such as interest-attitude instruments. II 
I 
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5. Follow-up studies of boys in the non-delinquent groups who 
scored high on the scale be conducted. 
6. Interview deli nquents and non-delinquents to whom the scale 
has been administered in an attempt to determine reasons for 
the selections made. 
7. Revise the scale by replacing circles containing items that 
failed to discriminate with circles that picture differentiating 
items in combinations other than those originally used. 
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91 114 
61 
85 
31 
22 
1.509 
.041 
.858 
.379 
30 ME 27 27 
46 
48 
79 
47 
23 
59 
77 
3.210 
.ooo 
4.320 
.267 
30 MF 36 
30 MG 27 
30 MH llU 
30 LE 73 
30 LF 59 
30 LG 50 
30 UI 18 
80 
48 
43 
28 
::!7 MA 63 49 2.431 31 MA 45 
59 
39 
54 
57 
53 
33 
57 
::!7 MB lOo 143 
27 MC 18 10 
27 MD ll o 
'Z7 
'Z7 
27 
27 
· 28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
LA 
LB 
LC 
LD 
ME 
MF 
MG 
MH 
LE 
LF 
LG 
LH 
4b 
26 
75 
53 
42 
39 
89 
31 
?8 
44 
33 
46 
36 
ll 
110 
43 
56 
32 
78 
36 
74 
55 
25 
47 
14. 564** 31 MB 
2.458 31 MC 
ll.311** 31 MD 
1.534 
6.701** 
12.31~* 
1.371 
2.649 
.839 
1.244 
.448 
.170 
1.624 
1.291 
.014 
31 . LA 
31 LB 
31 LC 
31 LD 
32 ~.m 
32 14F 
32 MG 
32 MH 
32 LE 
32 LF 
32 LG 
32 IH 
*Significant at the 5 per cent level 
~:~~Significant at the 1 per cent level 
21 
22 
130 
28 
27 
44 
83 
48 
69 
58 
32 
71 
- - - - -- -=-===-..;.- --- -- -
19 
26 
124 
32 
53 
35 
90 
23 
59 
54 
24 
88 
.658 
.000 
.494 
.031 
2.133 
1.181 
.ooo 
5.293~~ 
.ooo 
1.534 
7.237** 
9.639** ! 
.519 
1.544 
.686 
2.456 
1.895 
.446 
.6lu 
.112 
I 
.ill 
.379 
.388 
.314 
II 
II 
I 
10.562** I 
1.21a II 
.499 
10.702** 
1.149 
.198 
1.329 
3.017 
l ' 
-=--- - - -- - -;--- ----
--
Delin- Non-De- De lin- Non-De-
quent linquent Chi quent linquent Chi 
Circle Item Choice Choice Square Circle Item Choice Choice Square 
33 MA 71 88 3.017 37 MA 44 43 .015 
33 MB 60 56 .194 37 MB 31 24 1.033 
33 MC 75 58 3.255 37 MC 23 26 .209 
33 MD 40 43 .137 37 MD 101 108 .491 
33 LA 44 56 1.920 37 LA 25 30 .527 
33 LB 35 34 .018 37 LB ll7 120 .093 
33 LC 39 38 .016 37 LC ·42 38 .250 
33 LD 83 74 .849 37 LD 18 13 .874 
34 ME 46 42 .233 38 ME 16 15 .035 
34 MF 52 43 1.118 38 l!F 154 150 .219 
34 MG 87 95 .645 38 l!G 14 21 1.534 
34 MH 17 20 .2&5 38 m 15 14 .037 
34 LE 44 41 .134 38 LE 62 56 -433 
I 34 LF 53 33 5.925* 38 LF 22 6 9.831** 
I! 34 LG 38 28 1.815 38 I.G 53 36 4.176* I 34 m 64 97 ll.320** 38 m 62 101 15.749** 
35 MA 47 41 .524 39 MA 33 43 1.624 
35 1m 37 92 34.612** 39 MB 94 93 .010 
35 MC 62 26 18.881** 39 MC 33 31 .074 
35 MD 43 41 .060 39 MD 41 33 1.061 
II 66 
II 
35 LA 80 2.114 39 LA 38 22 5.020* 
35 LB 55 30 9.337** 39 LB 54 37 4.111* 
II 
35 LC 46 84 16.456** 39 LC 70 83 1.7$9 
35 LD 20 21 .021 39 LD 39 57 4.441* 
II 
36 ME 113 135 5.136* 40 ME 20 19 .028 
36 MF 12 11 .046 40 MF 55 43 1.946 
36 MG 36 23 3.360 40 MG 19 13 1.22,3 
36 :MH 40 31 1.387 40 MH 103 123 4.069* 
36 LE 15 10 1.067 40 LE 83 78 .260 ji 
36 LF ' 79 84 .259 40 LF 28 35 .923 
II 
36 I.G 46 58 4.379* 40 LG 50 51 .013 
36 m 66 50 3.108 40 m 35 35 .000 
I 
*Significant at the 5 per cent level 
**Significant at the 1 per cent level 
;!.----
- ---- -- --
-----
----
II 
.!!... 
-- = 
I 
II 
Delin- Non-De- De lin- Non-De-
quent linquent Chi quent linquent Chi II Circle Item Choice Choice Square Circle Item Choice Choice s9ua.re I 
II 
41 MA 32 31 .019 45 MA 70 75 .270 I 41 MB 116 147 10.663*'~ 45 MB 50 57 .625 I 
II 
41 MC 15 10 1.067 45 :MC 66 62 .1S4 
41 l(D 37 13 13.166** 45 1ID 14 s 1.732 I 
I I 
I 41 LA 37 35 .068 45 LA 29 29 .000 
I 
41 LB 21 10 4.231 45 LB 50 51 .013 
41 LC 72 51 5.17?-:* 45 LC 27 3S 2.223 
I 41 LD 70 103 .11.092** 45 LD 95 82 1.713 
42 ME 37 25 2.749 46 E 50 57 .625 
42 MF 52 56 .203 46 MF 21 25 .393 
42 MG 29 18 2.917 46 MG 112 105 .494 
42 MH S3 101 3.261 46 MH 17 14 .315 
42 LE 44 64 5.074* 46 LE 18 33 5.056* 
42 LF 34 14 9.470** 46 LF 115 99 2.573 
42 LG 94 102 .640 46 w 26 21 .603 
42 lli 2S 20 1.515 46 lli 42 47 .361 
I 
43 MA 4S 63 2.S06 47 MA ;1.9 lS .030 
43 MB 29 54 9.502** 47 MB 37 20 5. 913* 
43 MC 107 43 43.691** 47 MC 43 35 1.019 
I, 43 MD 17 41 11.615** 47 MD 103 127 5.893-Y· 
43 LA "' 74 45 . 3. $43*·,· 47 LA 69 76 .530 
43 LB .46 l9 • : 6 . 99 5~** 47 LB 71 63 .718 
43 LC 51 ill 37. 543** 47 LC 42 46 .233 
43 LD 31 23 1.306 47 LD lS 15 .297 
44 ME 64 75 1.334 48 :ME 76 75 .011 
44 MF 45 36 1.254 48 MF 54 77 6.005* 
44 MG 75 73 .043 48 MG 44 18 12.903** 
44 MH 16 14 .144 48 MH 25 31 .075 
II 44 LE 51 55 .205 48 LE 2S 26 .086 
I 44 LF 44 2S 4.336* 48 LF 43 29 3.320 
II 44 LG 32 22 2.141 48 LG 77 108 9.664** 
I, 44 IH 77 97 4.069* 48 IH 50 38 2.098 
*Significant at the 5 per cent level 
**Significant at the 1 per cent level 
-- -
- - - - -------
II 
I 
I 
~ --~~--- -- ~~- ~---- --
Delin~ Non-De- Delin- Non-De-
I 
I 
li 
F 
' 
I 
j! 
I 
quent linquent Chi quent ·linquent Chi 
Circle Item Choice Choice Square Circle Item Choice Choice Square 
49 MA 117 138 
49 MB 34 26 
49 MC 12 6 
49 MD 35 30 
49 LA 10 5 
49 LB 110 122 
49 LC 61 56 
49 LD 19 17 
~ ME 
~ MF 
~ MC 
50 MD 
50 LE 
50 LF 
50 LG 
50 LH 
51 MA 
51 MB 
51 MC 
51 MD 
51 LA 
51 LB 
51 LC 
51 LD 
52 ME 
52 MF 
52 MG 
52 MH 
52 LE 
52 LF 
52 LG 
52 lH 
66 25 
24 33 
27 31 
83 .114 
41 85 
59 36 
65 61 
34 18 
49 89 
86 54 
41 25 
28 32 
35 
61 
44 
60 
45 
42 
48 
63 
. 59 
53 
50 
34 
20 
73 
60 
48 
33 
58 
63 
45 
85 
40 
41 
33 
4-771* 53 MA 
1.255 53 MB 
2.094 53 MC 
.459 53 MD 
1.732 53 LA 
1.478 53 LB 
.302 53 LC 
.122 53 LD 
23.913** 54 ME 
1.657 54 MF 
.323 54 MG 
9.612** 54 MH 
22.431~* 54 . LE 
7.303** '54 LF 
.185 54 LG 
5.659* 54 LH 
17.701** 55 MA 
11.253** 55 MB 
4.645* 55 MC 
.314 55 MD 
4.743* 55 LA 
1.616 55 LB 
3.326 55 LC 
1.826 55 LD 
2. 293 56 :MJ: 
3.413 56 MF 
2.806 56 MG 
4.110* 56 MH 
7.355** 56 LE 
2.368 56 LF 
1.152 56 LG 
.018 56 LH 
*Significant at the 5 per cent level 
**Significant at the 1 per cent level 
30 
86 
70 
13 
38 
58 
29 
79 
75 
550 
36 
34 
42 
39 
66 
111 
111 
49 
35 
35 
47 
39 
70 
42 
93 
56 
25 
21 
21 
34 
45 
97 
37 
92 
56 
15 
40 
48 
40 
72 
52 
45 
65 
39 
65 
52 
31 
116 
116 
31 
35 
42 
42 
35 
69 
56 
123 
55 
18 
5 
13 
17 
52 
118 
.878 
.364 
2.271 
.154 
.064 
1.284 
2.119 
.521 
6.103* 
.345 
11.139** 
.419 
6.74~* 
2.404 ' 
16.672** 
.255 
.255 
5.062* 
.ooo 
.788 
.361 
.26' 
.011 
2.649 
9.058** II 
.012 I 
1.277 I 
10.531** 
2.057 
6.495** 
.667 
4-431* 
. 1 
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APPENDIX B 
I 
j -
D PRONENESS SCAL~ AND CHECK LIST 
WILL I AM C. K V ARA C E US, Professor of Education, Boston University 
oduction 
~CENT years much interest and concern have been 
::ssed for the welfare and wholesome growth of the 
.quent or socially inadequate child. Thjs wide-
td concern has manifested itself in many ways. 
rovember, 1946, the Attorney General called a 
mal conference on prevention and control. of 
1ile delinquency in Washington, D. C. This 
:renee 1 focused the thinking of many authorities 
come in close contact with youth on the causes of 
.quent behavior and techniques for prevention and 
bilitation. Since 1941, four states- California, 
1esota, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts - have 
ed their laws relating to the juvenile delinquent 
have established Youth Authorities or Youth 
ice Boards 2 in an effort to deal more effectively 
the problems of the delinquent from a state level, 
ing systematic and scientific aid to local com-
Ltles. At the same time the National Society 
he Study of Education 3 devoted Part I of its 
y--seventh Yearbook to the consideration of the 
)Is' responsibility in dealing with the delinquent · 
In addition a number of major publications '· 
appeared and have added more information to 
he National Conference for the Prevention and Control of 
k ·Delinquency, Summaries of Recommendations for Action. Wash-
.: Government Printing Office; 1947. 
ohn R . Ellingston : Protecting Our Children from Criminal Carters. 
{ork: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1948. 
he National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-seventh 
ook, Part 1: Juvenile Delinquency and ilze Schools. Chicago: Uni-
' of Chicago Press; 1948. 
[aud A. Merrill: Problems of Child Delinquency. Boston: Hough-
:ifRin Company; 1947. 
C. Kvaraceus: Jrlvenile Delinquency and the School. Yonkers-on-
m, New York: World Book Company; 1945. 
M. Carr-Saunders, Herman Mannheim, and E. C. Rhodes: 
Offenders. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. New 
The Macmillan Company; 1943. 
.1l W. Tappan: Juvenile Delinquency. New York: McGraw-
ook Company, Inc.; 1949. 
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the vast reservoir of scientific studies in the field of 
delinquent behavior. A recently compiled annotated 
and selected bibliography 5 on the subject of delin-
quency lists 972 references published between 1914 
and 1944. On the basis of this rich store of research, 
writing, and thinking, an attempt has been' made to 
. develop and refine two instruments, as described 
below, which will serve as aids in identifying those 
boys and girls who are vulnerable, susceptible, or 
exposed to the development of delinquent patterns of • 
behavior. These children may then be assisted to 
better living and to whoiesome growth and develop-
ment, through a program of prevention and control, 
before the delinquent patterns have become firmly 
established and the children stand before the courts. 
To date most of the assistance being rendered to 
delinquent children may be characterized as "too 
little and too late." 
Prevention and Control of Delinquency. 
A ~OMMUNITY planning a delinquency-prevention 
program will succeed in developing an effective, in-
dividual, and causative attack on the problem to the 
extent that it can -
(1) locate for referral and study those children 
and youth who, because of personal character-
istics arid/ or environmental background, are 
highly exposed or vulnerable to the develop-
ment of undesirable behavior patterns; 
(2) study and . diagnose the ".factors that strongly 
compel the child in the direction of undesirable 
behavior; 
6 P. S. De Q. Cabot (Compiler) : Juvenile Delinquency: A Critical 
Annotated Bibliography. New York : H. 'W. Wilson Company; 1946. 
Published by World Book Company, rankers-on-Hudson, New rork, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1950 by World B ook Company. Copyright in Great Britain . All rights reserved. P~inted in U.S.A. a 
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(3) provide and use community agencies and re-
sources in an individually. planned remedial- or 
therapeutic program designed to overcome the 
factors . inimical to wholesome development, 
either in the personality of the child or in his 
environment. 
It is to a.ssist in the first of these three steps that the 
instrumepts described below h ave been developed. 
Locating the vulnerable or delinquency-prone 
child. An effective delinquency-prevention program 
must be b ased on early identification, detection, and 
referral for study and treatment of children who are 
surrounded by factors inimical to their wholesome 
development or who give evidence of personal charac-
teristics that suggest a need for assistance. Delin-
quent behavior does not develop overnight. The 
malbehavirig child ordinarily displays many symp-
toms of potentia l or developing patterns of undesirable 
behavior longbefore he ~ames in conflict with the law. 
Various studies comparing delinquents with non-
delinquents have isolafed specific traits or environ-
mental features that tend to characterize those chil-
dren who are "exposed" to the disease or delinquency. 
A scale which utilizes these predictive signs has been 
constructed, as outlined below, iri order to make 
possible an early identification of the probable 
delinquent. This D elinquency Proneness Scale (or K D 
Proneness Scale, as it i,s called to prevent pupils ·from 
recognizing its purpose) has been found sufficiently 
sensitive in distinguishing between delinquent and 
non-delinquent children for its use to be recommended 
as one aid in identifying potential delinquents. With 
what precision this instrument can be used is indicated 
in this Manual in the sections on "Construction" and 
" R eliability." In addition, a Delinquency Proneness 
Check List is provided as a companion aid in the proc-
ess of early discovery and referral of children who 
are susceptible or vulnerable to the development of 
undesirable behavior patterns. 
The Scale and the Check List have been developed 
to help all those who shoulder a m ajor responsibility 
for the wholesome growth of children and youth in 
spotting children with whom effective preventive 
work can be carried on. Schoolteachers, guidance 
counselors, psychologists, visiting teachers, probation 
officers, Youth Authority Boards, social workers, 
settlement-house workers, recreational directors, the 
clergy, and others who deal daily with the problems of 
child growth and development should fi!ld this Scale 
and Check List valuable supplements in identifying 
those children who are especially vulnerable to the 
development of delinquent patterns of behavior. 
Only when these children are discovered at an early 
date and are assisted in the direction of wholesome 
growth and development can the community s; 
is meeting effectively the problems of delinqu 
prevention. 
Studying and diagnosing the child's m 
After the vulnerable child has been identified , 
school, home, or community can do little to aid · 
it discovers the reasons for his problem beha 
All those children who are found to score " high 
the Scale (meaning that they respond in the : 
manner as delinquents do) should be referred tc 
appropriate child-study agency or workers, particu 
when corroborating evidence is found in the C 
List, in school records, in the home, or in the n 
borhood picture, that suggests any maladjust: 
or tendency toward undesirable behavior.. Effe 
immunization against delinquency can come 
aftei· careful study of the reasons or causes withi1 
personality structure of the child or within hi: 
vironment that tend to explain his bothersom< 
havior. 
Since delinquent b eh avior, like acceptable beh;: 
always constitutes a unique reaction pattern, a 
vention and control program will not begin t 
effective without adequate facilities for indiv 
child study, using medical, psychological, and ps 
atric techniques. Once th~ delinq~ency-exJ 
child has been identified, use should be rna< 
the services of ·available personnel, such as 
guidance counselor, visiting teacher, psychiatric : 
' . 
worker, psychologist, physician, psychiatrist, 
other specialists who are usually available in a 
guidance clinic. Only whe~ the services of 
specialists are brought to bear on children who 
tendencies that suggest developing problems can 
work take on a preventive flavor. 
Following through with remedial or therap 
services. Once the child's needs have been c 
mined through a case-study approach, an indivi 
· ized remedial · or therapeutic program shoul 
carried out, utilizing all the community's reso1 
such as the school, YMCA, YWCA, boys' clubs 
clubs, church, recreational programs, etc. Aid 
the resources available in different communitie~ 
in quantity and quality, the degree of comm 
organiza tion and coordination is seldom suffici( 
insure, for a particular child who is in dire need 
services · of a particular agency, the benefits oJ 
agency ,in an individualized follow-up and trea 
program. Prevention and control of juvenile 
quency call for frequent and systematic use of a 
recreation, character-building, and child-welfare 
cies in a carefully coordinated program focused c 
child who needs help. After the child who is " 
quent-prone" has been identified, and his pe1 
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environmental needs have been disclosed, he 
1ld be brought in contact with those community 
1cies that can best serve his interests. 
e K D Proneness Scale 
: FOLLOWING paragraphs describe the construction, 
validation, and the reliability of the Scale. 
>J"STRUCTION 
ideas for the i terns in the K D Proneness Scale were 
ved from those areas in which significant differ-
:s between delinquents and non-delinquents h ave 
1 reported in the research literature. Various in-
.gators 1 have reported that those children who are 
1quent or who become delinquent differ signifi-
ly, as a group, from other children in such areas 
b.e following: family relationships, home condi-
;, geography of residence, social and economic 
1s, truancy record, school retardation, academic 
tude, school m arks, liking 'for school, immaturity, 
membership, companionship, family mobility, 
1errill: Op. cit. 
raraceus: Op. cit. 
;tiona! Society for the Study of Education Yearbook: Op. cit. 
illiam Healy and Augusta F. Bronner: New Light on D elinquency 
:Treatment. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press; 1936. 
lfY P. Wittman and A. V. Huffman: "A Comparative Study 
:velopmental, Adjustment, and Personality Characteristics of 
otic; Psychoneurotic; Delinquent, and Normally Adjusted 
aged Youths," Journal of Genetic Psychology, LXVI (June, 1945), 
82. 
ton Ackerson: Children's Behavior Problems, Vol. II, Relative 
•ance and Interrelations among Traits. Chicago: University of 
go Press; 1942. 
1rence M . Teagarden: Child Psychology for Professional Workers 
sed). New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. ; 1946. 
:rvin A. Durea: "Personality Character istics of Juvenile Offenders 
lation to Degree of Delinquency," .Journal of Genetic Psyc!wlag)', 
June, 1938), 269- 283. ' 
lph S. Banay: "Immaturity and Crime," Americdn Journal of 
~t1y, C (September, 1943), 170-177. 
1ph M. Stogdill: "A Test-Interview for Delinquent Children," 
zl of Applied Psychology, XXIV (June, 1940), 325-333. 
is B. Murphey: Social Behavior and Child Personality. New York: 
abia University Press; 1937. 
well]. Carr: Delinquency Control. New York: Harper & Drot~l-
941. 
trjorie E . Babcock: A Comparison of Delinquent and Non-Delin-
Boys by Objective i\1easures of Personality. New York: Columbia 
-rsity Press; 1932. 
tl!ace Luden: "Anticipating Cases of Juvenile Delinquency," 
and Society, 59 (1944), 123-126. 
ward R. Bartlett and Dale B. Harris: "Personality Factors in 
1uency," School and Society, 43 (1936), 653- 656. 
ul L. Boynton and Barrier M . Walsworth: "Emotionality Test 
; of Delinquent and Non-Delinqu ent Girls," Journal of Abnormal 
cia! Psychology, 38 (1943), 87-92. 
nes M . Reinhardt and Fowler V . Harper: "Comparison of 
)omental Factors of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys," 
d of Juvenile Research, 15 (1936), 271_:277. · 
1liam S. Casselberry: "Analysis and Prediction of D elin-
:y," Journal of Juvenile Research, 16 (1932), 1-31. 
Ashley Weeks: "Predicting Juvenile Delinquency," American 
gy Review, 8 (1943), 40-46. 
etc. This is not to imply that every delinquent differs 
from every non-delinquent in any of these areas, since 
there is always in evidence considerable overlapping 
between the two groups on any one of the variables 
studied. It i.s true, however, that many more delin-
quent~, for example, receive lower marks in school, 
repeat their school grades, play truarit, and entertain 
a fierce dislike for school than do children who are not 
delinquent or who do not b ecome delinquent. Simi-
larly, more delinquents . than non-delinquents have 
unsatisfactory family and home situations. Still •other 
differences have been observed in other areas. 
Using the differences revealed in these studies as 
focal points, the author constructed a series of four-
choice multiple-choice items. "Several "neutral" 
items involving food, color, and drink preferences 
were added to the Scale for rapport value, since they 
were free of any socially desirable or undesirable im-
plications, in contrast to most of the other items in 
the Scale. Items 1, 21, and 40 in the present edition 
are examples of this type. (These latter items were 
also analyzed, and are scored in the present edition if, 
contrary to expectation, they showed differentiating 
value at the agreed-upon level of significance.) 
Mter the items had been prepared, two questions 
naturally presented themselves : 
1. Do delinquents respond any differently to the 
individual items than do non-delinquents? 
2. Does the total Scale score based on all differen-
tiating items distinguish between the two groups 
(delinquents and non-delinquents) with suffi-
cient sensitivity to merit consideration and use as 
a scale of'delinqucncy-proneness or vulnerability? 
The first question concerns the processes of item 
analysis; the second concerns the valida tion of the 
Scale as a whole. These questions are discussed 
separately in the paragraphs· below. 
Item analysis_ In order to discover the value of 
the items as potential discriminators between delin-
quents and non-delinquents, the Scale was admi,nis-
tered to a sample of 100 delinquent boys in one 
Massachusetts Training School and to several counter-
groups of public school boys in junior and senior high 
schools in several states. Included in the public 
school boys is a subgroup of what are termed "high 
morale" boys.2 Since there are reasons for suppos-
ing that girl delinquents and non-delinquents might 
2 The "high morale" groups of boys and girls inclu'de those pe-r-
sons who were doing well scholastically and were leaders for good 
in a school. Usually they were members of the student council who 
were a.:tive in making the school a better place. They included per- · 
sons who had a high degree of responsibility and dependability, who 
had a 1controlling influence for acceptable behavior in the school, who 
were generally concerned for the welfare of others, and who also 
showe<\ a high degree of perso~al adjustment in their everyday living. 
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show responses differing considerably from boy de-
linquents and non-delinquents, a parallel item-analy-
sis study was carried out, based on a sample of 80 
girl delinquents tested in· a Massachusetts Training 
School for Girls and groups of public school girls in 
junior and senior lhgh schools in several states, likewise 
including a selected group of "high morale" girls. 
The responses of the contrasting groups of each sex 
were studied to see how effectively each of the four 
alternatives of every item differentiated between girl 
delinquents and non-delinquents and between boy 
delinquents and non-delinquents. The percentage 
of delinquent and non-delinquent children selecting 
each alternative was determined, the difference be-
tween th~ percentages of the two groups found, and 
the critical ratio of this difference determined. Those 
alternatives which showed critical ratios of 1.96 or 
higher were considered to be discriminating signifi-
cantly between delinquents and non-delinquents 
(equivalent to acceptance of differences at the 5 per 
cent level). Each such alternative was retained for 
scoring purposes and assigned · a plus or minus value, 
depending on the direction of the difference, a plus 
value being assigned to alternatives chosen more fre-
quently by the delinquent group. Some items showed 
several alternatives with discriminating value, others 
only one, and a few appeared without a single dis-
criminating response. These last-named are not 
scored, since all the alternatives failed to distinguish 
between the delinquent and non-delinquent groups. 
·However, these items, although not scored, are re-
tained in the present edition of the Scale. 
Validation of total scores. In computing total 
, Scale scores, only those items were u'sed which differ-
entiated between delinquents and non-delinquents 
in the · item-analysis group. Therefore the total 
scores themselves necessarily discriminated between 
the two groups in this item-analysis sample. The 
extent to which total scores differentiate among 
criterion groups is revealed in Tables 1 and 2, which 
present the distributions of total Scale scores for 
various groups that were tested. While there is some 
overlapping between certain criterion groups, a strong 
tendency prevails for delinquent boys and girls to 
score considerably higher on the Scale than did the 
selected "high morale" sample, and somewhat higher 
than unselected public school pupils. A closer study 
of Table · 1 will also reveal that no "high morale" 
boy scored above -10, whereas approximately 96 
per cent of the boy delinquents were found to score 
above this same point on the Scale . Table 2 simi-
larly reveals that no "high morale" girl scored above. 
+2, whereas about 73 per cent of the female delin-
quents obtained scores above this point. 
.' 
TABLE 1. Distributions of Scores of Male Delinquent 
Non-Delinquent Groups on the K D Proneness Sc 
TOTAL SCORE 
DELINQUENT PUBLIC SCHOOL 
BOYS BOYS 
21-23 1 
18-20 1 
15-17 5 
12-14 5 3 
9- 11 15 0 
6- 8 16 3 
3- 5 17 1 
0- 2 7 7 
-3- -1 11 7 
-6- -4 11 13 
-9- -7 5 20 
-12- -10 4 20 
-15- - 13 26 . 
-18- -16 26 
-21- -19 15 
-24- -22 7 
-27- -25 6 
-30- -28 2 
Number 98 156 
Median Score +4 -13 
Q 5.7 5.1 
"HIGH 
MORALE 
BOYS 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
0 
1 
16 
-18 
4.5 
TABLE 2. Distributions of Scores of Female Delinquen· 
Non-Delinquent Groups on .the K D Proneness S1 
PRE- PUBLIC ''Hra: 
TOTAL SCORE 
DELI NQUENT DE'LINQUEN T SCHOO L MORA 
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS GIRl 
21-23 2 
18- 20 3 
15- 17 7 1 
12- 13 7 3 
9- 11 10 6 1 
6- 8 14 6 1 
3- 5 16 9 9 
0- 2 7 9 7 2 
-3- -1 6 17 12 2 
-6--4 6 12 20 2 
-9--7 2 4 27 5 
-12- -10 0 5 32 10 
-15- -13 1 1 32 12 
-18- -16 28 5 
- 21- -19 23 4 
-24- -22 8 1 
Number 81 73 200 43 
Median Score +6 -1 -12 -13 
Q 4.4 4.6 5.0 3.( 
A similar relationship is seen to exist between 
linquents and public school pupils in general, althc 
the overlapping between these two groups is rr 
more pronounced. Extremely high positive sc 
can be said to charac;:terize these children who J 
manifested delinquent behavior; extremely low n 
tive scores tend to indicate freedom from delinque 
like responses or a high degre~ of immunity to 
disease of delinquency . 
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3. Correlations between K D Proneness Scale and 
>ther Measures 
EASURE 
s. A. 
s. A. 
s. A. 
S. A. 
S. A. 
s. A. 
S. A. 
mal Index 
SUBJECTS 
16 "high morale" boys 
43 "high morale" girls 
138 public school boys 
169 public school girls 
99 delinquent boys 
81 delinquent girls 
73 vocational school girls 
7 3 voca tiona! school girls 
CORRELATION 
-.377 
-.264 
-.420 
- .356 
-.225 
-.310 
- .367 
-.237 
rrelations with other measures. Table 3 pre~ 
data on the correlations that have bee11 found 
~en total Scale scores and certain other measures, 
:ling intelligence test scores and scores on the 
nal Index, which is a scale for the detection of 
ttial behavior problem cases. 
correlations between Scale scores and intelli-
:-test scores are negative and small. This finding · 
1ccordance with the frequently reported observa-
:hat delinquents as a group tend to have average 
of approximately 90. The low correlation be-
l the Scale scores and the Personal Index score, 
ugh based on relatively few cases, does indicate 
the two scales are measuring something quite 
ent. 
rther validation research. It is desirable that 
~s be made of the extent to which the individual 
continue to manifest, in independent studies 
other groups, the same discriminating power 
1 they were found to have in the original study 
that new studies be made of the ~alidity of _the 
scores in other situations. It is also desirable 
information be obtained on the extent to which 
scores identify pupils not yet delinquent but 
are likely to become delinquent hereafter; the 
nt research reveals that the scores discriminate 
een children now delinquent and those who are 
Studies designed to yield · answers to these 
:ions are under way. 
:liability. A study of the reliability of the Scale 
)een made, involving a second administration of 
er an interval of six weeks to 53 girls in a Train-
)chool for Delinquent Girls. The correlation be-
n the two administrations was found to be .75. 
iew of the opinion-like responses that are called 
1 most items and of the interval between adminis-
)ns, the Scale score is judged to be sufficiently 
ble for use in spot checking and survey purposes 
.e process of identifying those children who may 
1sceptible ·to the development of delinquent pat-
'· Additional studies of the reliability of the Scale 
n progress. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
The Scale can be administered to individuals or to 
. groups of varying size. No time limit is used. Ordi-
narily a great majority of pupils will complete the 
Scale in fifteen to twenty-five minutes. It can be 
used with pupils in Grades 6 to 12. 
Before distributing the booklets, say: ''I am going 
to give yo'!-1 a booklet. As soon as you receive it, 
write your name and other information called for 
on the cover of the booklet. Do not open the book-
let until I tell you to do so." 
Pass out the booklets and allow time for the informa-
tion to be filled in. When all are ready, say: "Read 
the directions to yourself as I read them aloud. 
" ' The questions in this booklet ask how you feel about 
certain things. This , is not a test . There are no right or 
wrong answers. Read each question and the Jour answers 
that follow it. Select the answer that best describes how you 
really feel about the question. Do not skip any questions. 
Answer every question as you come to it. Remember, there 
are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer 
that best tells how you feel about the question. 
" 'Here is a sample question .to show you how to mark the 
answer{ . 
Sample A. OJ the following, the color I lz"ke best is:..._ 
1 red 2 brown 3 blue 4 green 
" 'Decide which if these colors you like best and draw a 
line under your answer. Now look at the number beside the 
color wh~ch you picked. Put a heavy black mark in the 
answer space at the right. which is under the number if the 
answer which you have picked. For example, if you like 
"blue" best, you will draw a line under the word ·" blue." 
Since "blue" is number 3, you will put a heavy black line 
in the answer space under the number 3. 
" ' When you are told to start, read each question and 
decide upon your answer, then record the a"!-swer in the same 
manner as you have done for the sample. You will be given 
time enough to finish all the questions. Do not open your 
booklet until you are told to do so.' " 
Be sure that every child understands how to record 
the answers in the answer spaces. 
Then say: "Now tear off the first page from the 
question booklet and turn it over so that pagt; 2, 
'Answer Sheet,' is before you. You are to put 
your marks on the spaces on the Answer Sheet. 
"Slip the Answer Sheet under- the edge of page 
3 so that the column of spaces marked 'Page 3' is 
alongside page 3 like this." (Show by holding up 
page 3 with the "Page 3" column of the Answer 
Sheet close to page 3 of the ·booklet.) "Notice that 
the arriJw tips on the Answer Sheet point y 
6 K D Proneness Scale and Check List 
toward the arrow tips on page 3. In answering the 
first question, you put a mark in one of the spaces 
in the first row, and so on. 
"When you finish page 3, pull out the Answer 
Sheet a little way like this (Show.) so that you can 
see the column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. 
Always keep the Answer Sheet shoved under the 
booklet so that the column of the Answer Sheet 
on which you are working is close to the booklet. 
"When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under 
like this (Show how.) so that you can get the 'Page 5' 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of the 
booklet like this. (Show.) 
"Never put more than one niark in any row of 
spaces. 
"Is there anyone who does not understand what 
to do?" 
(Walk around the room and be sure that all pupils 
have the Answer Sheet adjusted for page 3. Answer 
any questions about how to m ark the answers.) 
Say: "Now go ahead and answer all the ques-
tions. Remember to make heavy black marks." · 
As soon as a child finishes, collect Answer Sheet and 
question booklet. Have each pupil write his name 
at the top of page 3. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
Separate scoring keys are provided for girls and boys. 
Each response to a question is assigned a weight of 
-1 , 0, + 1. To obtain the total Scale score for any 
pupil, count the number of plus responses and the 
number of minus responses .and find the difference 
between them. To do this, superimpose the proper 
scoring key (boys' or girls') over the Answer Sheet in 
such a way that two of the heavy arrows on the An-
swer Sheet show through the holes on the Key and 
point directly toward the two arrows on the Key. 
Some circles. on the K ey are enclosed in black 
squares, others are not. The Plus score is obtained 
by counting the number of marks appearing through 
the circles which are not enclosed in black squares. 
This !).umber should be recorded in the appropriate 
place at the side of the Answer Sheet. This can be 
done without moving the Key. Next, the Minus 
score is obtained by· counting the number of marks 
which appear through the circles which are enclosed 
in black squares. Record this number on the answer 
sheet. The total Scale score is the difference between 
the Plus score and the Minus score. If the Plus score 
is larger, the Scale score will be plus, and if the Minus 
score is larger, the Scale score will be minus. For 
example, if a pupil gets a +8 and a -15, his total 
Scale score will be -7 . . If another pupil ge·~s a -8 
15, his total Scale score will be + 7. 
INTERPRETING AND USING THE RESULTE 
Those children who 0btain high positive scores 
or above for boys, +6 or above for girls) are indica 
by their responses to the . Scale items, attitudes 
opiniqns that closely resemble those of dclinc 
groups; those subjects who obtain relatively 
negative scores ( -1 0 or below for boys, 0 or l:: 
for girls) are responding in a manner similar to · 
we have termed "high morale" groups. For chil 
who score high, the examiner should study the cl 
records and background as indicated, for exar 
by the cumulative record in school or as reporte 
those who know the child well. If corrobor; 
evidence is available with respect to the personali 
the child or his environment, which indicates 
help is needed in maintaining satisfactory adj4stn 
to everyday situations around him, the child shou 
referred to the appropriate agency or specialist 
study and treatment. Care should be taken to 
typing children as predelinquent on the basis of the 
alone. The Scale score, like any test score, sb 
be interpreted against the background of all oiiz, 
formation as to the personality structure and env 
ment of the individual. 
It is to be noted that no "norms," in the custm 
sense, are furnished for interpreting scores on 
Scale, nor are any needed for the use of results 
proposed. Additional research will yield fu 
information on the predictive significance of 
scores, and may indicate that revision of the cr 
scores upward or downward is desirable. In 
light of data thus far available, however, the v 
suggested above as discriminating scores seem tc 
nish satisfactory cutting points. 
Since delinquent behavior is the resultant of r 
forces within and without the delinquent, and 
these forces are highly complex, interrelated, 
individual, no one factor or list of factors (much J 
single score on a verbal scale) can give positive a 
ance that a child will become delinquent. It 
be stressed that even extremely high positive s• 
on this Scale do not mean that the subj ect will s· 
become . a delinquent, nor do high negative s 
indicate · with unyielding certainty that the child 
be free of all future blemishes of delinquent beha 
The validation data merely point out that the 
with a high positive score is responding in the rna 
of most delinquents. When other sources of info 
tion also indicate that the subj ect is a child with I 
lems, early r eferral, study, and treatment rna 
much in preventing severe maladjustments m 
future. 
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~ K D Proneness Check List 
~OND screening device for use in the identification 
ose boys and girls who are delinquency-prone is 
( D Proneness Check List . 
::::RIPTION 
Check List, like the Scale, has been constructed 
1e basis of research in the field of delinquent be-
)L It is essentially a list of those personal and 
·onmental factors that h ave been reported to be 
iated frequently with delinquent b ehavior; the 
m completing the List simply checks in a column 
ed "Yes," "No," or"?" . opposite each factor to 
ate whether or not that factor does or does not 
1cterize the subject, or that there is insufficient 
ma tion availa ble to permit an accurate response . 
OF THE CHECK LIST 
Check List is intended for use not only by the 
room teacher but also b y any professional workers 
come in contact with the subjects for an extended 
ld of time. In many cases it will be desirable to 
various parts of the Check List fill ed out by dif-
lt individuals, depending on the extent to which 
one of then"l is familiar with various types of in-
ation abou t the child. The Check List should 
r b e used withou t a careful study of all data such 
ay be derive.:l from cumulative records in school, 
LSe data within the files of a child-serving agency, 
'ter several visits to the home and prolonged con-
with the various family members. Most schools 
have compreh ensive records already have much 
e background material and information r equired 
ffective use of the Check List. 
is recommended that the Check List always be 
in conjunction with the Delinquency Proneness 
:: . The two types of information supplement each 
r and permit more accurate identification of the 
1quency-prone child than either one used sepa-
. y. Therewill not always b e complete agreement 
reen the two instruments in identifying a given 
1gster as probably delinquent, but even children 
whom the Scale and Check List results do not 
agree should receive further attention from the appro-
priate professional worker. 
INTERPRETING CHECK LIST RESULTS 
A child' s "score" on the Check List is simply the 
number of items which have been checked in the 
"Yes" column. This is an index of the number of un-
favorable elements in his personality or environment 
that may be conducive to the d evelopment of delin-
quent behavior. The following table may be em-
ployed as a rough guide in interpreting the total 
number of items checked "Yes." 
TABLE 4. Interpretive Scores Based on Number or" Itemo. 
Checked "Yes" on the K D Proneness Check List 
NUMBER OF " YES" CHECKS 
25 or more 
10-24 
1- 10 
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)IRECTIONS 
~HE questions in this booklet ask how you feel about certain things. This is not a test. There are no right 
or wrong answers. Read each question and the four answers that follow it. Select the answer that best 
lescribes how you really feel about the question. Do not skip any questions. Answer every question as you 
:orne to it. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer that best tells 
tow you feel about the question. 
Here is a sample question to show you how to mark the answers. 
tample A. Of the following, the color I like best is - _1 
1 red 2 brown 3 blue 4 green . . ......... . . · ...... . ..... . ............ ! ! 
2 3 
- :: 
4 
Decide which of these colors you like best and draw a line under your answer. Now look at the number 
>eside the color which you picked . . Put a heavy black mark in the answer space at the right which is under 
he number of the answer which you have picked. For example, if you like "blue" best, you will draw a line 
mder the word " blue." Since "blue" is number 3, you will put a heavy black line in the answer space under 
h e number 3. 
When you are told to start, read each question and decide upon your answer, then record the answer in 
:he same manner as you have done for the sample. You will be given time enough to finish all the questions. ' 
Do not open your booklet until you are told to do so. 
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SHEET 
Plus 
Score __ 
Minus 
Score ·--
Total 
Scale 
Score __ 
Page 6 
41 
61 n 
42 43 
45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 
63:: 
53 .54 U5 56 
57 $3 59 60 
65 
.. 
61 62 63 64 
65 06 67 68 
69 70 71 72 
73 . 74 75 76 
' 77 78 79 so 
81 82 83 84 
85 86 87 88 
89 90 91 92 
93 94 95 96 
97 98 99 100 
NoTE. This answer sheet is not intended for machine scoring. 
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61 62 63 64 
41' ~ ~ 
65 66 67 68 
42 n 
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43 
.. 
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44:: 
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81 82 83 8! 
46 
.. 
85 R6 87 88 
8990 nl92 
49 
.. 
97 98 99 100 
2 3 4 
51 
.. 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 ll 12 
53 
.. 
13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 
56 u I 
25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 36 
37 
60 u 
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38 39 40 
81 
21 ~ ~ 
85 
22 ~: 
89 
23 ~ ~ 
93 
24 " 
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82 83 84 
86 87 88 
90 91 92 
94 95 96 
97 98 99 100 
2 4 
26: : 
6 8 
27 :: 
9 10 11 12 
28 n 
29 
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.. 
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.. 
... .. 
29 30 31 32 
33 :: 
33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 
36 ~: 
45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 
53 
39 ~ : 
57 
40 :: 
;: 
54 55 56 
58 59 60 
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10 II 
14 15 
17 18 19 
21 22 23 
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.. 
25 26 27 
29 30 31 
33 34 35 
37 38 39 
41 42 43 
.. 
45 46 47 
12 
.. 
13 :: 
53 54 55 
57 58 59 
15 :: 
62 63 
65 · 66 67 
17 
.. 
69 70 71 
. 18 
.. 
73 74 75 
19 :: 
77 78 79 
20 :: 
1. Of the following, the drink I like best. is - K n Proneness Scale 
1 soda pop 2 milk 3 water 4 coffee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Of the following subjects, the one I like to study best is -
5 English 6 science 7 art or drawing 8 manual training or home economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. Those who get the best jobs are usually the ones who -
9 know the right person 10 are the best trained 11 are the luckiest 12 work the hardest . ...... a 
4. Going to high school is -
· 13 a waste of time 14 all right for some people but not for me 
15 all right if you can take the course you want 16 necessary for success . .... ...... . ... . . .... . .. . .. . 4 
5. If a person called m:e a dirty name, I would -
17 fight the person 18 tell him where to get off 19 say and do nothing 20 laugh it off. . . . . . . . s 
6. Of the following sports, the one I like best to watch is a -
21 baseball game 22 prize fight 23 horse race 24 basketball game . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
{. When I do my schoolwork I get my reward -
25 always 26 somet~mes 27 seldom 28 never . . .. . . . .. .. ............ .. ................. : . . . 7 
It Parents usually understand their children -
29 very well 30 quite well 31 not very well 32 not at all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s 
). If I want to be popular I have to do what the crowd does -
33 all of the time 34 most of the time 35 some of the time 36 seldom or never . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 "' 
). Failure is usually due to-
37 bad habits 38 bad companions 39 lack of ability 40 lack of hard work . . .................. 10 
l. The pupils who have the best attendance records are almost always-
41 honor students 42 good students 43 poor students 44 sissies . . ... . . . ...................... 11 
z. During the summer I would like best to stay- ~ 
45 around the house 46 at a summer camp away from home 
47 at a YMCA; (YWCA) day camp 48 at the playground near home .... .. . . ..... .. .... . . ... .. .... . 12 
~. Of the following, I would least like to be a -
49 teacher 50 minister 51 doctor 5,2 crooner ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
l. You have lots more fun if you live in a family with-
53 no brothers or sisters 54 only one brother or sister 
55 two or three brothers or sisters 56 four or more brothers or sister~ . .. . ........... ... ·. . . . . . . . .. . . . 14 
i. Most boys stay in school because they -
57 are required by law to do so 58 have to learn to make a living 
59 want to go to college 60 like school . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
>. Most teachers are -
61 very fair 62 fair most of the time 63 seldom fair 64 never fair . .. .. ..... .. ..... ..... . .... 16 
Smoking is a habit that-
65 does not hurt anyone 66 hurts everyone a little 
67 hurts some people but not others 68 hurts most people a great deal.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
The secret of success is -
69 just luck 70 hard work 71 ability 72 money .... . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
). Of the following, I would like most to be a famous -
73 movie actor (actress) 74 athlete 75 scientist 76 writer .. .. . .. ..... . ... . ................... 19 
). Most people who do something wrong do n?t think that they-
77 will be caught 78 ·will be punished 79 are really doing wrong 80 are hurting others. . . . . . . . 20 
/ \ 
[ 3 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
21. Which of the following drinks do you like best! K D Proneness Scale p A 
, 81 ginger ale 82 coke 83 root bee 84 milk shake .. . ... . .. ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · 
If I am asked to do something which I think iL reasonable, I - . 
85 refuse to do it 86 argue first and tn do just enough to get by . 
87 do· what I'm told and then argue latel 88 do what I'm told and say nothtng .......... · · · · · · 
22. 
The schoolwork that the teacher gives me is uS:Uy -
89
1 
very hard 90 fairly hard 91 f<!y easy 92 very easy ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
23. 
24. I have the most fun when I play - · 
93 in my own house 94 in my own ya~ 95 on my street 96 on the playground near my hm: 
25. Being successful usually means having -
97 a big fortune 98 many friends : your name in the paper 100 the respect of many peopl 
26. The best teachers are the ones who are-
1 very easy 2 fairly easy 3 fairly ~rd 4 very hard . . ... · . ..... ..... · · . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
27. Most policemen try to -
5 help you 6 scare you 7 boss y01. 8 get something on you . . . .... .... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
28. I would like to attend the movies-
9 once a week 10 twice a week 11hree or four times a week 12 every day .. ·. · · · · · · · · · 
29. Cheating in school is usually done by-
13 only a few bad pupils 14 none of 1e pupils 15 m.ost of the pupils 16 all of the pupils . 
30. Whenever I get into serious trouble, other peof are to blame-
17 always 18 almost always 19 soctimes 20 seldom or never . ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
31. Teachers know what they are talking about-
21 always 22 most of the time 23 :me of the time 24 seldom or never ........... · · · · · · · 
32. Older people understand younger people-
25 very well 26 rather well 27 OJV a little 28 not at all ..... . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
33. Of the following subjects, which do you dislike te most? 
29 history or social studies 30 mathemtics 31 English 32 shop ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
34. A boy or girl should be allowed to be his own bss when he is-
33 14 years old 34 16 years old 3518 years old 36 21 years old ..... . ......... · · · · · · · · · 
35. People who live in fine houses usually are- ' . 
37 the best people in town 38 smartennd more educated than most people 
39 just lucky 40 crooked in business . ... ... . . ... . ... ........ . ....... .. .. . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
36. In a family it is best to be-
41 the oldest child 42 the youngest chid 43 the only child 44 one of a large fa~ily ... . . . 
37. In schools the good marks are usually given to hose who -
45 do the best work 46 work the hard1st 
47 only make believe they are working 48 are teachers' pets. · .............. ················. ··· 
38. 
. I 
When I leave school or graduate, I shall - 1 
49 take any job that comes along 50 fi~d a good job . 
51 take it easy for a while 52 go to anJther school or college ............ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Happiness is impossible without- ~ 
53 love · 54 friends 55 a home 55 money .............. . ...... · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Of the following, the color I like best is- ! · · 
/ 
39. 
40. 
57 red 58 black 59 yellow 60 blue ................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
[ 4 ] (Go right on to the next 
41. I usually have the best time when I do things - K D Proneness Scale PAGE 5 
61 all by myself 62 with one friend 6:Yith two or three friends 64 with a big gang . . . . . . . . . 41 
42. For the most .serious trouble I have ever been in-
65 others were to blame more than I was 1 others were to blame as much as I was 
67 I was mos.tly to blame 68 I was wholly blame .... . . . ..... ... . .. . . . ...... . ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
43. I would like to stay in bed la te in the morning -
69 every day 70 Saturdays and Sundays 71 Sundays 72 seldom or never . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
44. Of the following, the sport I like best is -
73 fishing or hunting. 74 overnight hikin! 75 football or baseball 76 wrestling ...... .. ... ... 44 
45. Of the following, the vegetable I like best is -
77 sql1ash 78 potato 79 spinach 80urot . . .. ..... . .. ... .... ... ........... . .... .. .... . .. . . 45 
46. fn the scho_ols, teachers can usuaily be d epended wn to do - .. 
81 nothing to help me 82 a little to help e 
83 much to help me 84 all they can to he me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
47. In school, m y friends -
85 always get me into trouble 86 almost avays get me into trouble 
87 sometimes get me into trouble 88 neveget me into trouble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
48. Of the teachers I h ave known, I hav.e liked-
89 all of them 90 most of them 91 somof them 92 only one of them .... ... . . . ...... . . . .... . 48 
49. During the past month I h ave worried about my faily -
93 all the time 94 most of the time 9 5 orne of the time 96 not at all . . . . . .. . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
50. I think about wha t I 'll do when I get out of school-
97 all the time 98 most of the time 99 ome of the time 100 not at all ... . ........ . .. .. ...... 50 
51. Going to school causes m e to be worried and upset-
1 all the time 2 most of the time 3 sore of the time 4 never ..... . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . ...... ... . 51 
52. I. have been -
5 extremely lucky 6 lucky 7 extremer unlucky 8 unlucky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
53. T aking part in school clubs is -
12 very unimportant . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 9 very important 10 quite important 1 not very important 
54. The most popular boys are the ones who -
13 almost always get into mischief 14 somtimes get into mischief ·. 
15 seldom get into mischief 16 almost ne-er get into mischief. ..... . . . .. .. . . .. .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 54 
When not in school, I can have the most fun- ' 
17 in the mornings 18 in the afternoons 19 around noon 20 around midnigl1t . ..... . .. . . : . . . 55 
55. 
The pupils who skip school are usually the ones wlo get-
· 21 the best marks 22 good marks 23 flir marks 24 the poorest marks ... .. .. ... .. . . .. . . . .... . 56 
56. 
57. Going to college is -
25 necessary for success 26 all right if ym can afford it 
27 all right if you have the ability 28 ju:t a waste of time and money . ... . . . . . . . . .... · . .... · . · · · · · 57 
Most teachers act like other human beings -
29 always 30 most of the time 31 some of the time 32 seldom or never . . . .. . . . . ... .... . · .... · 58 
58. 
59. The time when I shall leave home I look forward to- , 
33 not at all 34 sometimes 35 often 36 very often . . . . . . ..... . ... . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·J 9 
/ -
60. Going to school right now is doing m e -
39 more harm than good 
• 
40 a great deal of harm . . . . . . eo 3 7 a great deal of good 38 some good 
I 
I 
I 
1 r s 1 (Go right on to the next page.) 
A 
61. During the past month I have been worrying about my health-
41 all the time 42 most of the time 43 some of the time 
K D Proneness Scale P 
44 ·none of the time . ......... . 
/ 
62. Teachers and principals usually treat pupils like- · 
45 slaves and work animals 46 someone beneath them · 47 little children 48 their equals 
63. The police -
49 are usually very fair 50 make some mistakes 51 favor the rich 52 are usually unfair 
64. Failing marks on your report card usually mean-
53 you didn't do your work 54 you are dumb 
55 your teacher doesn't like you 56 you have been absent a lot .. .. . ... ..... . .... ...... .' ... . 
65. The best time of the year is -
57 Christmas 58 Easter 59 summer 60 Thanksgiving .. . .... .. .. .... ....... . ........ . 
66. Of the following, the dessert I like b.- ,t is ~ 
61 jello 62 bread puddin• 63 custard 64 pie ... , .............. , .... .. ... .. ........ ·. 
67. On my report card I usually get - .. !" 
65 all honor marks 66 mostly good marks 67 fair marks 68 some failure marks . . ..... . . 
68. Of the following, the game I like best is-
69 checkers 70 bingo 71 marbles 72 authors ..... . · .. ....... .. .... · .... .. : . . ....... .. . 
69. School rules and regulations have good reasons behind them -
73 always 74 almost always 75 some of the time 76 seldom or never .. . ............. . 
70. When I am with someone else and we want something to drink, I like to-
77 buy my own drink 78 match to see who will pay 
79 fix it so the other person usually pays 80 pay for all the drinks ..... . .. ................. . 
71. If I had the money, I would like best to go to a - . 
81 dance 82 movie 83 concert . 84 bowling alley. , ..... ......... . .. . ....... . .. . ... . . 
72. People who wear fine clothes usually are -
85 jullt lucky 86 smarter than other people . 
87 better educated than others 88 the best people in town ..... ....... ' ...................... . 
73. It is the most fun to have-
89 no girl friends 90 one girl friend 91 .a f~w girl friends 92 lots of girl friends . . .. .' . 
74. It is the most fun to have-
93 no boy friends 94 one hoy friend _95 a few boy friends . 96 lots of boy friends ..... . 
75. I have learned that I can trust -
97 most people 98 some people 99 a few people 100 .no one .. . . .. .. ... .. . . .......... . 
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"LIAM C. KVARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University 
· Subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boy. . . . . Girl. . . . . Date .. .. . ... . .... .... . ... . . ...... . .. . 
t Birthday .... . Years. School (or Group) .. ... ......... ... :. .. . . .. . . Checker(s) . . . . ...... . .. . . . . .. . .. ... . 
ONS 
lowing characteristics have been found to be frequently associated with delinquent 
Not all of them are necessarily causes of delinquent behavior. They are, however, 
igns that usually precede or accompany the delinquent patterns of behavior. This 
Je used with caution and reservation. It should not be applied mechanically with 
>ing of pupils as "predelinquent." At best the list may be considered a rough guide 
ining which boys and girls might be selected for further study and subsequent treat-
therapy in a planned, · scientific, and individualized program of delinquency preven-
:ontrol. Those characteristics which have the greatest bearing on the potential delin-
avior are marked with an asterisk. 
check in the columns headed "Yes," "No,""?" after ~tudying the child's cumulative 
iting the home, and talking with the child, his parents or near relatives, and his ·teachers. 
number of check marks in each column and enter these numbers in the spaces pro-
le right. A large number of checks in the "Yes" column will indicate the child who 
>le to the establishment of delinquent patterns of behavior. 
rces from which information is ·obtained should be entered in the proper spaces at the 
r example, suclJ. entries as "Cumulative Records," "Child-serving Agency," and 
' will be made. 
m 
-- ---
-----
-----
-- --
--
---
-- ---
-- ---
-----
1. 
2. 
3. 
*4. 
5. 
6. 
*7. 
*8. 
I. Personal Factors 
Subject is a boy between 10 and 16 years of age. 
Subject is a girl between 12 and 16 years of age. 
Is the youngest in a large family. 
Has limited academic aptitude (IQ 85 or below). 
Is in poor health. 
Has physical defect or defects. 
Reacts to situations in overly aggressive manner. 
Attends the movies twice a week or more often. 
Number of Items Checked: 
Yes....... No . .. .. . 
Interpretation: 
Sources of Information: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
----
-- ---
*9. 
*10. 
Lacks or resists contacts with recognized recreation or character-building agencies. 
Lacks success in out-of-school activities. 
--
--
*11. 
-----
*12. 
-----
*13. 
-- ---
*14. 
-- ---
*15. 
m ? 
-----
*16. 
-- ---
*17. 
-- ---
*18. 
-- ---
*19. 
-- ---
--
---
--
---
*20. 
-- ---
*21. 
--
---
*22. 
-- ---
*23. 
Has previous record of delinquent behavior. 
Evidences a philosophy of "good" or "bad" luck. 
Plays or associates with children who are vulnerabl~ or who have been delinquent. 
Runs with a "gang." 
Does not live in natural home. 
II.. School Factors 
Has limited verbal ability. 
Has little interest in schoolwork. 
Is unsuccessful in schoolwork. 
H as repeated one grade or more. (Indicate below.) 
.One 
Two 
Three or more 
Is in a special class. 
Dislikes school intensely. 
Is one of the oldest in the class. 
Transfers frequently from ·school to school. 
(Continued on t~ reverse) 
Publis~d by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
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YES NO ? 
YES NO 
II. School Factors (Continued) 
*24. Is truant from school. 
*25. Intends to leave school as soon as the law will allow. 
*26. Feels that he does not belorig to the class group. 
*27. Takes little or no part in extracurricular or club activities of school. 
*28. Lacks purposefulness in schoolwork. 
III. Family and Home Factors 
A. FAMILY ' 
29. Family is large (five or more children). 
*30. Family belongs to marginal group. (Indicate group below.) 
Negro 
Foreign-born parentage 
Other 
*31. Family is broken or atypical. (Indicate cause below.) 
Death 
Desertion 
Divorce 
Other 
*32. Parents have court records. 
*33. There are brothers or sisters who have been delinquent. 
*34. Family does not have adequate income to live decently. 
35. Family shows record of welfare-agency contacts. 
36. Father is unskilled worker. 
*37. Mother is employed outside the home. 
*38. Family relationships are unwholesome. 
*39. There are cultural conflicts between parents and children. 
*40. Family conditions make child feel disliked or unwanted. 
*41. There is drunkenness in family. 
*42. There is evidence that child has been neglected by parents. 
*43. Emotional conflicts take place between parents. 
*44. Emotional conflicts take place between children. 
*45. Emotional conflicts take place between parents and children. 
*46. The family scene is characterized by-
Nagging 
Frequent severe punishment 
Overprotection 
Intense rivalry between children 
Extreme parental domination 
Overindulgence 
B. HOME 
*47. The living quarters in the home are, not adequate. 
48. Family lives in a multifamily dwelling. 
*49. Overcrowded living conditions (more than 1.5 persons per room). 
SO. Home furnishings are inadequate. 
51. There is no radio in the home. 
52. The home is unsanitary. 
*53. Family is mobile or migratory. 
54. Family lives in underprivileged neighborhood. 
*55. Family lives in high-delinquency-rate area. 
56. There are no play opportunities in yard, neighborhood, or home. 
57. Family lives over a store or business establishment. 
58. Family rents its home and pays less than average rent prevailing in community. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR UsiNG KEY. Cut out the upper right-hand 
corner along the lines indicated so that the Plus and Minus 
Scores may be written on each Answer Sheet without moving 
the Key. To obtain the Total Scale Score on the K D Prone-
ness Scale, superimpose this Scoring Key on the Answer Sheet 
so that the black arrows on the Answer Sheet show through 
the opening on the Key. Adjust the Key with a slight rotary 
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which appear through the circles which are enclosed in black :: 
squares. Record this number on the Answer Sheet. ~· 
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K D PRONENESS NQN,VERBAL FORM 
By JOHN R. EICHORN, Teaching Fellow, Boston University 
WILLIAM C. KV ARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University 
(All rights reserved, no part or parts may be reproduced in any form without permission of the authors.) 
>IRECTIONS: 
You have been given a booklet and an answer sheet. The booklet contains a number of circles, 
ach of which has four pictures, like the samples on the front page. This is not a test. We only want 
o know which picture in each circle you like the most and which picture you like the least. You are 
o place your answers on the answer sheet. You are not to make any mark on the booklet. 
Look at the first sample. Let us suppose you like the . saxophone the most. Notice this picture is 
narked with the letter B. Now look at the answer sheet. Find number 1 at the top 6f the page. Find 
he letter M (which means most). Beside the letter Mare four pairs of dotted lines. Notice over each 
~r of dotted lines is a letter. Each letter stands for a picture in the circle. Make a heavy black mark 
ltltween the dotted lines under the letter B. This would show that you like the saxophone the most. 
Now look at the first circle again. Let us suppose you like the drum the least. Notice this picture is 
narked with the letter C. To show that you like the drum the least again find number 1 on the 
.nswer speet. Below the letter M is the letter L (which means least). Beside the L are four pairs · 
.f dotted lines, This is the row you use to show which picture you like the least. Make a heavy 
tlack mark between the dotted lines under the letter C. This would show that you like the drum the 
:mst. 
Are there any questions as to how you are to mark the answer sheet? 
Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Everyone does 'not like the saxophone the most. 
~either does evecyone like the drum the least. Now look at the second sample. Decide which 
ticture in this circle you like the most and mark your answer in the M row beside the number 2 as 
·ou did for the first circle,. Now dec1de which one you like the least and mark your answer in the L row., 
Now that everyone understands what to do, open your booklets and do the same for each of the 
:ircles. Remember you are to tell which picture in each circle you like the most and which picture 
n each circle you like the least. You will have one mark in every M (most) row and one mark in 
!Very L (least) row. Be sure to match the number of the circle with the number on the answer sheet. 
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